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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the study of the fragmentation process of polarized quarks,
which cannot be described in the framework of perturbative Quantum Chromody-
namics (pQCD) and is a very interesting topic per se. The work is mainly motivated
by the study of the Collins effect which was proposed and is used as a polarimeter
to measure the transverse polarization of quarks. The most important application
is the extraction of the quark transversity distribution, the third collinear parton
distribution function necessary for the description of the nucleon at leading order.
Its extraction requires the measurement of the polarization of the quarks in a trans-
versely polarized nucleon. The present phenomenological extractions of the transver-
sity distribution make use of the Collins asymmetry measured in Semi-Inclusive Deep
Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) of leptons on transversely polarized nucleons and of the
corresponding asymmetries in e+e− annihilation into hadrons, which both give access
to the Collins function.
A useful tool for the extraction of the quark transversity distribution and the study
of its properties will be a Monte Carlo simulation of the Collins effect. This will be
also the case for the extraction of other still unknown chiral odd parton distribution
functions like the Boer-Mulders function, coupled in SIDIS to the Collins function.
Furthermore, an event generator including the quark spin degree of freedom in
the fragmentation process will be helpful for the interpretation and for the analysis of
the experimental data as well as for the design of future experiments. Up to now such
an event generator based on a consistent model for this process is not available. The
aim of this work is to fill this shortcoming by including the spin degree of freedom
in the hadronization part of Monte Carlo event generators. The main emphasis here
lies on the fragmentation of quarks with transverse polarization but longitudinal spin
effects like jet-handedness are included as well.
The polarized quark fragmentation model, as formulated by Artru and Belghobsi
between 2009 and 2013 and reviewed here, is partly based on the Lund symmetric
string fragmentation model, used in the event generator PYTHIA, which describes the
hadronization process as the cascade decay of a relativistic string, but does not include
spin in the quark degrees of feedom. In the polarized quark fragmentation model,
the quark spin is introduced and treated as a full quantum variable, using Pauli
spinors, 2 × 2 density matrices and transition matrix amplitudes. These amplitudes
are inspired by the 3P0 model of quark pair production which assumes that the quark-
antiquark pairs produced at the string breakings are in the 3P0 state.
The properties and the degrees of freedom of the string+P0 model are spelled out
in a systematic way. The various relevant functions are written in a form which
is suitable for the implementation in Monte Carlo event generators. An important
development made here is the inclusion of vector mesons and their decays in the
fragmentation chain, propagating the quark spin information according to the rules of
QuantumMechanics by applying existing recipes. The resulting models are translated
in this work in recursive Monte Carlo codes of polarized quark fragmentation and the
results of the simulations are compared with existing data.
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This work is not meant to be a complete study of the spin effects, still it can be
regarded as several important initial steps in that direction.
Chapter 1 begins with the introduction to the nucleon structure. A purpose of
this work is indeed its application to the study of the partonic transverse spin and
transverse momentum structure of the nucleon.
The theoretical formulation of the string+3P0 model restricted to pseudoscalar
meson emission is reviewed in the first part of Chapter 2. Then the two main vari-
ants of the model used in this work are presented in detail. The first variant (M18,
published in 2018) includes the so called spin independent correlations between the
transverse momenta of successive quarks created at string breakings. The other vari-
ant (M19, published in 2019) is free from such correlations and has the advantage of
being simpler from the analytical and numerical points of view.
Both versions are written in a form suitable for numerical simulations and have
been implemented in stand alone Monte Carlo programs as described in Chapter 3.
In the same chapter results of the simulations with the variant M18 are compared
with the experimental data. After tuning the only parameter relevant for the spin
effects, both the measured Collins and the dihadron transverse spin asymmetries
are well described by this model. In the last part of the chapter the simulation
results with the variant M19 are also presented. It turns out to give practically
the same results for the transverse spin asymmetries as the previous variant and is
more suitable for further extensions and for the implementation in event generators
where the hadronization part is based on the Lund Model. These important results
motivated further very recent work, namely the inclusion of vector meson production
in the polarized quark fragmentation process (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 4 the interface of M19 with PYTHIA 8.2, an essential task to under-
stand the combined effect of the polarized fragmentation process with other physics
sub-processes, is presented. The code which has been developed for this purpose
and the implementation of the transversity distribution in SIDIS are described in the
same chapter. The comparison of the resulting asymmetries from simulations of the
polarized SIDIS process with experimental data is also discussed.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the model M20, in which the vector meson produc-
tion and their decays are included. The spin density matrix of the vector meson is
calculated and utilized for the generation of the angular distribution of the decay
hadrons. The quantum mechanical correlations between the relative orientation of
the decay products and the next quark in the recursive process, generated at the ad-
jacent string breaking, are taken into account. The effects of vector meson production
on observables like the Collins and the dihadron asymmetries, as obtained by stand
alone Monte Carlo simulations, are presented here in detail. The string+3P0 model
in the M20 version is shown to be a promising and powerful model to describe the
polarized quark fragmentation.
A summary and an overview of possible future applications and studies which can
be performed with this model are given in the last part of the thesis.
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1Chapter 1
The nucleon structure and its
investigation
1.1 Introduction
The partonic structure of protons and neutrons is described at the leading order in
the present theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), by three
parton distribution functions (PDFs): the unpolarized number density f1, the helicity
distribution g1 and the transversity distribution h1. The unpolarized PDF f q1 is the
number density of partons with flavor q that carry a fraction x of the nucleons longi-
tudinal momentum. For an ultra relativistic nucleon, gq1 and h
q
1 give the correlation
between the polarization of the partons and that of the parent nucleon. In a longi-
tudinally polarized nucleon gq1 is the difference between the distributions of partons
with spin parallel and antiparallel to the nucleon one. In a transversely polarized
nucleon hq1 is the difference between the distributions of partons with transverse spin
parallel and antiparallel to the nucleon one. Transverse direction means orthogonal
with respect to the direction of motion of the nucleon.
Among these three leading order quantities, f1 is the best known. It was in-
troduced by Feynman to explain the results of the deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
experiments carried out at SLAC in the late 60’s. Inelastic scattering at large trans-
verse momentum could be interpreted as elastic scattering off charged and point-like
nucleon constituents, named partons by Feynman, and later identified with the quarks
and gluons. These measurements led to the important result that quarks account only
for half of the nucleon momentum, in contradiction with the non relativistic quark
model which described the nucleon structure only in terms of three valence quarks. It
brought to the discovery of the gluon contribution to the nucleon momentum, which
accounted for the other half, satisfying in this way the momentum sum rule. Precise
measurements of these functions both for quarks and for gluons came later with the
HERA experiment at DESY and from the neutrino and muon experiments at FNAL
and at CERN.
The knowledge of the nucleon spin structure, instead, is poorer than the present
knowledge of the momentum structure. Sophisticated techniques were developed at
SLAC in the 70’s to polarize the electron beam, and pioneering experiments (E80
and E130) were conducted and provided first measurements for the helicity PDF g1
of the proton. A breakthrough occurred however in the late 80’s, when the EMC
collaboration carried on at CERN DIS experiments scattering high energy polarized
muons off a longitudinally polarized proton target. These measurements led to the
unexpected finding that the quark contribution to the nucleon spin might be small
or even compatible with zero within the large experimental uncertainty [1]. This
was again in contradiction with the non relativistic quark model which explained
the nucleon helicity as the sum of the three valence quark helicities. These results
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were confirmed later by the SMC and the COMPASS experiments at CERN, by the
HERMES experiment at DESY, by the E143 and the E155 experiments at SLAC,
and by the CLAS experiment at Jefferson Laboratory1. The same measurements
were done with comparable accuracy with polarized neutron targets and the result
was the same. More details can be found in recent reviews, see e.g. Ref. [3]. The
EMC finding in 1988 was the beginning of the so called nucleon spin crisis. Namely
it was impossible to obtain the proton helicity by adding up the contributions of its
constituents. It was impossible to fill the gap even adding up the gluon helicity, which
also was measured to be small.
The spin crisis brought to a vivid interest in the community of high energy physi-
cists for the nucleon spin structure. Its QCD description was revisited and extended
also to the transverse spin.
Transverse spin effects were reported in the mid 70s when large single spin asym-
metries (SSAs) were measured for pions produced in pi + p↑ → pi + X collisions at
the Proton Synchrotron at CERN [4] and in p + p↑ → pi + X collisions at ZGS in
Argonne [5, 6]. In both experiments the target protons were transversely polarized.
Transverse spin effects were also observed in the same years in p+Be→ Λ +X col-
lisions at Fermilab, where Λs were measured with large transverse polarizations [7].
A decade later, the E704 experiment at FNAL, carrying out collisions of transversely
polarized protons off an unpolarized liquid hydrogen target, observed large SSAs for
pions up to 40% in the forward region [8], definitely demonstrating that transverse
spin effects survive at high energies at variance with the theoretical prejudice that
transverse spin effects had to vanish in hard reactions [9]. Later on, large transverse
spin effects in pp scattering were observed at RHIC (BNL) at center of mass energies
as large as 500 GeV.
As explanation for the observed SSAs, Sivers [10] suggested that the origin might
be in the quark motion inside the nucleon and in particular in a spin-orbit correla-
tion between the intrinsic transverse momentum of quarks and the nucleon transverse
polarization. An alternative explanation was based on a non-vanishing transversity
PDF. The distributions of transversely polarized quarks in a transversely polarized
nucleon were mentioned by Feynman in 1973 [11]. The transversity PDF was intro-
duced in 1979 by Ralston and Soper [12]. It was rediscovered by Artru and Mekhfi
in 1990 [13].
The transversity distribution is interestingly different from g1. They would be the
same only for nonrelativistc quarks in the nucleon. The difference between h1 and
g1 is an indication of the richness of the relativistic nucleon wave function. In the
helicity basis, h1 is related to a helicity-flip and therefore represents a probe of the
chiral symmetry breaking. It is decoupled from gluons, and this makes its evolution
with energy different from that of helicity [13]. Still, the transversity PDF is much
less known than the helicity distribution. It is not accessible in inclusive DIS due to
its chiral odd nature and to build an observable a coupling with another chiral odd
object is required. For this purpose, different processes have been proposed.
The most important is the semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) process
off a transversely polarized nucleon, namely the process l + N↑ → l′ + h + X where
a high energy lepton l scatters off a transversely polarized target nucleon N and the
scattered lepton l′ is measured in coincidence with at least one hadron h. The initial
ideas were to look at the production of Λs [14, 15]. Their transverse polarizations
depend on the transverse polarization of the struck quark and on the chiral-odd
1A recent measurement for the quark contribution to the proton spin gives a value between 0.26
and 0.36 [2].
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function describing how this quark fragments into the observed Λ. The Λ polarization
can be measured looking at the decay angular distributions in the weak process Λ↑ →
p + pi with reference axis defined by the polarization of the struck quark. However,
this method has a poor efficiency due to the low abundance of Λs in quark jets. Also,
the polarization transfer is presently unknown.
A different polarimeter for the measurement of the quark transversity distribution
was proposed in 1993 by Collins [16], who conjectured that a transversely polarized
quark produces a jet where the emitted mesons have an asymmetrical distribution
in the azimuthal angle, described by the so called Collins fragmentation function
(Collins FF). It is a chiral odd fragmentaton function, and in the SIDIS process
it would be coupled to h1 producing the so called Collins asymmetry, namely an
azimuthal asymmetry in the distribution of the final state hadrons. The Collins
asymmetry could thus give access to the transversity distribution, provided that the
Collins FF is different from zero.
In the same period, it was realized that there could be an asymmetry in the
azimuthal angle of the relative momentum of a hadron pair produced in the fragmen-
tation of a transversely polarized quark [17]. The asymmetry in this case is described
by the chiral-odd dihadron fragmentation function (DiFF), or interference fragmen-
tation function (IFF). In the SIDIS process it is coupled to h1 producing a dihadron
asymmetry which was regarded as an alternative way of accessing h1. This requires
the knowledge of the involved IFF, which was completely unknown, like the Collins
FF.
For the measurement of the Collins and interference FFs, the e+e− annihilation
process into hadrons was proposed. Here the intermediate qq¯ system is characterized
by correlated transverse polarizations and allows to probe both the Collins and the
dihadron FFs. By combining measurements from SIDIS and e+e− annihilation, it
becomes possible to extract h1.
These FFs, as well as the unpolarized FFs, are fascinating non-perturbative objects
hard to be calculated and so far not computed in lattice QCD. A specific model for the
fragmentation of polarized quarks and the corresponding Monte Carlo implementation
are the subject of this work.
Among the other processes, the Drell-Yan process p↑p¯↑ → l+l−+X is particularly
interesting. Since both the proton and the anti-proton are transversely polarized, a
direct access to the product of the underlying quark and anti-quark (in p¯) transversity
PDFs is provided. These measurements were proposed at GSI [18, 19] but not realized
because of the difficulties in polarizing antiproton beams.
The first data showing the existence of transverse SSAs in SIDIS off a transversely
polarized nucleon target were produced in 2004 for a proton by the HERMES Collab-
oration [20] and for a deuteron by the COMPASS Collaboration [21, 22]. In order to
disentangle the Collins FF and the transversity function, a step forward occured in
2005 when the BELLE Collaboration measured transverse spin asymmetries in e+e−
annihilation experiments [23].
All these achievements on the transverse spin effects marked the beginning of
the wide field of the study of transverse spin and transverse momentum structure of
hadrons which is presently very active. The study of the nucleon structure is ongoing
at other experimental facilities currently in operation, like RHIC for polarized proton
proton scattering [24], and Jefferson Laboratory [25] and COMPASS for SIDIS. Drell-
Yan experiments with a pion beam off a transversely polarized proton target have
been performed in COMPASS [26]. The BES [27] and BABAR [28] Collaborations
carry complementary measurements performing e+e− annihilation experiments. In
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the quark momentum in the parent nucleon.
the future other experiments at FNAL, EIC and LHC, dedicated to the study of the
nucleon spin structure, are foreseen.
In this Chapter, after a reminder of the present description of the nucleon struc-
ture, the observables used to access it and which involve the fragmentation functions,
are introduced. They will be used to compare the Monte Carlo simulations with the
experimental data.
1.2 The three dimensional structure of the nucleon
Quarks (and gluons) are in general not collinear with respect to the parent nucleon
direction. In the so called infinite momentum frame [29], namely in the reference
frame where the nucleon travels along some direction with infinite momentum, they
carry a fraction x of the nucleon momentum and have also transverse motion with
respect to the nucleon momentum. The transverse motion is characterized by the
intrinsic (or primordial) transverse momentum that will be indicated with k⊥. This
is schematically represented in Fig. 1.1.
In this generalized parton model, which includes the parton transverse motion,
the three leading order collinear partonic distributions f1, g1 and h1 (which previously
were k⊥-integrated) are generalized as transverse momentum dependent (TMD) par-
ton distributions in x and k⊥. The three-dimensional structure of the nucleon is no
more exhausted by f1, g1 and h1. In fact, k⊥ represents a natural vector to correlate
either with the transverse polarization of the nucleon or with the quark transverse
polarization [30].
The complete description of the (spin 1/2) nucleon at leading twist, namely at
the leading order in the hard scale which characterizes the interaction between the
probe and the target, requires eight TMD PDFs [31, 32]. They are listed in Tab. 1.1
according to the quark and to the nucleon polarizations which can be unpolarized
(U), longitudinally polarized (L) or transversely polarized (T ).
The functions f⊥1T , g⊥1T , h⊥1L, h⊥1 and h
q⊥
1T
2 are the other five TMD PDFs. The
letters f , g and h are used to indicate unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and trans-
versely polarized quarks. The subscripts L and T indicate the nucleon longitudinal
and transverse polarization respectively. The superscript ⊥ indicates that the TMD
does not survive upon integration over k⊥. The PDFs along the diagonal in Tab. 1.1,
namely f q1 , g
q
1 and h
q
1, are the only TMDs to survive integration over k⊥, reducing to
their collinear counterparts.
The function f⊥1T(x,k2⊥) is the time reversal odd (T-odd) Sivers function [10]. It
describes the distribution of unpolarized quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon
by correlating the quark transverse momentum with the nucleon transverse polariza-
tion. The function h⊥1 (x,k2⊥) is an other T-odd TMD named Boer-Mulders function
[32]. It correlates the quark transverse polarization with its transverse momentum
and it is chiral odd as the transversity PDF. The two remaining functions g⊥1T(x,k2⊥)
2For these TMD PDFs the "Amsterdam notation" [31] is used.
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quark/nucleon U L T
U f1 f⊥1T
L g1 g⊥1T
T h⊥1 h⊥1L h1, h⊥1T
Table 1.1: Leading order TMD parton distribution functions in terms of the quark and of
the nucleon polarizations: U (unpolarized), L (longitudinally polarized) and T (transversely
polarized).
and h⊥1L(x,k2⊥) are the T-even worm-gear functions. g⊥1T describes the distribution
of longitudinally polarized quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon. hq⊥1L describes
the distribution of transversely polarized quarks in a longitudinally polarized nucleon
and it is chiral odd. The function h⊥1T , usually called pretzelosity, describes trans-
versely polarized quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon [33]. It correlates the
nucleons transverse polarization with the quark transverse momentum and trans-
verse polarization, and measures deviations from a cylindrical shape of the polarized
quark distribution.
Summarizing, the nucleon description at leading order needs several unknown
transverse momentum dependent distribution functions describing the different de-
grees of freedom of its confined constituents. These functions are non-perturbative
objects, cannot be calculated analytically from first principles and are being calculated
in lattice QCD. Different tools have been developed to access them experimentally
and different processes are currently used for their measurement.
Concerning the quark transversity distribution hq1, an asymmetry, given by the
convolution of hq1 and of the Collins FF, on the azimuthal distribution of hadrons
produced in transversely polarized SIDIS processes is currently used for its extrac-
tion. This requires that the Collins FF is known. Information on this function come
from the measurements of the asymmetries in the e+e− annihilation process, which
involve the convolution between the Collins FF of the quark and of the antiquark.
The extraction of the quark transversity distribution and the interpretation of the
experimental data on polarized scattering processes can be greatly helped if one dis-
poses of a solid model for the Collins effect and implement it on well established
Monte Carlo event generators like PYTHIA [34]. It is such a tool which is developed
in this thesis.
1.3 The fragmentation functions and the Collins effect
Fragmentation (or hadronization) is the nonperturbative process that brings quarks
and gluons to dress into observable hadrons. For an exhaustive review see for instance
Ref. [35]. It is usually parametrized by fragmentation functions (FFs), which describe
the probability that a hadron h is produced in the fragmentation process of a quark
q, taking away a fraction of the quark momentum. As will be described in the
next chapter, the hadrons are produced in the colour field between two ends, e.g. a
quark and an anti-quark or a quark and a diquark, which constitute the fragmenting
system. FFs can thus be defined in a frame where the two ends are back-to-back and
sufficiently well separated. The fragmentation function of an unpolarized quark q into
the unpolarized hadron h is usually indicated with Dh1q(z,p2T). Indicating with p and
k the hadron and the quark momenta, the FFs depend on the longitudinal lightcone
momentum fraction z = p+/k+ of q taken by h, and on the transverse momentum
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Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of the semi inclusive deep inelastic (SIDIS) process (left
drawing) and e+e− annihilation (right drawing).
pT of h with respect to the direction of the quark momentum kˆ 3. Fragmentation
functions depend also on the so called renormalization and the Collins-Soper scales
[36, 37] which characterize the evolution of FFs with the hard scale of the considered
scattering process. In the following, scale dependencies are neglected since the present
work focuses on the non perturbative.
Fragmentation functions can be favoured, if q fragments into a hadron which has
q as constituent quark, like
u→ pi+ +X, s→ K− +X, d→ pi− +X. (1.1)
Alternatively, if q is not a constituent of h, the FFs are called unfavored as for instance
u→ pi− +X, s→ K+ +X, d→ pi+ +X. (1.2)
Fragmentation functions are believed to be universal, namely the same for all
processes and in particular for SIDIS and e+e− annihilation process, which are rep-
resented diagramatically in Fig. 1.2.
Factorization [38] allows to express the cross sections of these processes in terms of
factors characterizing sub-processes arising at different energy scales. For instance the
SIDIS cross section is factorized as σSIDIS ∼ PDF⊗σˆlqA→l′qA⊗FF, namely it is given
by the convolution of a PDF, a FF and the hard scattering cross section σˆlqA→l′qA (qA
indicates the struck quark). The e+e− annihilation cross section, instead, is factorized
as σe+e− ∼ FF⊗ σˆe+e−→qAq¯B ⊗ FF, namely it is given by the convolution of two FFs
with the hard scattering cross section σˆe+e−→qAq¯B . Unpolarized pT-integrated FFs
have been extracted from e+e− annihilation data and are by now rather well known
[35]).
Less known are the transverse momentum dependent and polarized FFs, the most
important being the Collins FF which characterizes the fragmentation of a trans-
versely polarized quark in unpolarized hadrons and which is usually indicated with
H⊥h1q (z,p2T). The Collins FF correlates the transverse polarization of the fragmenting
quark SqT with the transverse momentum pT of the produced hadron. The fragmen-
tation of a transversely polarized quark in an unpolarized hadron is described by the
function [16]
Dh/q↑(z,pT) = Dh1q(z,p2T) +
(kˆ× pT) · SqT
zmh
H⊥h1q (z,p2T), (1.3)
3The lightcone variables are defined in Appendix A.
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Figure 1.3: Classical 3P0 mechanism at string breaking (a) and its iteration for the production
of pseudoscalar mesons resulting in a Collins effect (b).
where mh is the hadron mass. The peculiarity of this process is that hadrons are
emitted asymmetrically with respect to the plane defined by the quark transverse po-
larization and its direction of motion. From Eq. (1.3), the distribution of the hadron
azimuthal angle φh about kˆ exhibits a sinφC modulation, where φC = φh − φSq is
the Collins angle, φSq being the azimuthal angle of the quark transverse polarization.
This is known as the Collins effect. The amplitude of the modulation for a fully
polarized quark q is the analyzing power
aq
↑→h+X(z, pT) = − pT
zmh
H⊥h1q
Dh1q
. (1.4)
Assuming kˆ along zˆ and SqT along yˆ, if H⊥h1q < 0 (positive analyzing power), the
hadron h is emitted preferentially along −xˆ. The situation is reversed for H⊥h1q > 0
(negative analyzing power) or changing the sign of the quark polarization.
Thanks to this mechanism the azimuthal distribution of the produced hadrons
can be used as a quark polarimeter. Being chiral odd, in transversely polarized SIDIS
the Collins FF is coupled to transversity, producing a particular modulation in the
azimuthal distribution of the final hadrons that is known as the Collins asymmetry.
Knowing the Collins analysing power, the transversity PDF can be extracted from
the SIDIS data.
A model for the Collins effect is based on the 3P0 mechanism applied to the string
fragmentation model [39] and it is the topic studied in this work. In this model
the color interaction, for instance between the struck quark and the remnant of the
nucleon in a DIS process, is described as a relativistic string stretched between the
two color charges. Then the decay of the string via the tunneling of qq¯ pairs out of
the color field is the hadronization process. Fig. 1.3 represents such a string stretched
along the zˆ axis. In this model the qq¯ pairs at each string breaking are produced in
the 3P0 state, namely they have total orbital angular momentum L = 1 and total
spin S = 1 opposite to the orbital angular momentum such that J = L+S = 0. This
is shown in Fig. 1.3 (a). This model makes an important prediction if it is applied
to the fragmentation of a string where the initial quark is transversely polarized as
in Fig. 1.3 (b) and assuming emission of pseudo-scalar mesons [39]. If the initial
quark qA is polarized along yˆ axis, in order for the first meson h1 to be pseudo-scalar,
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Figure 1.4: Kinematics of the SIDIS process in the γ∗-N reference system (left panel) and
kinematics of the elementary hard process (right panel).
the q2q¯2 pair has to be polarized along −yˆ. Consequently, the angular momentum
L2 is directed along yˆ, meaning that the quark q2 has transverse momentum, with
respect to the string axis, k2T along −xˆ and the anti-quark q¯2 has opposite transverse
momentum −k2T. The anti-quark is absorbed by the (first rank) meson h1 which has
then transverse momentum along the xˆ axis. Continuing this mechanism, the second
rank meson h2 is emitted along −xˆ. The third rank is emitted again along xˆ and
so on. The overall effect is that odd and even rank mesons are emitted to the left
and to the right of the plane defined by the initial quark polarization and momentum
(directed along zˆ) vectors. If the initial quark qA is u then this mechanism produces
opposite effects for instance for positive and for negative pions or kaons. Therefore
the string+3P0 model produces a Collins effect. This is however a classical model.
Its quantum mechanical formulation will be given in Chapter 2 for the production
of pseudoscalar mesons. The extension to vector meson production is described in
Chapter 5.
Presently, only two models for the fragmentation of polarized quarks and the
Collins effect exist. The second one, which will be shortly presented in Chapter 2,
describes single quark jets in the framework of the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio effective field
theory [40].
1.4 The SIDIS process
The most powerful tool for the study of the nucleon structure is the SIDIS process,
where a high energy lepton with momentum l scatters off a target nucleon N with
momentum PN , and in the final state the scattered lepton with momentum l′ is
measured in coincidence with at least one of the produced hadrons h, with momentum
Ph. The kinematics is represented in Fig. 1.4 in the γ∗-N system (GNS), namely in the
frame where the emitted virtual photon momentum q = l− l′ is along the zˆ axis and
the nucleon is at rest. This axis defines the longitudinal direction. The components
of vectors transverse and parallel to this axis are indicated with the symbols ⊥ and
‖. For instance, in this frame the nucleon polarization vector is S = (S⊥, S‖).
The plane containing the lepton momenta l, l′ (and q) defines the lepton scat-
tering plane, whereas the plane containing the hadron momentum Ph and q defines
the hadron plane. The azimuthal angles of S⊥ (φS) and of the hadron transverse
momentum P⊥ (φh) are defined with respect to the lepton scattering plane, with
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φl′ = 0, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The SIDIS process is described in terms of the invari-
ants Q2 = −(l − l′)2, xB = Q2/2PN · q, y = PN · q/PN · l, of the hadrons fractional
energy zh = PN · Ph/PN · q, of its transverse momentum P⊥ and of the azimuthal
angles φh and φS . The leading twist SIDIS cross section in the one photon exchange
approximation is [41, 42]
dσl+N→l′+h+X
dxBdydzhdφhdP
2
⊥dφS
= α
2
em
xByQ2
1 + (1− y)2
2
{
FUU,T + ε2FUU,L + ε1F cosφhUU cosφh
+ ε2F cos 2φhUU cos 2φh + λlε3F
sinφh
UU sinφh
+ S‖
[
ε1F
sinφh
UL sinφh + ε2F
sin 2φh
UL sin 2φh
]
+ S‖λl
[
ε4FLL + ε3F cosφhLL cosφh
]
+ S⊥
[ (
F sinφSivUT,T + ε2F
sinφSiv
UT,L
)
sinφSiv
+ ε2F sinφCUT sinφC + ε2F
sin(3φh−φS)
UT sin (3φh − φS)
+ ε1F sinφSUT sinφS + ε1F
sin(2φh−φS)
UT sin (2φh − φS)
]
+ S⊥λl
[
4F
cos(φh−φS)
LT cos (φh − φS) + ε3F cosφSLT cosφS
+ ε3F cos(2φh−φS)LT cos (2φh − φS)
]}
, (1.5)
where λl is the helicity of the lepton beam. The azimuthal angle φC = φh + φS − pi
is the Collins angle4 and φSiv = φh − φS is the Sivers angle.
ε1 =
2(2− y)√1− y
1 + (1− y)2 , ε2 =
2(1− y)
1 + (1− y)2 (1.6)
ε3 =
2y
√
1− y
1 + (1− y)2 , ε4 =
y(2− y)
1 + (1− y)2 (1.7)
are kinematic factors. In all these formulasM2x2B/Q2 corrections have been neglected.
The cross section is written in terms of 18 structure functions which depend on
xB, zh and P 2⊥ and are labelled as F
t(φh,φS)
XY,Z . The subscripts X,Y, Z, which take the
values U , L or T , label respectively the target, the beam and the virtual photon
polarizations. U refers to the unpolarized case, L to the longitudinally polarized
and T to the transversely polarized state. The superscript t(φh, φS) refers to the
trigonometric function t of the azimuthal angles φh and φS .
According to factorization, each structure function is expressed in the parton
model in terms of the convolution
C[wfD] =
∑
q
e2q
∫
d2k⊥ d2pT δ(2)(P⊥ − zhk⊥ − pT)w(k⊥,P⊥)
× f(xB,k2⊥)D(zh, p2T), (1.8)
where w represents a generic weight factor and the Q2 dependence of f and D has
4This definition of the Collins angle is obtained from the previous one, φC = φh − φSq , when
taking into account the reflection of the transverse polarization of the interacting quark about the
normal to the lepton scattering plane. Since φSq = pi − φS it is φC = φh + φS − pi.
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been omitted for simplicity. For the purposes of this work, the most relevant ones
expressed in the GNS are [43]
FUU = C[f1D1] (1.9)
F cosφhUU = −
2
Q
C
[
(Pˆ⊥ · k⊥) f1D1
+ k
2
⊥(P⊥ − zhPˆ⊥ · k⊥)
zhMhM
h⊥1 H
⊥
1
]
(1.10)
F cos 2φhUU = C
[(P⊥ · k⊥)− 2zh(Pˆ⊥ · k⊥)2 + z2hk2⊥
zhMhM
h⊥1 H
⊥
1
+ 2(Pˆ⊥ · k⊥)
2 − k2⊥
Q2
f1D1
]
(1.11)
F sinφCUT = C
[P⊥ − zh(Pˆ⊥ · k⊥)
zhMh
h1H
⊥
1
]
(1.12)
F sinφSivUT = C
[
− Pˆ⊥ · k⊥
M
f⊥1T D1
]
, (1.13)
where FUU = FUU,T + ε2FUU,L. k⊥ is the intrinsic quark momentum and pT the
momentum of the observed hadron with respect to the direction of the fragmenting
quark, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.4. Neglecting terms of order k2⊥/Q2 it is
x ' xB, z ' zh and P⊥ = zhk⊥ + pT.
From the structure functions in Eqs. (1.9-1.13), one defines the azimuthal asym-
metries
A
t(φh,φS)
XY =
F
t(φh,φS)
XY
FUU
, (1.14)
which depend on the DIS variables xB and Q2, and on the hadronic variabls zh
and P⊥. In particular, AcosφhUU and A
cos 2φh
UU are often called unpolarized azimuthal
asymmetries. They contain information on the quark intrinsic transverse momenta
and receive contributions from the Cahn effect [44, 45], a pure kinematic effect. The
Boer-Mulders function appears coupled to the Collins FF in both asymmetries. The
Cahn effect contributes mostly to the cosφh asymmetry whereas the Boer-Mulders
function contributes mostly to the cos 2φh asymmetry. The most recent measurements
of these asymmetries come from the COMPASS [46] and HERMES [47] experiments
and different phenomenological analyses have been performed. However, still there is
no definite evidence that the Boer-Mulders function is different from zero [48].
The amplitude AsinφSivUT of the sinφSiv modulation is known as the Sivers asymme-
try. This asymmetry is given by the convolution between the Sivers function f⊥1T and
the unpolarized FF Dh1q. It has been measured by the COMPASS [49] and the HER-
MES [50] Collaborations and has been found to be different from zero for protons. It
allowed to extract the first moment of the Sivers function.
Finally the amplitude AsinφCUT of the sinφC modulation is known as the Collins
asymmetry and in the following it is referred to as AColl. The Collins angle φC is
now evaluated in the GNS. This asymmetry is given by the convolution of hq1 and of
H⊥h1q which can be analytically calculated only making assumptions on the transverse
momenta dependence of PDFs and FFs. Assuming Gaussian distributions, the Collins
asymmetry can be written as [52]
AColl(xB, zh) = G(z)
∑
q e
2
q xBh
q
1(xB)H
⊥h(1/2)
1q (zh)∑
q e
2
qxBf
q
1 (xB)Dh1q(zh)
, (1.15)
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Figure 1.5: Collins asymmetry as measured by the COMPASS Collaboration [51] for pi±, K±
and K0 as function of xB , zh and P⊥.
where G(z) = (1 + z2h〈k2⊥〉/〈p2T〉)−1/2 and the "half-moment" of the Collins FF being
defined as
H
⊥h(1/2)
1q (zh) =
∫
dp2T
pT
zhmh
H⊥h1q (z,p2T). (1.16)
Neglecting the quark intrinsic transverse momentum, the convolution operation be-
comes a product and the asymmetry can be expressed as
AColl(xB, zh, P⊥) =
∑
q e
2
q h
q
1(xB) P⊥zhmh H
⊥h
1q (zh, P⊥)∑
q e
2
qf
q
1 (xB)Dh1q(zh, P⊥)
. (1.17)
With a polarized proton target the dominant contribution is that of the u quark, and
the Collins asymmetry can be written as
ApColl(zh, P⊥) ' −
hu1
fu1
au↑→h+X(zh, P⊥). (1.18)
The Collins asymmetry has been measured in SIDIS by HERMES [53] and COM-
PASS [51] experiments for charged hadrons, identified pions and kaons, on proton and
deuteron targets. As an example Fig. 1.5 shows ApColl as function of xB, zh and P⊥ as
measured by the COMPASS Collaboration [51]. The asymmetry is clearly different
from zero, meaning that both h1 and H⊥1 are different from zero. It has opposite sign
for positive and negative pions. As already seen, in the u-dominance hypothesis, this
effect is expected in the string+3P0 model. As function of xB the Collins asymmetry
is compatible with zero at xB . 0.03, indicating that hq1 is a valence object. Similar
features show up also for charged kaons. In particular, the asymmetry for positive
kaons is somewhat larger than the corresponding asymmetry for positive pions, but
the statistical uncertainties are large. The same kinematic dependences for pions have
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Figure 1.6: Left: kinematics of the e+e− annihilation process in the center of mass frame.
Right: A12 asymmetry as function of z2 in four different bins of z1 as measured by BELLE
Collaboration [54].
been observed by the HERMES Collaboration [20].
1.5 The e+e− annihilation process
An independent source of information for the Collins FF is the observation of hadron
pairs in the e+e− → qq¯ → h1h2 +X process, shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.6. The
two hadrons must lie in two different hemispheres, namely one in the quark jet and
the other in the anti-quark jet. In this process the intermediate virtual photon decays
in a correlated qq¯ spin state. This correlation is transferred through the Collins effect
to the observed hadron pair producing a cos (φ1 + φ2) modulation. The angles φ1 and
φ2 are the azimuthal angles of h1 and h2 around the qq¯ axis respectively. The φ = 0
half-plane contains the e+ beam momentum. The resulting cos (φ1 + φ2) asymmetry
is [23, 54, 55]
Ae+e−(z1, z2) =
〈sin2 θ〉
〈1 + cos2 θ〉
∑
q e
2
q H
⊥h1(1/2)
1q (z1)H
⊥h2(1/2)
1q¯ (z2)∑
q e
2
q D
h1
1q (z1)D
h2
1q (z2)
, (1.19)
where θ is the angle between the e+e− axis and the qq¯ axis (approximated experi-
mentally with the thrust axis) and z1 and z2 are the fractional energies of h1 and h2,
defined as the ratios between the hadrons energy and half of the center of mass energy√
s. This asymmetry is strictly related to the difference of the A12 asymmetries for
"unlike-sign" and "like-sign" pairs first measured by the BELLE Collaboration [54].
As an example, in the right panel of Fig. 1.6 the measured asymmetries A12 are
shown as function of z2 in four different bins of z1. Clearly the asymmetry is dif-
ferent from zero, confirming that the Collins FF is different from zero. The Ae+e−
asymmetry increases with zh, as expected, and in agreement with the zh dependence
of the Collins asymmetry. The Collins FF, extracted using Eq. (1.19) up to a sign,
can then be used together with the Collins asymmetry measured in SIDIS in order
to extract the quark transversity distribution (see e.g. [52, 56]).
The e+e− → qq¯ → h1h2 + X process has not been simulated in this work. The
BELLE data have however been used to get the value of the free parameter which
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Figure 1.7: Kinematics for the fragmentation of a quark into a hadron pair.
gives the size of the Collins analysing power (see sec. 3.1.2).
1.6 The dihadron fragmentation function
The alternative method to access the transversity distribution proposed in Ref. [17]
uses as polarimeter the fragmentation of a transversely polarized quark into a pair
of unpolarized mesons (pipi, piK or KK¯) in the same jet, namely the process q↑ →
h1h2 +X. Such process is described by the leading twist fragmentation function
Dh1h2/q↑(z,RT) = D
h1h2
1q (z,Mh1h2) +H
^h1h2
1q (z,Mh1h2)
(kˆ×RT) · SqT
Mh1h2
, (1.20)
where z = z1 + z2 and Mh1h2 is the invariant mass of the pair. D
h1h2
1q is the unknown
spin averaged dihadron fragmentation function. The vector RT is usually defined
as RT = (z2p1T − z1p2T) /z, p1(2)T being the transverse momenta of the hadrons
with respect to the fragmenting quark direction kˆ. A schematic representation of this
process is shown in Fig. 1.7.
The function H^h1h21q is the DiFF, or IFF. It was assumed to come from the
interference between competing amplitudes for the production of the hadron pair
characterized by different phases. The phase difference may arise e.g. by the inter-
ference between the amplitude for the production of the hadron pair from the decay
of a resonance and the amplitude for the direct production of the pair [57], or from
the interference between the amplitudes related to the production of two resonances
[58]. H^h1h21q is also a chiral-odd object. A non-vanishing H
^h1h2
1q produces a sinφRSq
modulation, where φRSq = φR−φSq . It is similar to the Collins one and its amplitude,
i.e the analyzing power, is
aq
↑→h1h2+X(z,Mh1h2) = −
RT
Mh1h2
H^h1h21q (z,M2h1h2)
Dh1h21q (z,M2h1h2)
. (1.21)
However, this effect is also expected from the classical string+3P0 mechanism. Indeed
a single hadron Collins effect produces a dihadron effect due to the local compensation
of transverse momenta. Thus, in this model, the 3P0 mechanism is sufficient to
produce both Collins and dihadron effects, without invoking resonances. This will be
shown in more detail in the following.
The dihadron FF is used as a quark polarimeter to access hq1 in SIDIS off trans-
versely polarized nucleons. In the process l+N↑ → l′+ h1h2 +X, H^h1h21q is coupled
to hq1 and gives the dihadron asymmetry which can be written as [52]
Ah1h2(xB, z,M2h1h2) =
∑
q e
2
q h
q
1(x) R⊥Mh1h2H
^h1h2
1q (z,M2h1h2)∑
q e
2
q f
q
1 (x)D
h1h2
1q (z,M2h1h2)
. (1.22)
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This asymmetry is proportional to the amplitude of the sinφRS , where φRS = φR +
φS−pi and φR and φS are the azimuthal angles of R⊥ and of the nucleon polarization
S⊥ in the GNS. At leading order in k⊥/Q it is R⊥ ' RT. The advantage of this
asymmetry is that it does not involve k⊥ and thus it is the product, and not the
convolution, of hq1 and H
^h1h2
1q . In addition the dihadron asymmetry is expected not
to be diluted at large Q2 by the gluon radiation which would change randomly the
direction of the fragmenting quark momentum but not the relative vector R⊥ [59].
For a proton target the main contribution comes again from the u quark and the
dihadron asymmetry can be written as
Ah1h2(xB, z,M2h1h2) ' −
hu1
fu1
au
↑→h1h2+X(z,Mh1h2). (1.23)
Besides the relative dihadron effect giving the dihadron asymmetry, there is also
a global dihadron effect in the azimuthal angle of the total transverse momentum
of the pair p1T + p2T. This effect has been integrated out in Eq. (1.20) since it is
expected to be blurred due to the intrinsic quark transverse momentum and gluon
radiation.
The dihadron asymmetry has been measured in SIDIS off a transversely polarized
proton target by HERMES [60] and off transversely polarized proton and deuteron
targets by COMPASS [61] using pairs of oppositely charged hadrons and identifying
h1 with the positive hadron. The results are similar to those of the Collins asymmetry
with a somehow larger absolute value.
Analogously to the Collins FF, the IFF H^h1h21q can be measured in the pro-
cess e+e− → (h1h2)(h¯1h¯2) + X, namely from the e+e− annihilation in two hadron
pairs h1h2 and (h¯1h¯2) belonging to the quark and to the antiquark jet respectively,
through the Artru-Collins asymmetry [62].Thus, the dihadron asymmetry can be used
in combination with e+e− annihilation data to the extract the quark transversity dis-
tribution [52, 63].
The analysing power of both the Collins and the dihadron FF have been calculated
from simulated events and compared with the existing data, as described in Chapter
3. The Collins and the dihadron asymmetries have also been simulated using PYTHIA
(see Chapter 4).
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Chapter 2
The polarized quark
fragmentation model
In high energy collisions, from two colliding initial particles, typically many others
are produced in the final state. Given the large number of particles involved, the
description of the process is a too complex problem to be solved theoretically and
only the general features can most of time be predicted. On the other hand, from the
experimental point of view a detailed description of the process is required. To reach
a sophisticated enough description of the collision process Monte Carlo simulations
are generally used. A high energy process involves typically physics at different time
scales. For instance, in the e+e− annihilation event represented in Fig. 2.1, one can
identify four stages. The intermediate γ∗/Z0 decays into a qAq¯B pair on a small time
scale, of the order tann. ∼ 1/
√
s (assuming c = ~ = 1), where
√
s is the center of
mass energy of the event (for
√
s = 10 GeV it is tann. ∼ 10−2 fm). At this stage the
𝑞"𝑞#$
𝛾∗/𝑍)
hadronization
𝑒+𝑒,
(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: The e+e− annihilation process into hadrons.
quark and the anti-quark are essentially free and, while moving in opposite directions
in the center of mass frame, they may also emit gluons, and these gluons may branch
into more gluons or quark-antiquark pairs, enlarging the number of partons involved
in the process which constitute an overall color singlet system. This phase (b) is
described perturbatively within pQCD. At larger time scales, phase (c) arises. Here
the whole partonic system hadronizes into the final state hadrons. The time scale
involved in this phase varies with the rapidity of the produced hadrons. Namely, those
with lowest rapidity are produced on a typical time of 1 − 2 fm whereas those with
the largest rapidity are produced at a slightly larger time1. The produced hadrons
1In the string fragmentation model, the hadrons with largest rapidity are produced around at
thad =
√
s/(2κ), κ ' 0.2 GeV2 being the tension of the string at rest, where the hadronization also
stops. See, e.g., Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.2: Different fragmentation models: independent fragmentation (left), cluster frag-
mentation (middle) and string fragmentation (right).
may be stable particles as pions or kaons, or resonances like vector mesons. At
phase (d) the resonances decay into stable particles. Among the different phases, the
hadronization part (phase (c)) is the more difficult to be described, since at present no
analytical treatment of confinement exists. For the description of the hadronization
process various models with different sophistication levels have been developed and
have been implemented in event generators.
The Independent Fragmentation Model (IFM) or Field-Feynman model [64], treats
qA and q¯B as two uncorrelated objects which hadronize independently, as can be seen
in the left drawing of Fig. 2.2. Each jet is generated recursively, for instance qA is
split in a hadron h1 and a leftover quark q2 by generating a q2q¯2 pair. This splitting
occurs according to a probability distribution function for the fraction of the qA energy
taken by h1. q2 is then treated in the same manner and in this way the entire jet is
generated. The original model lacks of confinement and does not conserve in a natural
way overall momentum and quantum numbers, which need specific prescriptions to be
satisfied. The Field-Feynman model has been recently extended for the pseudoscalar
meson emission taking into account the quark spin through the spin density matrix
formalism within the framework of the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio effective field theory [40].
In the Cluster Fragmentation Model (CFM), implemented in HERWIG [65], the
whole partonic system is correlated in a color neutral configuration, as represented
in the middle diagram of Fig. 2.2. Gluons are split into quark-antiquark pairs and
nearby quark antiquarks all over the system are joined to form color singlet clusters,
the internal structure of which is not specified. Each cluster is then allowed to decay
into smaller mass clusters representing the final observed hadrons according to some
probability distribution based on the phase space.
In the String Fragmentation Model (SFM), which confines in a color neutral dipole
the initial qAq¯B pair, the attractive chromoelectric force field2 is replaced by a rela-
tivistic string with qA and q¯B placed at the endpoints, as shown in the right drawing
of Fig. 2.2. The strength of the attractive force acting on the color charges is the
string tension at rest κ ' 1 GeV/fm, or equivalently κ ' 0.2 GeV2 (taking ~ = c = 1)
[66]. As the charges move apart in opposite directions in the center of mass frame,
they lose energy at the constant rate κ stretching the string. The energy stored in
the string rises linearly at the same rate. In this model gluons are not always split
in quark-antiquark pairs but in general produce complicated string configurations.
Finally, the fragmentation process is viewed as the breaking (or the decay) of the
2The soft interaction between the color charges is described by the potential
VQCD(r) ' −43
αs
r
+ κr, (2.1)
where r is the distance between qA and q¯B, αs the strong coupling constant. At large distances, the
Coulomb term is neglected and the interaction is described by the linear attractive term which gives
a constant force.
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string into smaller string pieces through the tunneling of new qq¯ pairs in the force
field. The string breakings happen at space-like separations, allowing the string decay
process to be treated recursively. The remaining string pieces represent the observed
hadrons or resonances which subsequently decay into stable particles. The first SFM
was proposed in 1973 by Artru and Mennessier [67]. They introduce a universal con-
stant P as the probability per unit space-time area for a string breaking point to
occur. The string decay is treated in analogy with the radioactive exponential decay
where the time variable is replaced by the space-time area in the past lightcone of
the breaking point. This model already reproduced the main features of the jets but
with a continuous mass spectrum for the produced hadrons. A SFM model with the
actual particle masses was developed by the Lund group in 1983 [68]. This model
is left-right (LR) symmetric, namely invariant under the exchange of qA ↔ q¯B. It is
referred to in the following as the Symmetric Lund Model (SLM) or simply as the
Lund Model (LM). It is presently implemented in event generators like LEPTO [69] and
PYTHIA [34] and has proven to be very successful in the description of experimental
data from e+e−, DIS and pp experiments.
An interesting comparison from the theoretical point of view among the different
class of models is given in Ref. [70]. All these models but that in Ref. [40] neglect
the quark spin degree of freedom.
The goal of this work is the development of a MC program for the simulation of the
polarized quark fragmentation process by using a model which treats the quark spin in
a systematical and consistent way, suitable to be included in event generators. To this
aim, the SLM supplemented with the 3P0 mechanism and restricted to pseudoscalar
meson production has been used. Many papers on this topic already exist [39, 71,
72]. In this chapter all the material is reviewed and organized in order to produce a
consistent analytical formulation, which is the basis of the MC development.
In section 2.1, the basic concepts of the yo-yo mass-less relativistic string and of
the SLM in the spinless case are reviewed. In section 2.2 the string+3P0 model is
described. In section 2.3.1 two specific choices leading to two different analytical for-
mulations of the model (M18 and M19) are discussed. They are recent developments
made in the context of this research project and both of them have been implemented
in Monte Carlo codes as described in Chapter 3. The newest development consist-
ing in the introduction of vector mesons in the fragmentation chain is described in
Chapter 5.
2.1 The spinless case in SLM
2.1.1 The kinematics of the yo-yo
The SLM is based on the dynamics of the 1 + 1 dimensional relativistic string with
massless ends [67, 73]. To describe such motion in space-time, the time axis is indi-
cated with t and the longitudinal space axis, which coincides with the string axis, is
indicated with z. Then, the motion in the (t, zˆ) plane of the qAq¯B system in Fig. 2.1
is described by the hamiltonian
H = |kmec,zA |+ |kmec,zB¯ |+ κ|zA − zB¯| (2.2)
where kmec,zA and k
mec,z
B¯ are the longitudinal components of the mechanical energy-
momentum kmecA = (EmecA , k
z,mec
A ) of qA and kmecB¯ = (E
mec
B¯ , k
z,mec
B¯ ) of q¯B which are
assumed to be mass-less, and zA and zB are the positions of qA and q¯B along the
zˆ axis at time t. The initial energy of each quark is
√
s/2,
√
s being the center of
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Figure 2.3: Motion of the 1 + 1 dimensional yo-yo in its rest frame (left) and momentum of
a string piece (right).
mass energy of the qAq¯B system. In the center of mass of the qAq¯B system it is also
kz,mecA + k
z,mec
B¯ = 0. Concentrating on the qA side, from Eq. (2.2) one derives the
Hamilton’s equation vzA = sign(k
z,mec
A ), namely the quark can move along the +zˆ
or −zˆ axis with longitudinal velocity vzA equal in absolute value to the velocity of
light (c = 1). Assuming qA has initially vzA = +1, then from Eq. (2.2) the quark
longitudinal momentum obeys the Hamilton’s equation
dkmec,zA
dt
= −κ, (2.3)
i.e. it loses longitudinal momentum at the rate given by the string tension. Equation
(2.3) is invariant under boosts along the zˆ axis. The same is also true for q¯B which
has opposite momentum with respect to qA and thus vzB¯ = −1. From Eq. (2.3) one
can see also that the mechanical energy of qA decreases with zA at the same rate as
the longitudinal momentum, namely
dEmecA
dzA
= dE
mec
A
dkmec,zA
dkmec,zA
dt
dt
dzA
= −κ. (2.4)
From the solutions of Eqs. (2.3-2.4), the quark mechanical momentum is
kmecA = κ (z0 − zA, t0 − t) , (2.5)
where z0 = t0 =
√
s/2κ, z0 being obtained from Eq. (2.2) when zA = −zB¯ = z0.
For q¯B a similar equation holds with kmec,zB¯ = −k
mec,z
A . This shows also that energy-
momentum and space-time coordinates are linearly related through the string tension,
meaning that one can associate an energy-momentum vector to each point in space-
time. Clearly this is a classical picture.
The motion of the qAq¯B string in space-time is shown in Fig. 2.3, where the
lightcone axes are indicated with X± = t ± z. After being produced at the origin
with energy
√
s/2, the quark and the anti-quark move along the lightcone in opposite
directions losing energy-momentum due to the string tension. Meanwhile the string
between them grows and reaches its maximum elongation at the time t0, qA and q¯B
being at positions ±z0. The quarks have lost completely their energies which are
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Figure 2.4: Representation of the quark momentum in the string surface.
now entirely in the string, whose length is 2z0 =
√
s/κ. The space-time points with
coordinates (t0,±z0) are turning-points where the velocities of the quark and of the
anti-quark are inverted. For t > t0 the qA and q¯B longitudinal momenta are thus
inverted and they are pulled towards the origin taking energy-momentum from the
string. At time 2t0 the quark and the anti-quark cross the origin with energy
√
s/2
and continue their motion in the −zˆ and +zˆ directions respectively. At time 3t0 an
other inversion of the velocities occurs and finally, at the time 4t0, qA and q¯B are back
at their initial configuration. They are confined in the interval (−z0,+z0) and this
oscillatory motion is referred to as the yo-yo motion.
Two general properties can be understood from the study of the string equation
of motion and a summary is presented in Ref. [74]. The energy-momentum (called in
the following also simply momentum) of a string piece between the space-time points
A and B, as shown in the right panel of Fig. (2.3) for a yo-yo, can be obtained as
pAB = κ
−−→
CD. (2.6)
The space-time points C and D are obtained from the intersection between the future
and past light-paths passing through A and B, and the vector −−→CD points from C to
D. The momentum flow to the string from right to left along the line which joins C
with D is κ−−→AB [74].
It is useful, for the following, to represent the quark momenta in the space-time
surface swept by the string. This can be done in a simple way by defining the dual of
a vector k as kˇ = (kz, k0), namely as the vector with exchanged time and longitudinal
components or equivalently as the reflection about the X+ axis. Then the mechanical
momentum of qA in Eq. (2.5) has the geometrical interpretation shown in Fig. 2.4.
The dual vector kˇmecA at the space-time point XA is
kˇmecA = κ
−−−−→
XAQA. (2.7)
Namely the dual of the mechanical quark momentum at XA is given by the length
of the vector joining XA with the turning point QA. The mechanical momentum is
then the reflection of kˇmecA about X+ axis.
The canonical dual momentum of qA is
kˇcanA = κ
−−−→
OQA = kˇmecA + kˇ
string
A , (2.8)
where kˇstringA = κ
−−−→
OXA is the dual of the momentum flow to the string from right to
left along the line OXA. This decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.4. It is reminiscent
of the relation pmec = pcan + eA between the mechanical momentum pmec and the
canonical momentum pcan of an electric charge e which moves in the potential A.
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Figure 2.5: Decomposition of the hadron momentum (left) and boosted yo-yo along the zˆ
axis (right).
Thus the term kˇstringA plays the role of a (linear) 2-potential.
Finally, in the string fragmentation model, the yo-yo in Fig. 2.3 represents a
hadron h at rest with quark content qAq¯B and with momentum
p = kmecA + kmecB¯ + pstring = k
can
A + kcanB¯ , (2.9)
i.e. the hadron momentum is given by the sum of the quark mechanical momenta
and the momentum pstring of the string piece between them. It is also given by the
sum of the quark canonical momenta, as shown in Fig. 2.5 The mass of the yo-yo
hadron is determined by the mass-shell condition
m2h = kcan+A k
can−
B¯ = κ
2 2A, (2.10)
where k± indicate the lightcone components of the momentum vector k and A is the
area of the space-time region swept by the string during half oscillation. Hence, the
mass corresponds to the area swept by the yo-yo in a complete oscillation and it is
represented by the shaded region in Fig. 2.3. A hadron moving along the zˆ axis is a
boosted yo-yo as represented in the right picture of Fig. 2.5.
These basic properties of the yo-yo allow to study quantitatively its decay process
arising when its mass is large enough and this process is introduced in the next section.
2.1.2 The Lund string decay
If the qAq¯B yo-yo string is produced with a sufficiently large
√
s, rather than oscillating
it may fragment into smaller strings, which represent stable hadrons or resonances.
The string fragmentation process happens through the creation of string breaking
points, like Q and Q′ in Fig. 2.6. Once a breaking point Q occurs, there is no more
string in its future light-cone, so any other breaking point Q′ must occur outside this
space-time region. At each breaking point a quark-antiquark pair of the same color as
the chromoelectric force field is produced. Classically, at the string breaking points
only massless quarks (anti-quarks) without transverse momenta can be generated.
They are produced with vanishing energy and then pulled apart in the direction of
the initial anti-quark (quark) by the force field. For instance the q¯ of the qq¯ pair
produced in the space-time point Q is pulled towards the qA side whereas the q is
pulled towards the q¯B side. The quark q takes energy from the q¯Bq string piece and
travels along X−. At the space-time point H, it meets the anti-quark q¯′, produced in
Q′ together with q′, which travels along X+, pulled towards the qA side by the force
field. The remaining q′ is pulled in the direction of q¯B.
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Figure 2.6: String breaking and hadron formation.
This process divides the qAq¯B string into the string pieces q¯Bq′, q¯qA and q¯′q which
is the yo-yo meson h. Requiring the momentum of h to be time-like imposes Q and
Q′ to be at space-like separations and as a consequence the time ordering of Q and Q′
is irrelevant. Indeed, Fig. 2.6 indicates that the string breaking at Q happens before
that at Q′. However, since Q and Q′ are at space-like separations it is always possible
to find a boosted system where this sequence of events is reversed. The process of
string fragmentation is in fact invariant under boosts along the string axis, a property
called longitudinal invariance [67].
The process of string breaking shown in Fig. 2.6 can be generalized as in Fig. 2.7,
which represents a string fragmenting into the hadrons h1 . . . hN . The string breaking
points and the subsequent hadron formation occur all over the space-time surface
swept by the string. The breaking points Q2, . . . , QN form an a-causal chain together
with the turning points Q1 ≡ QA and QN+1 ≡ QB¯ of qA and q¯B. Quarks qA and q¯B
know about the string decay only after the turning points. Hadrons h1, . . . , hN are
emitted at H1, . . . ,HN with momenta p1, . . . , pN . The produced hadrons are ordered
according to their ranks, the first rank being h1 that contains the initial quark qA.
This ordering corresponds on the average to the ordering in rapidity space.
The momentum p of a hadron h can be read from Fig. 2.6. Denoting with XQ
and XQ′ the coordinates of the points Q and Q′, one can see that the lightcone
components of p are
p+ = κ(X+Q −X+Q′), p− = κ(X−Q′ −X−Q ), (2.11)
which can also be written in terms of the dual of the quark canonical momenta as
pˇ = kˇ − kˇ′. (2.12)
Here the superscript "can" has been suppressed and the canonical momenta are in-
dicated with k and k′. Only these will be used in the following. A convenient
parametrization of the hadron momentum is obtained using the longitudinal momen-
tum fraction Z+ = p+/k+, which is invariant with respect to boosts along the string
axis. The component p− is given by the mass-shell condition p− = m2h/(Zk+) 3.
3Alternatively one can use the negative momentum fraction Z− = p−/kˇ′− together with p+ =
m2h/p
−.
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Figure 2.7: Space-time history of the decay process of a relativistic string.
Due to causality, the string fragmentation in Fig. 2.7 can also be seen as the set
of steps p+1 = Z1+kˇ+A , · · · , p+N = ZN+kˇ+N in momentum space along the positive light-
cone each accompanied by one step along the negative light-cone due to the mass-shell
conditions p−1 = m2h1/p
+
1 , . . . , p
−
N = m2hN /p
+
N . The lightcone momenta obey the sum
rules ∑
i
p+i = k+A ,
∑
i
p−i = k−B¯ , (2.13)
as required by momentum conservation. All these steps can be seen as the recursive
repetition of the elementary splitting
q → h(qq¯′) + q′, (2.14)
namely a quark q emits the hadron h, which flavour content is qq¯′, leaving the quark
q′ which is the next one to split. The elementary splitting is commonly described by a
splitting function which defines the energy-momentum sharing between h and q′ and
can be obtained from a stochastical description of the string fragmentation process,
as discussed in the next section.
The Lund Symmetric Splitting function for massless quarks
A quantitative description of the string fragmentation process and in particular of
the elementary splitting, is given by the Lund Model (LM) [75] where it is viewed as
a two-step process. Referring to Fig. 2.6, first occurs a random string breaking in Q
with probability Hq d2XQ. The function Hq is the unknown single quark density in
space-time and depends only on X2Q (the proper time of Q) due to the longitudinal
invariance. Considering the probabilistic description of the string decay in momentum
space, Hq is commonly written in terms of the momentum space variable ΓQ = κ2X2Q.
Then probability to have a breaking point Q in momentum space is4
Hq(ΓQ)dΓQ dyQ, (2.15)
where yQ = log(X+Q/X
−
Q )/2. This variable is not invariant but additive under longi-
tudinal boosts, hence Hq can not depend on it.
4A constant factor arising from the transformation from space-time coordinates to momentum
space variables has been neglected. It is d2XQ = (1/2)dX+QdX
−
Q = dX
2
QdyQ/2 = dΓQ dyQ/(2κ2).
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Then, after Q, there is a second string breaking in Q′ such that the hadron h is
born in H. This occurs with probability
fq→h+q′(Z+)dZ+. (2.16)
The function fq→h+q′ is the unknown splitting function related to the elementary
splitting. Due to longitudinal invariance it depends on Z+ and implicitly on p− due
to the mass-shell condition.
The joint probability of having the breaking point at Q and emitting the hadron
h with one further step from Q to Q′ (i.e. from right to left) is thus
Hq(ΓQ)dΓQdyQ fq→h+q′(Z+)dZ+. (2.17)
Alternatively the same process can be thought to occur also from left to right,
namely first there is a string breaking at Q′ and then a second string breaking at Q
and the hadron is formed in H. In this case the relevant variables are ΓQ′ , yQ′ and
Z− and the analogue of the joint probability is
Hq′(ΓQ′)dΓQ′dyQ′ fq′→h+q(Z−)dZ−. (2.18)
The main constraint in the SLM is the requirement that the probability of hadron
emission occuring from right to left is the same as the probability for the same process
to occur from left to right. This is known as Left-Right (LR) symmetry and is the
core assumption of the SLM [68]. Formally it is written as
Hq(ΓQ)dΓQ fq→h+q′(Z+)dZ+ = Hq′(ΓQ′)dΓQ′ fq′→h+q(Z−)dZ−, (2.19)
with a flat rapidity distribution of the breaking points, thus requiring dyQ = dyQ′ .
This equation can be simplified and written in terms of Z+ and Z−, using the relations
ΓQ = (1− Z−)kˇ+kˇ′− ΓQ′ = (1− Z+)kˇ+kˇ′−, (2.20)
which can be deduced from Fig. 2.6. Then using also the mass-shell condition written
as m2h = Z+Z−kˇ+kˇ′−, Eq. (2.20) become
ΓQ =
1− Z−
Z+Z−
m2h ΓQ′ =
1− Z+
Z+Z−
m2h. (2.21)
Using also the relation
dΓQdZ+Z−1+ = dΓQ′dZ−Z−1− , (2.22)
that follows from the equation above, the LR symmetry expression becomes
Hq(ΓQ)fq→h+q′(Z+)Z+ = Hq′(ΓQ′)fq′→h+q(Z−)Z−, (2.23)
where now ΓQ and ΓQ′ are given by Eq. (2.21). Taking the logarithm on both sides
and defining logHq = hq and logZfq→h+q′ = gq→h+q′ , Eq. (2.23) becomes
hq(ΓQ) + gq→h+q′(Z+) = hq′(ΓQ′) + gq′→h+q(Z−). (2.24)
Then, differentiating both sides first with respect to Z+, which gives
∂hq(ΓQ)
∂Z+
+ dgq→h+q
′
dZ+
= ∂hq
′(ΓQ′)
∂Z+
(2.25)
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and then with respect to Z−, Eq. (2.24) becomes
∂2hq(ΓQ)
∂Z−∂Z+
= ∂
2hq′(ΓQ′)
∂Z−∂Z+
. (2.26)
Furthermore, from Eq. (2.21) one can obtain the relations
∂2ΓQ
∂Z+∂Z−
= m
2
h
(Z+Z−)2
,
∂2ΓQ′
∂Z+∂Z−
= m
2
h
(Z+Z−)2
(2.27)
which allow to re-write Eq. (2.26) as
ΓQ
d2hq
d2ΓQ
+ dhq
dΓQ
= ΓQ′
d2hq′
d2ΓQ′
+ dhq
′
dΓQ′
. (2.28)
Since the left hand side of this differential equation depends only on the ΓQ and the
right hand side depends only on ΓQ′ , it means that each side must be a constant,
which is called −b. Then, the solution of Eq. (2.28) is [68]
Hq(ΓQ) ∝ ΓaqQ e−bΓQ . (2.29)
Namely the function Hq depends on the two unknown integration constants aq and
b. The parameter aq may depend on the quark flavour q whereas b is a universal
constant linked to the probability of having a string breaking per unit space-time
area [67, 76].
Using Eq. (2.29), the differential equation in Eq. 2.25 can be solved for fq→q′+h
and it gives [75]
fq→h+q′(Z+) ∝ Z−1+
(1− Z+
Z+
)aq′ (Z+
m2h
)aq
e−bm
2
h/Z+ . (2.30)
This function is known as the Lund Symmetric Splitting Function (LSSF) and it gives
the probability that the hadron h is emitted in the elementary splitting in Eq. (2.14)
with longitudinal momentum fraction Z+. It depends on the integration constants
aq, aq′ and b.
Quark masses and transverse momenta
The quark masses and transverse momenta at string breaking were neglected in the
previous section. They can be taken into account assuming that the qq¯ pair is pro-
duced by a mechanism similar to the Schwinger mechanism of e+e− pair creation in
a strong electric field [77].
Then the q and the q¯ tunnel out of the force field as virtual particles at the same
point, with compensating transverse momenta kT and −kT with respect to the string
axis. Afterwards they are pulled apart by the force field in opposite directions and
become real at the distance d = 2
√
m2q + k2T/κ. The field energy between them has
been converted in their transverse energies. The transverse momenta of the quarks
are absorbed by the hadrons they will constitute.
This makes the picture of the string breaking in Fig. 2.6 approximate. If the
quark is massive but with kT = 0 it follows an hyperbolic trajectory as shown in
Fig. (2.8). For kT 6= 0 the motion is more complicated, but still with the dashed
lines as asymptotes. Nevertheless, the space-time point Q, defined as the intersection
between the asymptotes of the q and of the q¯ motions, is what matters.
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Figure 2.8: Analogue of the Schwinger mechanism for string breaking with quark masses and
transverse momenta.
With these considerations, the tunneling probability of a qq¯ is [75, 78]
P (qq¯) d2kT ∝ e−pim2q/κ e−pik2T/κ d2kT. (2.31)
This formula concerns the flavor and transverse momenta of quarks produced at the
string breaking, and it is complementary to Hq in Eq. (2.29) which deals with the
longitudinal momenta.
The first exponential suppresses large quark masses. Note that the transverse
energy
√
m2q + k2T appears instead of the mass. In order to take into account the
transverse momenta, the hadron mass mh in Eqs. (2.10, 2.27, 2.30) is also replaced
with the transverse energy εh =
√
m2h + p2T [75]. The transverse momentum of h is
pT = kT − k′T. The LSSF with quark transverse momenta thus becomes
fq→h+q′(Z,pT; kT) ∝ Z−1
(1− Z
Z
)aq′ ( Z
ε2h
)aq
e−bε
2
h/Z , (2.32)
where Z+ has been simply replaced with Z.
Using current quark masses for mq, the probability of producing heavy quarks
is vanishingly small meaning that only u, d, s flavours can be produced at string
breakings 5. For the light quarks, Eq. (2.31) gives the relative probabilities
P (uu¯) : P (dd¯) : P (ss¯) = α : α : 1− 2α. (2.33)
Hence strange quarks are suppressed with respect to u and d quarks, and in Monte
Carlo simulations the suppression factor P (ss¯)/P (uu¯ or dd¯) is typically about 0.33.
The second exponential in Eq. (2.31) suppresses large quark transverse mo-
menta and, due to the uncertainty relation ∆kx∆x > ~/2, implies a lower limit
∆x >
√
pi/(2κ) on the transverse localization of the quark. Using for the string
tension the value κ = 0.2 GeV2 [66], the typical width of the quark transverse mo-
mentum according to Eq. (2.31) is
√
〈k2T〉 =
√
κ/pi ' 0.25 (GeV/c), where the c
5For instance P (cc¯)/P (uu¯) ' 10−11 and even smaller for bb¯. Heavy quarks can appear only as
endponits of the initial string, for instance in processes like e+e− → cc¯→ hadrons or e+e− → bb¯→
hadrons. For these quarks the splitting function is slightly different with respect to the LSSF, as
shown in Ref. [79].
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factor has been restored. In Monte Carlo simulations this factor is usually replaced
by a phenomenological parameter, fitted to the experimental data.
Note that to obtain Eq. (2.31) a constant color field extended all over the space-
time has been assumed. A finite extention of the color field changes slightly the quark
production probabilities but for Monte Carlo simulations this turns out to be a small
effect [80].
The implementation of the LSSF in PYTHIA
The LSSF is the default option for the generation of the hadron momentum in string
fragmentation in the event generator PYTHIA [34]. PYTHIA is a general purpose and
complete event generator, capable of simulating in detail different processes like DIS,
e+e− annihilation and pp scattering. Each of these processes comes with its own
complications and are treated with great care. However they all have in common the
hadronization process, which is based on the symmetric Lund model where strings are
stretched between color charges produced in different stages of the event generation.
There are many string configurations possible. A string can be stretched between a
quark and an anti-quark like in e+e− event or between a quark and a di-quark for
instance in a DIS event. There can also be gluons between the string end points.
However, regardless of the complications of the particular string configuration,
each string is fragmented recursively repeating the splitting in Eq. (2.14), starting
from its endpoints. In the spirit of LR symmetry, each splitting is taken from the
quark side of or from the anti-quark side, with equal probability generating in this
way the quark and the anti-quark jets. The two jets are then joined on the average
in the central rapidity region by a dedicated recipe. The whole procedure ensures
conservation of momentum, of charge and the involved quantum numbers.
In particular, concentrating on the production of mesons, each splitting consists
in the generation of the flavour of a new q′q¯′ pair. Afterwards the type of the emitted
hadron h = qq¯′ is determined. As for the momentum p of h, it is obtained first
generating k′T according to a double exponential distribution
d2k′T
(
p0e
−k′2T/σ20 + p1e−k
′2
T/σ
2
1
)
, (2.34)
with p0  p1, which allows to calculate pT = kT − k′T, and then generating Z
according to the LSSF
dZZ−1(1− Z)a exp
(
−bε2h/Z
)
. (2.35)
Since the momentum k of q is known, the energy and longitudinal component of p
are obtained from p+ = Zk+ and p− = ε2h/p+.
The two steps of the generation of p can be gathered in a joint splitting function
of k′T and Z. The splitting function of the "PYTHIA recipe" is thus
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT)
dZ
Z
d2k′T ∝
dZ
Z
[
(1− Z) /ε2h
]a
exp
(
−bε2h/Z
)
N−1a (ε2h)
× d2k′T
(
p0e
−k′2T/σ20 + p1e−k
′2
T/σ
2
1
)
, (2.36)
where the normalization function Na(ε2h) is defined as
Na(ε2h) =
∫ 1
0
dZ Z−1
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a
exp
(
−bε2h/Z
)
, (2.37)
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with a flavour-independent aq ≡ aq′ = a. In PYTHIA, first is generated k′T according
to the Z-integrated splitting function of Eq. (2.36) and then is generated Z.
2.1.3 The symmetric splitting function
To summarize what has been described in the previous sections, for given a quark q
with momentum k which transverse component is kT, the probability
dPq→h+q′ ≡ Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT)dZZ−1d2pT (2.38)
for the hadron h to be emitted with longitudinal momentum fraction Z = p+/k+ and
with transverse momentum pT = kT − k′T, where k′T is the transverse momentum of
q′, is normalized according to
∑
h
∫ 1
0
dZ
Z
∫
d2pTFq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT) = 1 (2.39)
and the phase space element dZZ−1d2pT is the same as the invariant phase space
factor d3p/p0. The most general form of the splitting function Fq′,h,q allowed by LR
symmetry is [81]
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT) =
(1− Z
Z
)aq′ (k′2T)( Z
ε2h
)aq(k2T)
exp
(
−bLε2h/Z
)
× wq′,h,q(k′2T,p2T,k2T)uq(k2T)−1, (2.40)
which depends on the longitudinal momentum fraction Z, on the quark q (q′) trans-
verse momenta kT (k′T) and on the hadron momentum pT.
The first line has the same analytical form as the longitudinal splitting function
given in Eq. (2.32) and depends on the hadrons transverse energy squared ε2h =
m2h + p2T through the substitution m2h → ε2h. The inputs of the splitting function
are the parameter aq(k2T) and the function wq′,h,q(k′
2
T,p2T,k2T) which depend on the
quark flavours q and q′, on the hadron type h and on their transverse momenta. As
shown in Ref. [71], in a semi classical approach the factor aq(k2T) is produced by
the quantum quark actions which give aq(k2T) = αout(0)− 2bL(m2q + k2T) , αout being
the Regge intercept [76] and log
[
bL(m2q + k2T)
]
the quark action along the hyperbola
shown in Fig. 2.8. The parameter bL is the same as b in Eq. (2.36).
The function wq′,h,q gathers the transverse degrees of freedom of q and q′ and
in order to satisfy the LR symmetry must be symmetrical under the transformation
{q,kT, h}
 {q′,k′T, h¯}. In the following it will be taken of the factorized form
wq′,h,q(k′2T,p2T,k2T) = |Cq′,h,q gˇ(ε2h) fT(k′2T)fT(k2T)|2, (2.41)
where the factor Cq′,h,q takes into account the suppression of s quarks with respect
to u and d and is proportional to the hadron h wave function in flavor space 〈h|qq¯′〉.
The function fT is a fast decreasing function of the quark transverse momentum. It
can be a single exponential as in Eq. (2.31) replacing pi/κ with a phenomenological
parameter6, or it can be a double exponential as in PYTHIA. fT is however a phe-
nomenological function and alternative forms are possible. The function gˇ is an input
to the model. It depends on ε2h and is therefore symmetric in kT and k′T. The εh
6As initially proposed in the Field-Feynman independent fragmentation model [64].
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Figure 2.9: Multiperipheral diagram (left) and identification of the canonical quark momenta
in the string decay diagram with the momenta of the multiperipheral diagram (right).
dependence of gˇ mixes with that in the exponential factor exp(−bLε2h/Z) and depend-
ing on the particular choice of the functional form, there may be spin-independent
correlations between kT and k′T in the fragmentation process [82, 83], as will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following. In the implementation of the SLM in PYTHIA it is
gˇ2(ε2h) = 1/Na(ε2h), where Na is the normalization function in Eq. (2.37).
Finally, the function uq(k2T) is introduced to normalize the splitting function and
it depends on the quark q flavour and its transverse momentum kT. Using the
normalization condition in Eq. (2.39) it is
uq(k2T) =
∑
h
uq,h(k2T) =
∑
h
∫
d2k′Twq′,h,q(k′
2
T,p2T,k2T)
×
∫ 1
0
dZZ−1 (1/Z − 1)aq′
(
Z/ε2h
)aq exp (−bLε2h/Z) . (2.42)
For a generic choice of gˇ, the probability of producing the hadron type h, obtained
integrating Eq. (2.40) on Z and pT, may depend on kT due to the kT dependence of
uq. For the choice gˇ2 = 1/Na, uq is simply a constant.
2.1.4 The string decay in multiperipheral form
For the inclusion of the quark spin in the string fragmentation picture and for the
implementation of the resulting polarized fragmentation model in a MC code, it is
useful to introduce the analogy between string fragmentation and the multiperipheral
model [76].
Indeed, the string decay in Fig. 2.7 can be viewed as a multiperipheral diagram
with quark exchanges represented in the left panel of Fig. 2.9. The equivalence
between the two diagrams holds if the canonical quark momenta in the string decay
are identified with the quark momenta of the multiperipheral diagram, as shown in
right panel of Fig. 2.9. Taking X− as time axis, both processes can be thought as
the set of splittings
qA → h1 + q2, q2 → h2 + q3, . . . , qr → hr + qr+1, . . . qN → hN + qB, (2.43)
or as the recursive application of the elementary splitting q → h+ q′ each described
by the splitting function as in Eq. (2.38).
The splitting function can also be defined using the basic elements of the mul-
tiperipheral diagram, namely the quark propagator Dq(k) and the vertex function
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Figure 2.10: String decay diagram viewed as a multiperipheral diagram.
Vq′,h,q(k′, k). Indeed, introducing the transition amplitude
Tq′,h,q(p, k) = Vq′,h,q(k′, k)Dq(k) (2.44)
that describes the elementary splitting, the corresponding splitting function can be
written as
Fq′,h,q = Tq′,h,q T ∗q′,h,q. (2.45)
By probability considerations, the splitting function can also be expressed as
Fq′,h,q =
dNq′,q(k′, k)
d4k′d4k
(
dNq(k)
d4k
)−1
, (2.46)
where dNq′,q(k′, k)/d4k′d4k and dNq(k)/d4k are the double and the single quark den-
sities of the multiperipheral chain in momentum space. By comparing Eq. (2.46) with
Eq. (2.45) one obtains that in the multiperipheral model the square of the vertex
function is related to the double quark density according to
dNq′,q(k′, k)
d4kd4k′
= 2δ(p2 −m2h)Vq′,h,q(k′, k)V ∗q′,h,q(k′, k), (2.47)
and that the inverse of the quark propagator squared is related to the single quark
density according to
dNq(k)
d4k
=
(
Dq(k)D∗q(k)
)−1
. (2.48)
The delta function in Eq. (2.47) takes into account the mass shell condition for
the emitted hadron h. Finally, the propagator and the vertex are related by the
normalization condition in Eq. (2.39) which gives
1
Dq(k)D∗q(k)
≡ U(q) =
∫
d3p
p0
Vq′,h,q(k′, k)V ∗q′,h,q(k′, k). (2.49)
The hadron emission vertex Vq′,h,q and the quark propagator Dq can be extracted
from the string decay diagram by noticing that the quark anti-quark and the hadron
production points Q′ and H (see Fig. 2.6) occur at the same X− coordinate. One
can view this point and the nearby quark lines as a vertex and as propagators of
the corresponding multiperipheral diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.10, by identifying the
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canonical momenta of the string diagram with the quark momenta of the correspond-
ing multiperipheral diagram. In addition, from Eq. (2.47), the square of the vertex
in the multiperipheral model corresponds to the double quark density in momentum
space, which in the LM is Fq′,h,qHq. Hence, by rewriting Eq. (2.48) in terms of the
quark canonical momenta, it is
|Vq′,h,q|2 =
(
k′+
p+
)aq′ ∣∣∣∣k−p−
∣∣∣∣aqe−bL|k′−k+|wq′,h,q(k′2T,p2T,k2T). (2.50)
The inverse of the quark propagator squared, being identified with the single quark
density in momentum space, is simply the function H−1q given in Eq. (2.29). Then
writing it in terms of the quark canonical momentum momentum k, one obtains the
propagator
|Dq(k)|−2 = |k+k−|aqe−bL|k+k−| uq(k2T) ≡ Uq(k). (2.51)
As a final consideration on the properties of the LM, looking at Eqs. (2.50-2.51)
and remembering that the string axis is taken as zˆ axis, one can note that the vertex
and the propagator as obtained from the string decay diagram are invariant with
respect to the subgroup of transformations generated by
(S1) the rotations about the string axis
(S2) the Lorentz boosts along the string axis
(S3) the reflections about any plane containing the string axis.
This is due to the fact that the string axis breaks space isotropy and defines a priv-
ileged direction. The invariance under the full Lorentz group is not needed, and in
extending the LM to the inclusion of quark spin, only symmetries S1-S3 and the LR
symmetry will be required.
2.2 The quark spin in the string fragmentation process
The spin of the fragmenting quark in the string decay process has been neglected
throughout all the previous section. Its role and propagation along the fragmentation
chain is the topic of this work. In this section, this new part is treated in detail, up to
the calculation of the spin dependent splitting matrix. The discussion of the different
variants of the model is the subject of section 2.3.
As already mentioned, the transverse momenta of q and q¯ created at each string
breaking compensate, so that the total transverse momentum is conserved (assuming
that the string does not have transverse vibrations). However due to energy conser-
vation the q and the q¯ are produced on separate points along the string axis, therefore
they possess some relative orbital angular momentum. This breaks the total angular
momentum conservation. The 3P0 mechanism explained in Fig. 1.3 can restore this
conservation. In the following section this mechanism is presented in more detail and
the quantum mechanical formulation of the 3P0 model, which is at the basis of this
work, is also introduced.
2.2.1 The string +3 P0 mechanism
As shown in Fig 1.3, at each string breaking, the qq¯ pair tunnels out of the force field
becoming real at the distance
d = rq − rq¯ = −2
κ
√
m2q + k2T zˆ. (2.52)
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At this point, they lay along the string axis with vanishing longitudinal momenta and
compensating transverse momenta kT and −kT. Their relative distance is oriented
from q¯ to q and is fixed by energy conservation. The piece of string between the q
and the q¯ has been converted into their transverse energies.
The quark pair also possesses the relative orbital angular momentum
L = d× kT (2.53)
which average value is
〈L〉 = 2
κ
〈
√
m2q + k2T kT〉 '
2
κ
〈k2T〉. (2.54)
Using 〈k2T〉 = κ/pi as from Eq. (2.31), the average angular momentum turns out to
be 〈L〉 ' 1 [84], meaning that the qq¯ pair tunnels out in P wave. Since the force field,
does not have angular momentum, unless there are transverse excitations, it means
that the quarks must be polarized in order to compensate for the produced orbital
angular momentum. Then, the total angular momentum J = s + L is conserved if
the qq¯ pair is in a triplet state with the spins sq and sq¯ aligned and opposite to L,
namely
〈sq · sq¯〉 > 0, 〈sq · L〉 < 0, 〈sq¯ · L〉 < 0. (2.55)
Then qq¯ pair happens thus to be in a 3P0 state, which is characterized by the vacuum
quantum numbers JPC = 0++. This wave function implies that the spins and the
transverse momenta of the produced quarks are correlated and in particular it is
〈kT × sq〉 · zˆ > 0, 〈kT × sq¯〉 · zˆ > 0, (2.56)
as can be seen using Eq. (2.55) and Eq. (2.53). If the emitted mesons are pseu-
doscalars, the internal 1S0 wave function requires the further correlation
〈sq · sq¯′〉 < 0, (2.57)
where the content of the meson is qq¯′.
The observation that the qq¯ pairs at string breaking tunnel out in the 3P0 state,
has been proposed initially by the Lund group and was used for the description of the
large Λ0 hyperon polarizations observed in pp collisions at the ISR experiment [66].
The classical string+3P0 model with initial transversely polarized quark has been
used for the description of the single spin asymmetry observed in pion production
in the process pp↑ → pi + X [85]. However in that case the Collins effect has been
considered only for the first rank meson. A complete treatment of the polarized
string decay in Fig. 1.3 requires the use of amplitudes instead of probabilities and
a quantum mechanical formulation of the 3P0 model, capable of describing also the
dynamics of spin transfer from one breaking point to the next. Moreover, the use of
amplitudes allows to fulfill automatically the conditions necessary for the preservation
of positivity.
The inclusion of the quark spin in a covariant formulation of the polarized frag-
mentation process would necessarily require the use of Dirac spinors. However, Pauli
spinors are enough to preserve the LR symmetry and the symmetries S1-S3. Thus
the model presented here is obtained starting from amplitudes formulated using
Pauli spinors. These can be considered as projections of Dirac spinors on the two-
dimensional space of on mass-shell spinors, solutions of (kmec,0 − αz kmec,z)ψ = 0,
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kmec being defined in Eq. (2.8) and αz is the Dirac matrix αz = γ0γz[86].
The spin part of the 3P0 operator T3P0 acting on the vacuum and producing the
qq¯ pair can be written as
〈qq¯|T3P0 |0〉 ∝ v¯(kq¯,Sq¯)u(kq,Sq), (2.58)
where u(kq,Sq) and v¯(kq¯,Sq¯) are the Dirac on mass-shell spinors of q and of q¯ respec-
tively. The vector Si = (SiT, SiL) with i = q, q¯ will be referred to as the polarization
vector. It is the vector used to parametrize the quark spin density matrix in helicity
space, and it is not the space part of a covariant spin vector. The reduction of the
quark and anti-quark Dirac spinors u and v¯ to Pauli space has been given in Ref. [39]
and it is
u(k,Sq)→ χ(Sq), v¯(kq¯,Sq¯) = u(kq¯,−Sq)γ5 → −χ†(−Sq¯)σz, (2.59)
where γ5 is reduced to σz. Using these rules, the amplitude of Eq. (2.58) is reduced
to
−χ†(−Sq¯)σzσ · kχ(Sq) (2.60)
where σ · k is the isotropic 3P0 operator in momentum space. The reduction of the
anti-quark spinor brings a σz matrix and the effective 3P0 operator in Pauli space is
σzσ · k = kz 1 + σzσT · kT. (2.61)
This operator must satisfy symmetries S1-S3. The second term does respect these
symmetries, but it is not the case for the term proportional to the identity matrix. It
is not invariant under longitudinal boosts and cannot appear in the parameterization
of the 3P0 operator. Hence, the most general form allowed for the 3P0 operator is
[39]
µq(k+k−,k2T) + σzσT · kT. (2.62)
The parameter µq is required to be complex and with Im(µ) > 0 in order to reproduce
the spin effects of the classical string+3P0 mechanism. −µ can be considered as a
complex mass and in general can depend on the quark flavours, on k+k− and on
the quark transverse momentum squared. In the following it is considered to be
constant. Equation (2.62) can be regarded also as the analogue of the Feynman
propagator mq + γ · k in the subspace where αz = sign(kmecz ), the analogue of the
quark mass mq being the −µq [86].
2.2.2 The quark spin in the multiperipheral formalism
To describe the reaction represented by the diagram in Fig. 2.9 with polarized quarks,
the vertex V and the propagator D of Eq. (2.44) are transformed into 2× 2 density
matrices acting in spin ⊗ momentum space. The functions wq′,h,q in Eq. (2.50) and
uq in Eq. (2.48) become also density matrices, hermitian and positive definite.
The recursive model implies the ladder approximation for the reaction described
by the multiperipheral diagram in Fig. 2.9, i.e., it is based on ladder unitarity dia-
grams like in Fig. 2.11. However the same hadronic final state can be also obtained
by other multiperipheral diagrams differing by permutations of the hadrons. The
interferences between such diagrams, represented by non-ladder unitarity diagrams,
are neglected. The justification for this is that the multiperipheral diagrams for which
the rank ordering differ too much from the rapidity ordering have a small amplitude.
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Figure 2.11: Unitary diagram corresponding to the squared amplitude of the multiperipheral
diagram (left panel) and reppresenation of the integral equation for the cross section matrix
R (right panel). See Eqs. (2.64)-(2.66).
The amplitude for the reaction in Eq. (2.43) is
〈SB|MN (qAq¯B → h1 h2 . . . hN )|SA〉 = 〈SB|D(qB)V(qB, hN , qN ) . . .
. . .D(q2)V(q2, h1, qA)D(qA)|SA〉, (2.63)
where the gothic letters are adopted to gather different variables, i.e. q = {q, k},
where q is the quark flavour, and h = {h, sh, p} where h is the hadron type and |sh〉
its spin state in some choosen basis. With this notation the quark propagator is
D(q) = Dq(k) and the vertex is V(q′, h, q) = Vq′,h,sh,q(k′, k). These are also the input
to the amplitude in Eq. (2.63). The Pauli spinor of the initial quarks are |SA〉 and
〈SB| = −〈SB|σz as in Eq. (2.59), and S = (ST, SL) is the polarization vector with
transverse component ST and longitudinal component SL.
Taking the square of the amplitude in Eq. (2.63), the inclusive distribution of the
first r hadrons is
dσ(qA + q¯B)
dΦr
=
∑
N>r
δ(4)(kA + k¯B −
r∑
i=1
pi)tr
(
MN−rρ(qr+1)M†N−rρ(q¯B)
)
= tr [R(qr+1)ρ(qr+1)] , (2.64)
where dΦr is the phase space factor of the first r hadrons. The corresponding unitary
diagram is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.11. The matrix ρ(qr+1) =Mrρ(qA)M†r
is the (not-normalized) spin density matrix of the quark qr+1, Mr being the analog
ofMN in Eq. (2.63) for the emission of the first r hadrons. The matrix R(qr) is the
cross section matrix [71] of the process qr+ q¯B → hr+1 . . . hN . It contains information
on the "future" emissions of hr+1 . . . hN and is given by
R(qr) =
∑
N>r
δ(4)(kr+1 + k¯B −
N∑
i=r+1
pi)tr
(
M†N−rρ(q¯B)MN−r
)
. (2.65)
The hadronization cross section matrix satisfies the ladder recursive integral equation
[72]
R(q) =
∫
dhD†(q)V†(q′, h, q)R(q′)V(q′, h, q)D(q), (2.66)
where qr, hr, qr+1 have been replaced with q, h, q′ and the non-homogeneous term
arising from the possibility for the qAq¯B system to resonate as a mesonic state has
been neglected. This integral equation can be converted into an integral in the limit
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of large m2X = (k + kB¯)2 ' |k−B¯k+|2 assuming the Regge behaviour [71]
R(q) ' |mX |αRB(q)
= |mX |αR
[
b0q(k2T) + b1q(k2T)σ · n˜(kT)
]
(2.67)
where αR is the Regge intercept and b0q, b1q are the Regge residue functions, with
b0q > 0, b1q(0) = 0 and |b1q/b0q| < 1. The B matrix respects the symmetries S1-S3.
The integral equation in Eq. (2.67) is rewritten for the B matrix as
B(q) =
∫
dh
∣∣∣∣∣k′+k+
∣∣∣∣∣
αR
D†(q)V†(q′, h, q)B(q′)V(q′, h, q)D(q). (2.68)
The resolution of such equation can be avoided observing that the amplitude in Eq.
(2.63) is invariant under two renormalization procedures which do not change the
final multi-hadron distributions [72]. The first procedure consists in re-scaling only
the propagator and the vertex, leaving invariant the quark spin states and hence spin
density matrices. The transformation is
D(q)→ |k−k+|λD(q), V(q′, h, q)→ |k′+k−|λV(q′, h, q), (2.69)
where λ is an arbitrary real parameter. The effect on the overall amplitude in Eq.
(2.63) is the multiplication by the factor (k+Ak
−
B¯
)λ, which is fixed and does not change
the inclusive distribution of the final hadrons. Applying such transformation to Eq.
(2.68), the Regge intercept αR is shifted to the value αR → αR + 2λ. Hence by
choosing λ = −αR/2 the factor |k′+/k+|αR in Eq. (2.68) disappears.
The second set of transformations consists in transforming simultaneously Pauli
spinors, propagators and vertices, namely
|S〉 → Λ−1(q)|S〉, ρ(q)→ Λ−1(q)ρ(q)Λ†−1(q) (2.70)
D(q)→ Λ(q)D(q)Λ(q), V(q′, h q)→ Λ−1(q′)V(q′, h, q)Λ−1(q). (2.71)
Λ(q) is an arbitrary matrix in spin space with Λ(q,kT = 0) = 1. Using Eq. (2.69)
with λ = −αR/2 and Eq. (2.70), the new equation for B is
Λ†(q)B(q)Λ(q) = D†(q)
(∫
dhV†(q′, h, q) Λ†(q′)B(q′)Λ(q′)V(q′, h, q)
)
D(q). (2.72)
By making the choice Λ(q) = η(q)B−1/2 (B is positive definite), with η a unitary
matrix, the new B matrix becomes the identity matrix. Equation (2.72) translates
then to the relation
1
D(q)D†(q) ≡ U(q) =
∫
d3p
p0
V†(q′, h, q)V(q′, h, q), (2.73)
which is the generalization of Eq. (2.49) to the spin dependent case. Hence with the
renormalization procedure proposed in Ref. [72], the only input of the multiperipheral
amplitude is the vertex. The propagator instead is obtained from the solution of Eq.
(2.73), which is
D(q) = U−1/2(q). (2.74)
The matrix U is hermitian and positive definite, as can be seen from Eq. (2.72).
In principle U−1/2 in Eq. (2.74) can still be multiplied by a unitary matrix which
commutes with U but it can be reabsorbed in D using again the transformation in
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Eq. (2.70). Hence without loss of generality one can take as solution that in Eq.
(2.74).
The invariance under reflections about the (x, z) or (y, z) planes, requires the
matrices U(q) and D(q) to have the form
U(q) = U0(q) + U1(q)σ · n˜,D(q) = D0(q) +D1(q)σ · n˜, (2.75)
where the tilde symbol indicates the cross product n˜ = zˆ×n, and the unit vector n is
defined as n(kT) = kT/|kT|. U0(q) and U1(q) are real functions due to the hermiticity
of U . In addition they have the further property U0(q) ≥ |U1(q)| due to the positivity
of U .
The generalization of the double quark density in Eq. (2.47), is given by the
density operator
〈i′, j′|N (q′, h, q)|i, j〉 = 2δ(p2 −m2h)〈i′, j′|V†pt|h〉〈h|Vpt|i, j〉 (2.76)
acting on the quark spin space. The indices i and j label the spin states of q and of
q′. It is a density matrix in spin space and a classical density in momentum space.
Equation (2.76) makes use of the partial transpose of the vertex operator, defined as
〈h|Vpt|i, j〉 = 〈j|V(q′, h, q)|i〉. (2.77)
The splitting matrix which generalizes Eq. (2.44) and which describes the transi-
tion from q to q′ in spin space is
T (q′, h, q) = V(q′, h, q)D(q). (2.78)
The polarized splitting function generalizing Eq. (2.45) is
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT) = tr
[
T(q′, h, q)ρ(q)T†(q′, h, q)
]
(2.79)
where ρ(q) = (1+Sq ·σ)/2 is the spin density matrix of the quark q and Sq the related
polarization vector. The normalization condition of the splitting function given in Eq.
(2.39) for the polarized case is generalized to
∑
h,sh
∫
dZZ−1 d2pT Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT) = 1. (2.80)
Finally the splitting matrix in Eq. (2.78) allows to calculate the spin density matrix
of the quark q′, namely
ρ(q′) = T (q
′, h, q)ρ(q)T †(q′, h, q)
tr [numerator] , (2.81)
which is normalized to unit trace. The splitting matrix in Eq. (2.79) and the rule
for the calculation of the spin density matrix of q′ in Eq. (2.81) are the basis for the
recursive simulation of polarized quark jets, once the explicit form of the input vertex
V(q′, h, q) or equivalently the splitting matrix T (q′, h, q) is given.
2.2.3 The splitting matrix of the string + 3P0 model
The vertex and the propagator of the multiperipheral diagram can be modelled by
considering the string decay formalism of the SLM generalized to the spin dependent
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case as shown in Ref. [72]. The multiperipheral diagram form of the string decay,
however, is not a standard Feynman diagram due to the existence of the string itself
which acts as an external field [70] (see also Eq. (2.8)). Using Eq. (2.50) and omitting
a phase factor exp[−iS(quarks)−iS(string)] which arises from the string (S(string))
and quark (S(quarks)) actions after taking the square root, the vertex operator of
the polarized string decay can be parameterized as [72, 81]
V(q′, h, q) =
(
k′+
p+
)aq′/2 ∣∣∣∣k−p−
∣∣∣∣aq/2e−bL|k′−k+|/2 g(q′, h, q) (2.82)
where g(q′, h, q) = gq′,h,sh,q(k′T,kT) is a 2× 2 matrix acting on the quark spin space.
This allows to re-write the single quark density U(q) in Eq. (2.51) as
U(q) =
∑
h,sh
∫
dZZ−1 d2k′T
(
k′+
p+
)aq′ ∣∣∣∣k−p−
∣∣∣∣aqe−bL|k′−k+| g†(q′, h, q)g(q′, h, q)
= e−bL|k+k−||k+k−|aq uq(kT), (2.83)
with
uq(kT) =
∑
h,sh
∫
dZZ−1 d2k′T
(1− Z
Z
)aq′ ( Z
ε2h
)aq
e−bLε
2
h/Z g†(q′, h, q)g(q′, h, q),
(2.84)
where g†g replaces the function w in Eq. (2.42).
The polarized quark propagator obtained generalizing Eq. (2.48) is
D(q) = |k+k−|−aq/2ebL|k+k−|/2dq(kT), (2.85)
dq(kT) being a 2 × 2 matrix in quark spin space. Then using Eqs. (2.83-2.85), the
relation between the quark propagator and the vertex operator in the renormalized
approach expressed by Eq. (2.74) now becomes[
d†q(kT)dq(kT)
]−1
= uq(kT). (2.86)
The 3P0 mechanism is included in the matrix g(q′, h, q) which is taken of the form
[81]
g(q′, h, q) = Cq′,h,q gˇ(ε2h) ∆q′(k′T)Γh,sh(k′T,kT)∆q(kT), (2.87)
where the matrix ∆q contains the 3P0 operator given in Eq. (2.62), namely it is
∆q(kT) = fT(k2T) (µq + σzσ · kT) . (2.88)
Notice that the matrix g(q′, h, q) in Eq. (2.87) is manifestly LR symmetric. The factor
Cq′,h,q, the function gˇ and the function fT have the same meaning as introduced in
the spin-less SLM in Eq. (2.41). In particular fT is taken as the exponential
fT(k2T) = e−bTk
2
T/2 (bT/pi)1/2 , (2.89)
where the free parameter bT controls the width of the quark transverse momentum at
string breaking. This function is inspired by the Schwinger mechanism in Eq. (2.31).
The results of the classical string+3P0 mechanism are reproduced for Im(µq) > 0.
Γh,sh is a 2×2 matrix representing the hadron emission vertex. It may depend on
the hadron type h and on its spin state sh, and is a polynomial in σx, σy, σz, kx, ky,
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kz, k′x, k′y, k′z. For pseudo-scalar mesons, and to zero order in the quark momenta, it
is [39]
Γh = σz, (2.90)
which is the analogue of γ5. In Ref. [87] another choice, Γh(kT,k′T) = µσz + σ · pT
with ∆ = fT, was made. Such choice is approximate and does not take into account
the full vertex. The inclusion of vector meson requires a more detailed treatment and
will be presented Chapter 5.
Equation (2.87) allows to re-write uq(kT) of Eq. (2.84) in the factorized form
uq(kT) = ∆†q(kT)uˆq(kT)∆q(kT), (2.91)
having defined
uˆq(kT) =
∑
h,sh
uˆq,h,sh(kT)
=
∑
h,sh
|Cq′,h,q|2
∫
dZZ−1d2k′T
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a
e−bLε
2
h/Z gˇ2(ε2h)
× Γ†h,sh∆
†
q′(k
′
T)∆q′(k′T)Γh,sh (2.92)
≡ uˆ0q(k2T) + uˆ1q(k2T)σ · ˜n(kT). (2.93)
where the parameter aq is taken constant and the same for all flavors, namely aq ≡ a.
This will always be the case in the following. The matrix uˆq is hermitian and positive
definite, hence uˆ0q and uˆ1q are real functions with uˆ0q ≥ |uˆ1q|.
Using Eq. (2.91), the solution of Eq. (2.86) can be taken as [81]
dq(kT) = ∆−1q (kT)uˆ−1/2q (kT). (2.94)
In general the solution of dq in Eq. (2.94) is defined up to a unitary matrix which
commutes with ∆−1q and uˆ
−1/2
q . The inverse square root of uˆq exists due to the above
properties and it is
uˆ−1/2q (kT) = dˆ0,q(k2T) + dˆ1,q(k2T)σ · n˜(kT), (2.95)
with
dˆ0,q(k2T) =
√
uˆ+,q +
√
uˆ−,q
2
√
uˆ+,quˆ−,q
, dˆ1,q(k2T) =
√
uˆ−,q −
√
uˆ+,q
2
√
uˆ+,quˆ−,q
(2.96)
and
uˆ±,q = uˆ0,q ± uˆ1,q. (2.97)
Finally the splitting matrix of the string+ 3P0 model is obtained using Eq. (2.78),
Eqs. (2.82-2.87) and Eq. (2.94) and it is [81]
Tq′,h,q = Cq′,h,q gˇ(ε2h)
[
(1− Z)/ε2h
]a/2
exp
[
−bLε2h/(2Z)
]
× ∆q′(k′T)Γh,sh uˆ−1/2q (kT). (2.98)
This is the basic ingredient for the simulation of the polarized fragmentation process
and will be used in the next sections for the calculation of the explicit form of the
polarized splitting function and for the propagation of the spin information from q to
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q′.
2.3 The splitting function of the string + 3P0 model
The final expression for the splitting matrix in Eq. (2.98) can be used for the cal-
culation of the polarized splitting function together with Eq. (2.79). The polarized
splitting function of the string+3P0 model is then [81]
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT,Sq) = |Cq′,h,q|2 gˇ2(ε2h)
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a
exp
(
−bL ε
2
h
Z
)
(2.99)
× tr[∆q′(k′T)Γh,sh ρˆint(q)Γ†h,sh∆†q′(k′T)],
having introduced the intermediate spin density matrix
ρˆint(q) = uˆ−1/2q (kT)ρ(q)uˆ−1/2q (kT). (2.100)
The splitting function is practically used for the generation of the hadron species
h and of its momentum, namely of Z and pT. The choice of the input function gˇ
appearing in Eq. (2.99) has an important role in that it affects both the probability
of generating the hadron species and the spin-independent correlations between kT
and k′T.
The probability Pq→h to generate the hadron type h is obtained integrating the
splitting function on Z and pT. It gives
Pq→h(kT,Sq) = tr
[
uˆq,h(kT)uˆ−1q (kT)ρ(q)
]
= tr [uˆq,h(kT)ρˆint(q)] . (2.101)
The matrix uˆq,h is the same as uˆq,h,sh defined in Eq. (2.92) with the index sh sup-
pressed. The normalization condition for Pq→h follows from the normalization of the
spin density matrix of q, i.e. ∑h Pq→h = trρ(q) = 1. Thus, in general this probability
does not depend only on the isospin wave function of h, i.e. on the coefficient Cq′,h,q.
For a generic choice of the input function gˇ, Pq→h may depend on the transverse
momentum of q and on its polarization vector Sq, due to the matrix uˆq,huˆ−1q , that in
principle is not calculable analytically. In order to satisfy symmetries S1-S3, Pq→h
must be of the form
Pq→h = pq→h(k2T) + δpq→h(k2T)STq · k˜T, (2.102)
where pq→h(k2T) and δpq→h(k2T) are functions that depend on the choice of gˇ. For a
generic choice of gˇ the functions pq→h and δpq→h are non-trivial and in principle not
calculable analytically.
In addition, the kT and k′T dependence of the splitting function in Eq. (2.99) is
not factorized for a generic gˇ, leading to spin-independent correlations between the
quark transverse momenta. The correlation coefficient
ξ = 〈kT · k′T〉/〈k2T〉 (2.103)
depends on Z and may be positive or negative. Such correlations add to the Z-
averaged spin-mediated correlations required by the 3P0 mechanism, which favours
the quark transverse momenta to be in opposite directions as can be seen from Fig.
1.3, namely ξ < 0. The Z-independent and spin-independent kT-k′T correlations are
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governed by the factor gˇ2(ε2h)Na(ε2h) (the function Na is introduced in Eq. (2.37)),
as can be seen integrating over Z the first line of the splitting function in Eq. (2.99)
at fixed pT.
2.3.1 Possible choices
The function gˇ in general is a LR symmetric function of the transverse momenta kT
and k′T. It may also depend on the hadron mass mh. The symmetric string model
does not indicate a precise form for this function and different choices are possible.
The most simple choice is [88]
(C1) gˇ2(ε2h) = 1/Na(ε2h). (2.104)
With this choice there are no spin-independent kT-k′T correlations, indeed gˇ2Na = 1
and the Z-integrated splitting function does not depend on kT. The matrices uˆq
and uˆq,h in Eq. (2.92) becomes proportional to the unit matrix and Pq→h does
not depend on kT and STq. Since uˆq is unit, the intermediate spin density matrix
introduced in Eq. (2.100) is proportional to the true spin density matrix ρ(q). This
property makes the description of the spin transfer mechanism simple allowing explicit
analytic calculations. This choice is also implicit in the implementation of the SLM
in PYTHIA, thus it is very suitable for the implementation of the spin effects in this
event generator [89] as will be shown in Chapter 4.
The possibility
(C2) gˇ2(ε2h) = (ε2h)a, (2.105)
has also been explored in detail [81]. It leads to spin-independent and Z-dependent
kT-k′T correlations with ξ(Z) = bL/(bL + ZbT), namely Eq. (2.105) favours the con-
secutive quark transverse momenta to be aligned. The matrix uˆ−1/2q is not calculable
analytically and has to be tabulated for the implementation of the model in a simu-
lation program. The analysis of the spin transfer mechanism along the fragmentation
chain is complicated due to the intermediate spin density matrix ρint in Eq. (2.100).
The probability Pq→h depends on kT and STq. Its precise form cannot be calculated
analytically and requires the tabulation of the functions pq→h and δpq→h. The de-
pendence of Pq→h on kT and STq has been neglected in the Monte Carlo simulation
of Ref. [81] introducing a breaking of the LR symmetry. At large p2T, for the same
fT and bL, the choice C2 gives smaller transverse momenta than C1, indeed
gˇC1(ε2h)
gˇC2(ε2h)
' b
(a+1)/2
L e
bLε2h/2ε2a+1h√
Γ(a+ 1)ε2ah
∼ εhebLε2h , (2.106)
namely gˇ for C1 grows exponentially at large transverse momenta.
The choices C1 and C2 can be generalized to
(C3) gˇ2(ε2h) = exp (−bε2h)/Na(ε2h), (2.107)
and
(C4) gˇ2(ε2h) = (ε2h)a exp (cbLε2h) (2.108)
respectively. They differ with respect to C1 and C2 by an exponential of the transverse
energy.
C3 introduces the spin-independent and Z-independent kT-k′T correlations through
the new phenomenological parameter b ≥ −bT/2. It gives ξ = b/(b+bT), hence the
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correlation coefficient may be positive or negative depending on the sign of b. For
vanishing b we recover C1. With this choice, the matrix uˆq,huˆ−1q is not proportional
to identity and can be calculated analytically. The probability Pq→h depends on kT
and STq, and can also be calculated analytically.
Choice C4 is a generalization of C1, depends on the new parameter c ≤ 1+2bT/bL
and gives ξ(Z) = bL(1 +Zc)/[bL(1 +Zc) +ZbT]. Hence the spin-independent kT-k′T
correlation foreseen by choice C2 is reinforced for c > 0 and weakened for c < 0. This
choice is characterized by the same complications as C2.
Inspite of the different possibilities for the input function gˇ, it turns out that the
bulk predictions of the different models are the same if they reproduce the same 〈p2T〉
observed experimentally [88]. This condition means for instance that by re-tuning
their respective parameters, choices C3 and C4 are expected to give the same results.
The spin-independent kT-k′T correlations can be translated to correlations between
the transverse momenta of hadrons with different ranks, which can in principle be ob-
served experimentally if the correlation between rank and rapidity orderings are well
known. However this would not be enough to tell if the spin-independent correlations
have to be taken into account, since they mix with the spin mediated ones. Among
the different possibilities C1 is the most simple and suitable for our studies. This
choice has been adopted also for the interface of the 3P0 model and for the inclusion
of vector mesons.
2.3.2 The simplest string + 3P0 model
In this Section the choice C1, namely gˇ2 = 1/Na(ε2h), is explored. The resulting
model of the polarized fragmentation process, which has been published in Ref. [88],
is called M19 throughout the thesis. This choice simplifies notably the matrix uˆq,
indeed using Eq. (2.92) it is
uˆq =
∑
h
uˆq,h = 1
∑
h
|Cq′,h,q|2
(
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
)
, (2.109)
where, for a generic function A(k2T), the weighting operation
〈A〉fT =
∫
d2kTA(k2T)f2T(k2T) (2.110)
has been defined for a normalized fT. Hence the matrix uˆq,huˆ−1q is proportional to
identity, meaning that the probability of emitting the hadron type Pq→h does not
depend either on kT nor on STq. With this choice Eq. (2.101) becomes
Pq→h =
|Cq′,h,q|2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
, (2.111)
namely the probability of emitting hadron of type h in flavour space depends only on
Cq′,h,q. The intermediate spin density matrix ρˆint introduced in Eq. (2.100) is also
proportional to the true quark spin density matrix.
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Using Eq. (2.99) and Eq. (2.104), the splitting function of the simplified 3P0
model is
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT; kT,Sq) =
|Cq′,h,q|2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a exp (−bLε2h/Z)
Na(ε2h)
(2.112)
× |µ|
2 + k′2T
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
f2T(k
′2
T)
[
1− 2Im(µ) k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
Sq · n˜(k′T)
]
,
and satisfies the normalization condition in Eq. (2.80). The factor containing the
scalar product STq · k˜T is the source of the Collins effect at the quark level, which is
then translated to the emitted hadron h. From the practical point of view, with this
choice of gˇ, it is most convenient to generate first the hadron type using Eq. (2.111),
then pT = kT − k′T according to the Z-integrated splitting function and finally Z.
This is in fact what is done in PYTHIA [90].
The exponential form of the function fT in Eq. (2.112) produces also an expo-
nential distribution in the hadron transverse momentum p2T. An alternative form of
fT that produces a tail in the p2T distribution (at fixed 〈p2T〉) is
fT(k2T) ∝
exp(−bTk2T/2)(|µ|2 + k2T)α . (2.113)
It is inspired from the the Feynman propagator of the exchanged quarks in the multi-
peripheral diagram (γ ·k+mq)/(k2−m2q) where the analog of k2−m2q is −(k2T + |µ|2),
and depends on the phenomenological parameter α. The analogy with the Feynman
propagator would suggest α = 1 but since here the regime is not that of perturbative
QCD, α is of phenomenological nature and any value could be allowed. α = 0 brings
back to an exponential form for fT. For a given 〈k2T〉, taking α positive and decreas-
ing bT extends the tail in k2T. It has been verified that the implementation of Eq.
(2.113) in Monte Carlo simulations gives only slightly different results, supporting
the working choice α = 0.
Study of the quark spin transfer
The choice C1 in Eq. (2.104) allows for a simple analytical calculation of the polar-
ization transfer from q to q′ in the elementary splitting q → h+ q′. According to Eq.
(2.81) and using Eq. (2.98) with choice C1, the spin density matrix of q′ after the
emission of a pseudo-scalar meson is
ρ(q′) =
∆q′(k′T) Γh ρ(q) Γ
†
h ∆
†
q′(k′T)
tr [numerator] . (2.114)
The transverse and longitudinal components of the polarization vector S′q are
Sq′T =
1
N
[− (|µ|2 + k′2T)SqT + 2(SqT · k′T)k′T + 2Im(µ) k′T n˜(k′T)
−2ReµSqL k′T
]
, (2.115)
Sq′L =
1
N
[
(|µ|2 − k′2T)SqL − 2ReµSqT · k′T] (2.116)
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where N is the normalization of ρ(q′) given by
N = |µ|2 + k′2T − 2Imµ k′T SqT · n˜(k′T). (2.117)
Equation (2.115) tells that the transverse polarization of q′ has different contributions:
a k′T-dependent amount of the transverse polarization of q is transferred to q′, also
k′T alone is a source of polarization for q′. There is also conversion (worm-gear effect)
from transverse to longitudinal polarization and viceversa, as can be seen from Eqs.
(2.115-2.116). However, the total degree of polarization is conserved: if S2q = 1 then
also S′2q = 1, namely if q is in a pure state, then also q′ is in a pure state, owing to
the fact that the emitted pseudo-scalar meson does not carry away spin information.
The correlation between the quark transverse momentum and its transverse po-
larization, expected from the classical string+ 3P0 model and given in Eq. (2.56) can
be obtained from Eq. (2.115), taking the vector product between k′T and S′q, and
then projecting along zˆ. For Im(µ) > 0, it is
〈k′T × S′q〉 · zˆ =
2Im(µ)〈k2T〉fT
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
> 0, (2.118)
integrating separately the numerator and the denominator for fixed STq.
Due to this correlation, integrating over the transverse momentum of q′ produces
a leakage of spin information. Indeed, the transverse and the longitudinal quark
polarizations decay at two different rates quantified by the depolarization factors DpsTT
and DpsLL respectively. They can be obtained from Eqs. (2.115-2.116) integrating the
respective numerators and denominators separately. Namely, they are
Sq′T = − |µ|
2
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
SqT ≡ DpsTT SqT (2.119)
Sq′L =
|µ|2 − 〈k2T〉fT
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
SqL ≡ DpsLL SqL, (2.120)
and for fT in Eq. (2.89) one obtains
DpsTT =
−bT|µ|2
1 + bT|µ|2 , D
ps
LL =
bT|µ|2 − 1
bT|µ|2 + 1 . (2.121)
Hence the polarization decay along the fragmentation chain depends on the complex
mass and on the parameters of the function fT. The results in Eq. (2.121) correspond
to those obtained with the elementary model of Ref. [39]. Note also that DTT < 0,
meaning that the quark transverse polarization is flipped from one splitting to the
next, giving the Collins effect on alternate sides for even and rank mesons as expected
from the classical string+3P0 model.
Study of the positivity bounds
Supposing the polarization of q′ to be measured by a gedanken quark polarimeter
which accepts only the spin state |+ Sˇq′/2〉, one can define an all-polarized splitting
function. Encoding the polarization vector Sˇq′ in the acceptance spin density matrix
ρˇ(q′), the splitting function in Eq. (2.79) is generalized to
Fq′,h,q = tr
[
T(q′, h, q)ρ(q)T†(q′, h, q)ρˇ(q′)
]
. (2.122)
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In this equation the vector Sˇq′ is imposed and does not depend on the involved
momenta nor on the polarization of q. The all-polarized splitting function of the
simplified string + 3P0 model is
Fq′,h,q(Z,pT, Sˇq′ ; kT,Sq) =
|Cq′,h,q|2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a exp (−bLε2h/Z)
Na(ε2h)
× |µ|
2 + k′2T
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
f2T(k
′2
T)×
1
2 C(Sq, Sˇq
′). (2.123)
To write down explicitly the correlation function C(Sq, Sˇq′), it is convenient to project
the quark polarization vectors on the right-handed basis with axes
(m,n, l) =
(
kˆ′T, zˆ× kˆ
′
T, zˆ
)
. (2.124)
C(Sq, Sˇq′) can then be decomposed as
C(Sq, Sˇq′) = 1 + Cn0Sqn + C0nSˇq′n
+CnnSqnSˇq′n + CmmSqmSˇq′m
+CmlSqmSˇq′l + ClmSqlSˇq′m
+CllSqlSˇq′l, (2.125)
The coefficients Ci,j , for i, j = 0,m,n, l that refer to unpolarized and projections
along them,n, l axes respectively, describe the dynamics of the different spin transfer
possibilities from q to q′. They determine the polarization vector S′q of Eqs. (2.115-
2.116) by the equation
Sq′ =
∇Sˇq′C(Sq, Sˇq′)
C(Sq,0)
. (2.126)
The non vanishing ones allowed by parity invariance are
Cn0 = − 2Imµ k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
= −C0n (2.127)
Cnn = −1 (2.128)
Cmm =
−|µ|2 + k′2T
|µ|2 + k′2T
= −Cll (2.129)
Cml = − 2Reµ k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
= Clm. (2.130)
The coefficient Cn0 is responsible for the Collins effect. By analogy with the corre-
lations between a polarized quark inside a polarized parent nucleon (see Eq. (4.15)),
Cn0 corresponds to a Sivers-like correlation, C0n to a Boer-Mulders like correlation,
Cnn and Cmm to transversity- and pretzelosity- like and finally Cml and Clm to worm-
gear-like.
These coefficients saturate the positivity conditions [91]
(1± Cnn)2 ≥ (C0n ± Cn0)2 + (Cll ± Cmm)2 + (Clm ∓ Cml)2, (2.131)
expected for a quantum mechanical model. The inequality in Eq. (2.131) is derived
for the process N → q + X where N represents the nucleon, q the quark and X the
remnant state. In that case the inequality is not saturated, because there are many
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possible states |X〉. The splitting q → h+q′ has the same spin structure. In this case
the inequality must be saturated because h is pseudoscalar and has no spin.
In this respect the model presented here is different from the recursive model of
Ref. [40], which also includes the quark spin but where the inequality in Eq. (2.131) is
not automatically saturated. A comparison between the two models from a different
perspective can be found in Ref. [70].
2.3.3 The more general string+3P0 model
The spin-independent kT-k′T correlations can be included in the splitting function
using choice C2 in Eq. (2.105). This choice of the function gˇ has been published
in Ref. [81] and the resulting model is called M18 throughout the thesis. With
Eq. (2.105) and with fT in Eq. (2.89), the corresponding functions uˆ0q(kTkT) and
uˆ1,q(k2T) which parameterize the matrix of Eq. (2.92) are
uˆ0,q(k2T) = pi
∑
H
|Cq′,h,q|2
∫ 1
0
dZ
bL + ZbT
(1− Z)a exp (−bLm2h/Z) (2.132)
× exp
[
bLbTk2T/(bL + ZbT)
] [
|µ|2 + Z
bL + ZbT
+ b
2
Lk2T
(bL + ZbT)2
]
uˆ1,q(k2T) = −pi
∑
H
|Cq′,h,q|2
∫ 1
0
dZ
bL + ZbT
(1− Z)a exp (−bLm2h/Z) (2.133)
× exp
[
bLbTk2T/(bL + ZbT)
]2Im(µ)ZkT
bL + ZbT
.
The matrix uˆ−1/2q is therefore non trivial and in the simulations of Ref. [81] has
been tabulated. Also, the probability of generating the hadron type has the general
form of Eq. (2.101) where the functions pq→h(k2T) and δpq→h(k2T) are not calculable
analytically and have to be tabulated as well. In order to overcome this complication,
in the Monte Carlo simulation of Ref. [81] the probability of generating the hadron
type has been approximated with
Pq→h ' |Cq
′,h,q|2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
, (2.134)
at the price of a slight violation of the LR symmetry.
Using Eq. (2.99) with choice C2 for gˇ, the splitting function for pseudo-scalar
meson emission is
Fq′,h,q(Z,k′T; kT,Sq) = |Cq′,h,q|2(1− Z)a exp(−bLm2h/Z)
× exp(−bTξ(Z)k2T)
× exp
[
− bL
Zξ(Z)(k
′
T − ξ(Z)kT)2
]
× [|µ|2 + k′2T − 2Im(µ)Sq,int · n˜(k′T)]. (2.135)
The vector Sint depends on kT and is extracted from the intermediate spin density
matrix introduced in Eq. (2.100), namely
Sq,int =
tr(ρˆint(q)σ)
trρˆint(q)
. (2.136)
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As already introduced in Eq. (2.105), the spin independent and Z-dependent kT-k′T
correlations in this case are described by the correlation coefficient ξ(Z) = bL/(bL +
ZbT). This correlation favours k′T to be aligned with kT and is opposite to the kT-k′T
pure spin-mediated correlation produced by the 3P0 mechanism.
With the choice C2 made here it is more convenient to generate first Z and then
pT. The k′T-integrated splitting function in Eq. (2.135) is
dZξ(Z)(1− Z)a exp
[
−bLm2h/Z − bTξ(Z)k2T
]
×
[
|µ|2 + b−1L Zξ(Z) + ξ2(Z)k2T − 2Im(µ)kTξ(Z)Sint · n˜(kT)
]
. (2.137)
The Z distribution depends exponentially on k2T. Indeed for large k2T, larger values
of Z are favoured by the exponential term. More precisely, the first rank hadron h1
is emitted by the initial quark which does not possess kT, namely in the splitting
qA(0T, k+A) → h1(p1T, Z1k+A) + q2(k2T, (1 − Z1)k+A). For this first splitting only the
mass of h1 enters the exponential in Eq. (2.137). The next splitting is q2(k2T, k+2 )→
h2(p2T, Z2k+2 ) + q3(k3T, (1 − Z2)k+2 ) and Z2 is shifted towards larger values with
respect to Z1 because of non vanishing k22T. The other splittings are similar to that
of q2 and are characterized by the same Z distributions.
The hadron transverse momentum pT is generated according to the distribution
d2pT exp
[
− bL
Zξ(Z)(k
′
T − ξ(Z)kT)2
]
× [|µ|2 + k′2T − 2Im(µ)Sint · k˜′T], (2.138)
with pT = kT − k′T. The term Sint · k˜
′
T for Im(µ) > 0 pushes k′T in the direction
zˆ× Sint and is responsible for the Collins effect.
In addition, as already mentioned, with the choice of gˇ made here the transverse
momenta of q and q′ are correlated. The exponential factor in Eq. (2.138) favours
the relation p2T ∼ [1− ξ(Z)]2 k2T. Furthermore because 0 < ξ(Z) < 1 for every value
of Z, k′T is favoured to be aligned with kT. This correlation acts against the one
generated by the 3P0 mechanism.
Finally, due the strong dependence of the pT distribution on kT through the
exponential factor in Eq. (2.138), the p2T distribution of the first rank hadron is
characterized by a smaller mean value than the p2T distribution of larger ranks, which
all have similar distributions.
The spin density matrix of the quark q′ can be calculated using Eq. (2.81) together
with Eq. (2.98),
ρ(q′) =
(µ+ σzσ · k′T)Γh,sh ρˆint(q)Γ†h,sh(µ∗ − σzσ · k′T)
tr [numerator] . (2.139)
In this case the presence of the intermediate spin density matrix complicates the
analytical study of the positivity conditions as done for choice C1. However they are
expected to hold since the model is formulated at the amplitude level.
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Chapter 3
Simulation of the quark
fragmentation and first results
The present chapter is dedicated to the implementation in a stand alone Monte Carlo
program of the string+3P0 model described in Chapter 2. This is the first necessary
step in view of the interface with complete event generators (Chapter 4) and further
improvements of the model (Chapter 5). Quark jets, with given flavor, momentum
and spin density matrix are generated. The flavor of the fragmenting quark can be u,
d or s and only pseudoscalar mesons (pi, K, η0 and η′) are produced. The energy of the
initial quarks can either be fixed at some value or chosen event-by-event by reading
the values from an external file. The initial quark can be unpolarized, transversely
or longitudinally polarized. The output consists in a file which contains the relevant
information of the produced hadrons, which can then be read and analyzed by a
different program.
Both M18 and M19 models, described in section 2.3.2 and in section 2.3.3 respec-
tively, have been implemented in MC codes, which have the same structure, except
from some preliminary tasks for M18, as it will be made clear below. The MC program
is described in section 3.4 the comparison between M18 and M19 is presented.
3.1 The Monte Carlo program
3.1.1 The structure of the program
In the initialisation the flavor, and the spin density matrix of the fragmenting quark
qA are chosen.
In order to compare the simulation results with measurements either from the
SIDIS process or from e+e− annihilation process, the initial kinematics is defined
in two different ways. For the lepton-nucleon DIS process, the initial kinematics is
defined in each event by reading the xB and Q2 values in a file of DIS events. This
is done in the center of mass system of the exchanged virtual photon γ∗ and of the
proton, with the zˆ axis along the virtual photon momentum qγ∗ . In the case where
qA has no intrinsic transverse momentum k⊥, this axis is also the string axis. The
total lightcone momenta are P+ = P− = W . W is the invariant mass of the hadronic
system and it is linked to xB and Q2 by W 2 = P+P− = (1/xB − 1)Q2 + M2N . The
phase space cuts Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2, W > 5 GeV/c2 and 0.2 < y < 0.9 have been
applied on the DIS events.
In the case of the e+e− annihilation process, W coincides with the center of mass
energy and is the same for all the events in the simulation.
In the center of mass reference system, the fragmenting quark qA travels along the
forward lightcone with momentum k+A = P+. The jet initiated by q¯B (or the target
remnant in the DIS case) which travels along the backward lightcone with momentum
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k−
B¯
= P− is not considered. The initial qA and q¯B are thus taken to be massless. The
momenta along the backward lightcone are kept track and used for the exit condition,
as explained below.
As seen in the previous chapter, in M18 the two functions uˆ0q and uˆ1q defined
in Eq. (2.132) and in Eq. (2.133) are needed to calculate the intermediate quark
spin density matrix ρˆint(q). In the initialisation these functions are calculated and
tabulated. They allow to construct the matrix uˆ−1/2 as function of the recurrent
quark transverse momentum which is used for the calculation of ρˆint(q) at each step
of the generation process according to Eq. (2.100). For M19 this preliminary task
is not needed, because in this variant ρˆint(q) reduces to the true quark spin density
matrix ρ(q).
The recursive algorithm
The quark jet is generated by repeating recursively the splitting q → h + q′ (q ≡ qA
in the first splitting) following the steps:
(1) generate a q′q¯′ pair
(2) form the pseudoscalar meson h = qq¯′ and identify its type and mass mh
(3) for M18: generate Z according to the pT-integrated splitting function given in
Eq. (2.137) and calculate p+ = Zk+. For M19: generate k′T according to the
Z-integrated splitting function given in Eq. (2.112) and construct pT = kT−k′T
(for qA, kT = 0).
(4) for M18: generate pT according to the function given in Eq. (2.138) at the
generated value of Z, and calculate k′T = kT − pT. For M19: generate Z
according to the splitting function in Eq. (2.112) evaluated at the generated
value of pT.
(5) calculate p− imposing the mass shell condition p+p− = m2h + p2T and test the
remaining backward lightcone momentum P−rem
(6) test the exit condition and if it is not satisfied continue with the next step,
otherwise the current hadron is removed and the fragmentation chain ends
(7) calculate the hadron momentum p = (Eh,pT, pL), where Eh = (p+ +p−)/2 and
pL = (p+ − p−)/2, and store it in the event record
(8) calculate the spin density matrix of q′ using Eq. (2.81) and return to step 1.
The steps 1-8 are iterated until the exit condition is satisfied. The process is repre-
sented graphically in Fig. 3.1. More information on steps (1), (2), (5) and (6) are
given in the following.
Generation of the quark flavor and hadron type
The generation of the quark flavor in step (1) is done taking into account the s
quark suppression required by the tunneling mechanism. In particular the values
P (uu¯) : P (dd¯) : P (ss¯) = 3/7 : 3/7 : 1/7 are used, which correspond to α = 3/7 in Eq.
(2.33).
The identification of the hadron type corresponding to the state (qq¯′) in step (2)
uses probabilities obtained from the isospin wave function, i.e. pi+ = ud¯, pi− = du¯,
pi0 = (uu¯ + dd¯)/
√
2, K+ = us¯, K− = su¯, K0 = ds¯, K¯0 = sd¯. In addition η0
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the Monte Carlo procedure and of the exit condition.
meson production is suppressed with respect to pi0 to take into account the mass
difference. To do this the treatment of η and η′ mesons is simplified (no mixing is
taken into account). In practice, each time a uu¯′ or dd¯′ configuration is encountered,
this flavor diagonal configuration is identified with a pi0 with probability 0.5 or with
an η0 with probability pη = 1/2 − rη with rη set to 1/4 in order to reproduce the
experimental result N(η0)/N(pi0) ' 0.57 [64]. Such flavor diagonal configuration is
otherwise rejected with probability rη and a new qq¯′ pair is generated. If an ss¯ state
is encountered it is identified with η or η′ with probabilities 2/3 and 1/3 respectively.
The recipe for the generation of the quark flavor and the identification of the hadron
type gives for the coefficients |Cq′hq|2 the expression
|Cq′,h,q|2 =
α(1− pη) α 1− 2αα α(1− pη) 1− 2α
1− 2α 1− 2α (1− 2α)2/α

qq′
× |〈h|qq¯′〉|2. (3.1)
The matrix is defined in the SU(3) flavor basis (u, d, s) and 〈h|qq¯′〉 is the projection
of the isospin wave function |h〉 of h along the state |qq¯′〉. The invariance under
the exchange q ↔ q′ and h ↔ h¯ ensures that the LR symmetry is preserved in the
splitting in quark flavor space.
Test on the remaining backward lightcone momentum
Once r splittings have been generated, the momentum of the remaining string piece
is Prem,r+1 = kr+1 + kB¯. It has lightcone and transverse components
P+rem,r+1 = P+rem,r − p+r ,
P−rem,r+1 = P−rem,r − ε2h/p+r ,
PT,r+1 = PT,r − pT,r. (3.2)
If the next hadron is generated with a very low Z then P−rem,r+1 may become negative.
In this case the hadron is rejected and a new one is tried.
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Exit condition
The recursive algorithm is ended if the squared mass of the remaining string piece
W 2r+1 = P+rem,r+1P−rem,r+1 −P2T,r+1 falls below a given mass M2R. The quantity W 2r+1
is represented in Fig. 3.1. In this case the last generated hadron is erased. In our
simulations, we take MR = 1.5 GeV/c2 to account for the production of one (not
simulated) baryon, as required by baryon number conservation in a DIS process. We
have checked that the relevant observables, are not sensitive to this value of MR.
3.1.2 Values of the free parameters and kinematical distributions
From Eq. (2.112) or Eq. (2.135) it can be seen that the model is based on five
free parameters, namely a, bL, bT and the complex mass µ = Re(µ) + iIm(µ). The
parameters a, bL and bT come from the Lund Model (see Eq. (2.36)) whereas µ has
been introduced via the quantum mechanical 3P0 operator in Eq. (2.62). The values
of the parameters a, bL, bT and |µ|2 have been tuned comparing the results from
simulations of unpolarized quark jets performed with M18, with the p2T distributions
of charged hadrons measured in SIDIS off an unpolarized deuteron target [92] and with
a set of unpolarized p2T-integrated fragmentation functions obtained from global fits
[93]. The tuning has been performed in order to have a reasonable agreement between
simulations and unpolarized data, namely reasonable values for the free parameters.
No real fit to the data has been done, since a good quantitative agreement was not
expected and practically not needed.
It has been observed that the slope of the p2T distributions is sensitive to the
values of bL and bT, whereas its shape for p2T → 0 is sensitive to |µ|2. The frag-
mentation functions are sensitive to bL, which mostly affects the 〈zh〉, and a which
affects the large fractional energies. The parameter a has almost no effect on the p2T
distributions. With the values a = 0.9, bL = 0.5 (GeV/c2)−2, bT = 5.17 (GeV/c)−2
and |µ|2 = 0.75 (Gev/c2)2 a satisfactory qualitative agreement with the data could
be achieved.
The transverse spin asymmetries are sensitive to the value of the parameter Im(µ),
which is the only parameter of the model needed for the transverse spin dependence
of the fragmentation process. It has been fixed comparing the Collins analysing
power as obtained from simulations with that extracted from e+e− annihilation data.
More specifically the mean value of the Collins analysing power for positive pions
in transversely polarized u jets from simulations has been compared with the mean
value 0.258 ± 0.006 obtained in Ref. [52] from BELLE data. Having fixed |µ|2 from
the unpolarized p2T distributions, Re(µ) is then also fixed. The value of the complex
mass used in all the simulations is µ = (0.42 + i 0.76) GeV/c2.
In this section the kinematic spin-independent distributions obtained from the
simulations carried on with M18 and the chosen values of the parameters are de-
scribed.
Figure 3.2a shows the distributions of the splitting variable Z for the hadrons of
rank 1 to 4 generated in the fragmentation chain of a u quark. As can be clearly seen,
the distribution of the first rank hadron is shifted towards smaller values of Z with
respect to the distributions of higher rank hadrons. This is due to the k2T dependent
exponential in the pT-integrated splitting function given in Eq. (2.137), and for the
first rank it is k2T = 0. As expected, the distributions of higher rank hadrons are
similar.
The Z and zh distributions are shown in Fig. 3.2a and in Fig. 3.2b for the hadrons
of rank 1 to 4. By definition Z and zh coincide for the first rank hadron, hence
the corresponding distributions are the same. For larger ranks the shapes of the zh
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of Z (a) and zh (b) for the hadrons if rank 1 to 4 produced in u
quark jets.
distributions change sensibly due to the relation zhr ' Zr(1−Zr−1)···(1−Z2)(1−Z1),
which pushes zh towards smaller values as the rank increases.
The k′2T distributions for the different splittings turn out to be very much the same
and, since the initial quark has vanishing k1T, the transverse momentum squared k22T
of the left-over quark in the first splitting coincides with the transverse momentum
squared p21T of the first hadron. As a consequence the transverse momentum distri-
bution of the first rank hadron is softer than the distributions of higher rank hadrons,
as shown in Fig. 3.3a. The slope of the p2T distribution of the first rank hadron is
larger than the slope of the corresponding distribution of the second rank hadron.
Indeed, 〈p21T〉 = 〈k22T〉 whereas 〈p22T〉 = 〈k22T〉 + 〈k23T〉 − 2〈k2T · k3T〉 ≥ 2〈k21T〉. As
a consequence it is 〈p2T(h+)〉 < 〈p2T(h−)〉 in jets initiated by u quarks with vanish-
ing intrinsic transverse momentum, as shown in Fig. 3.3b as function of zh. This
difference between the 〈p2T〉 of hadrons of rank 1 and rank 2 is a well known fea-
ture of the recursive fragmentation models, and decreases when the quark primordial
transverse momentum is included. The decrease of 〈p2T〉 at small zh is due to the
factor exp(−bLp2T/Z) in the splitting function in Eq. (2.135). At variance with the
simulation results, the data seem to suggest similar values for 〈p2T(h+)〉 and 〈p2T(h−)〉
for zh . 0.55, as shown in Fig. 3.3c. The difference with the simulation results is not
due to the use of a deuteron target in Ref. [94].
3.2 Results on the transverse spin asymmetries
In order to study the transverse spin effects measured in SIDIS off transversely polar-
ized protons and in e+e− annihilation, fragmentation events have been generated for
initial quarks fully polarized along a fixed yˆ axis orthogonal to the string axis. Only
results for u quark fragmentations are shown in the following. It has been verified
that the results for pion production in d quark fragmentation are related to those of
the u quark fragmentation as required by isospin symmetry. Namely, the pi+ and pi−
analysing powers are exchanged. This is not true for kaons, since both K+ and K−
are unfavored in d quark jets and both of them have positive analysing power. For
jets initiated by s quarks K+ is favored and it has positive analysing power, whereas
K− and charged pions are unfavored and they have negative analysing power.
In the SIDIS case the xB and Q2 values of a sample of real COMPASS events
have been used to fix the initial kinematics of the simulation event-by-event.
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Figure 3.3: (a): p2T distribution for hadrons of rank 1 to 4 produced in u quark jets. (b):
〈p2T〉 as function of zh for positive and negative hadrons produced in u quark jets. (c): 〈p2T〉
as function of z2h for hadrons produced in SIDIS off a deuteron target [94].
For the study of the asymmetries in the azimuthal distributions of the hadrons
produced in e+e− annihilation the events have been generated with a fixed c.m.
energy W = 10GeV corresponding to the BELLE energy.
This section is dedicated to the results for the single hadron and the dihadron
transverse spin asymmetries obtained with M18 assuming the intrinsic transverse
momentum of the fragmenting quark to be zero. The MC results are compared with
the COMPASS data and BELLE data, which are in quite good agreement, but more
precise, with the corresponding results from HERMES [53] and Jefferson Laboratory
experiments [25] and from BaBar [28] and BESIII [27] experiments respectively.
3.2.1 Single hadron transverse spin asymmetries
The azimuthal distribution of hadrons produced in the fragmentation of transversely
polarized quarks, already introduced in Chapter 1, is given by
d4Nh
dzh d2pT dφC
∝ 1 + aqA↑→h+X(zh, pT)SAT sinφC , (3.3)
where SAT is the fragmenting quark transverse polarization and φC = φh−φSA is the
Collins angle. The analysing power aqA↑→h+X is proportional to the ratio between
the Collins FF H⊥h1q and the unpolarized quark FF Dh1q and is given in Eq. (1.4).
The sinφC modulation is the only one observed in the simulated events. The fact
that no other modulation is present is due to the formulation of the model at the
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Table 3.1: Mean values of the analyzing power shown in Fig. 3.4 for positive and negative
charges. The cuts zh > 0.2 and pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been applied.
〈au↑→h+X〉 h+ h−
pi −0.260± 0.002 0.268± 0.002
K −0.270± 0.003 0.234± 0.004
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Figure 3.4: Left panel: Collins analyzing power as function of zh for charged pions produced in
simulations of transversely polarized u quark jets. The lines are fits to the different analysing
powers. Right panel: simulated Collins asymmetry as function of pT.
amplitude level, which guarantees also that the positivity constraints are satisfied.
Using simulated events, the analysing power aqA↑→h+X is calculated as 2〈sinφC〉, in
general as a function of zh and pT.
The Collins analyzing power au↑→h+X obtained from the simulated events is shown
in Fig. 3.4 as function of zh for charged pions and kaons (left panel) and as function of
pT for charged pions (right panel). The typical experimental cuts pT > 0.1GeV/c and
zh > 0.2 have been applied when looking at the other variable. As expected from the
classical string+3P0 model, the analyzing power has opposite sign and almost equal
magnitude for oppositely charged mesons. The mean values for the different hadrons
are given in Tab. 3.1. These values correspond to 2〈sinφC〉 averaged on zh and pT
in the observed phase space. This is the simplest estimator of the quark transverse
polarization. Other estimators, which may have somewhat better efficiency, have
been proposed and tested with simulations in Ref. [95].
The analyzing power vanishes for small zh and is almost linear in the range 0.2 <
zh < 0.8. A linear dependence on zh is also suggested by the BELLE data [52] when
the analysing power for the favoured fragmentation is assumed to be opposite to that
for unfavoured fragmentation.
The sign and the monotonic dependence of the analysing power on zh can be
understood by writing au↑→h+X as the sum of different rank hadron contributions
weighted by the number of hadrons of that rank. The analysing power can be written
as
au↑→h+X(t) =
∑
rNhr(t)au↑→hr+X(t)∑
rNhr(t)
(3.4)
where the variable ”t” can be either zh or pT. Nhr is the number of hadrons of type
h and of rank r and au↑→hr+X is the analysing power associated with rank r, both
calculated at the same value t. The analysing power for the different rank hadrons
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is shown in Fig. 3.5. It has opposite sign for even and odd ranks, as suggested by
classical string+3P0 mechanism, and decreases with the rank. Such decrease is due to
the depolarization of the recurrent quark, which turns out to be a weak effect with the
current choice of parameters. Indeed in each splitting roughly 10% of the recurrent
quark transverse polarization is lost. The main cause of decay of the analysing power
at small zh is the mixture of contributions from even and odd ranks. The fact that
the zh dependence is roughly linear, not another power law, is a priori accidental.
Concerning the sign of the analysing power, for an initial u quark, a fast positive
pion can be produced at first rank. On the contrary a negative pion can never be
produced at first rank but from r = 2 only. Since the contribution of larger rank
hadrons is smaller because Nhr(r) decreases with rank due to the finite W , the signs
of the pi+ and pi− analysing powers are essentially those of the first and second ranks
respectively. The same considerations hold for charged kaons.
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Figure 3.5: Collins analysing power for positive pions as function of their rank. The cuts
zh > 0.1 and pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been applied.
From the left panel of Fig. 3.4, we notice also that the slope for negative mesons,
which are unfavoured in u chains, is slightly larger than the slope for positive ones.
This effect is easily explained by the fact that the absolute value of the analysing
power for a rank two hadron is somewhat larger than the analysing power for a rank
one, as can be seen from Fig. 3.5. Finally we can see that the slope for pi− and K−
are similar, as expected because both start to be produced from rank two.
Concerning the analysing power as function of pT, shown in the right panel of
Fig. 3.4, there are clearly different behaviours for positive and negative mesons. An
interesting feature is the change of sign of the analyzing power for positive pions at
pT ' 0.9 GeV/c. The rank analysis at this value of pT shows that the number of pi+
of rank 1 and 3 is roughly the same as the number of pi+ of rank 2 and 4. This is due
to the fact that positive pions with large pT are more likely produced as rank two,
following a rank one pi0 or η, than as rank one, at least when the intrinsic transverse
momentum is zero. This effect combines with the opposite sign of the analysing
power for rank 1 and rank 2 hadrons giving au↑→pi++X(pT = 0.9 GeV/c) ' 0. For
r ≥ 3 the number of pions decreases quickly with the rank and they give only a
small contribution to the asymmetry. The value of pT at which the analyzing power
changes sign depends on the choice of the parameters, in particular of bT and of bL.
These trends are compatible with the Collins asymmetry for charged pions pro-
duced in SIDIS off transversely polarized protons measured by COMPASS [51]. The
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the Collins asymmetry ApColl measured by COMPASS [51]
(open points) and the Monte Carlo analysing power au↑→pi±+X scaled by λ1 (full points): as
function of zh (left panel) and of pT (right panel). The cuts pT > 0.1 GeV/c and zh > 0.2
have been applied in both cases.
comparison is shown in Fig. 3.6 as function of zh (left plot) and as function of pT
(right plot). The Monte Carlo values in both panels are those of Fig. 3.4 multiplied
by an overall scale factor λ1 = 0.055± 0.010 obtained from the minimization of
χ2 =
∑
pTi
(
Ap,pi
−
Coll (pTi)− λ1au↑→pi
−+X(pTi)
)2
/σ2i , (3.5)
where Ap,pi
−
Coll (pTi) is the experimental Collins asymmetry for pi− in the bin centered in
pTi and σi the associated statistical error. In the u-dominance hypothesis for a proton
target and neglecting the effect of the intrinsic transverse momentum, λ1 is the ratio
of the xB-integrated u-quark transversity and the xB-integrated unpolarized u quark
density, multiplied by the depolarization factor DNN of lepton-quark scattering.
As apparent from the right panel of Fig. 3.6, the MC describes quite well the pT
dependence of the experimental points, in particular for negative pions. Also, within
the statistical uncertainties the data does not exclude a change of the pi+ asymmetry
sign for pT > 0.9 GeV/c. As function of zh (left panel of Fig. 3.6), although the
large statistical uncertainties, the experimental data suggest a different trend for the
negative pions. The measured Collins asymmetry is in agreement with the MC for
zh < 0.6, whereas at larger values of zh the experimental data fall off whereas the
MC maintains the increasing trend. All in all, the agreement is satisfactory in spite
of simulating only the pseudoscalar meson production.
3.2.2 Dihadron transverse spin asymmetries
As already anticipated, the string+3P0 model for the fragmentation of a transversely
polarized quark produces also a dihadron asymmetry. It originates from the combi-
nation of a (single hadron) Collins effect and the local compensation of transverse
momentum. In the following the positive and the negative hadron of the pair, both
produced in the same jet, are labelled with 1 and 2. They have fractional energies
z1 and z2 and transverse momenta p1T and p2T. As seen in Chapter 1, they are
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distributed according to
d3Nh1h2
dz dMinv dφR
∝ 1 + aqA↑→h1h2+X(z,Minv)SAT sin(φR − φSA), (3.6)
where z = z1 + z2 is the total fractional energy and Minv the invariant mass of
the pair. φR is the azimuthal angle of the vector characterizing the pair introduced
in Chapter 1. The analysing power aqA↑→h1h2+X(t) is given in Eq. (1.21) and is
evaluated as 2〈sin(φR − φSA)〉 taking into account all possible pairs of the jets and
shown as function of t = z,Minv. The same sample of simulated events used here is
the same as that used for the study of the single transverse spin asymmetries in the
previous section.
Comparison with BELLE data
In order to compare the simulation results with the asymmetry of pairs of dihadrons in
the e+e− annihilation data, the quantity (Minv) ≡ 〈au↑→pi+pi−+X〉au↑→pi+pi−+X(Minv)
turned out to be the most suitable. It has been evaluated from the BELLE data [96]
using the values of the a12 asymmetry as function of z and Minv. The asymmetry
has been averaged over z, and (Minv) has then been evaluated taking into account
charge conjugation and isospin invariance, and neglecting the contribution of the po-
larized dihadron fragmentation function of strange quarks H^pi+pi−1s . In the expression
of (Minv) the quantity 〈au↑→pi+pi−+X〉 indicates the analyzing power averaged over
all the kinematic variables, including Minv.
For this comparison the analyzing power au↑→pi+pi−+X of the simulated events has
been estimated replacing the angle φR with the azimuthal dihadron angle used by the
BELLE collaboration, namely the azimuthal angle of the vector p1T − p2T 1 which
can be written as
p1T − p2T = 2RT + (zh1 − zh2)PT/z. (3.7)
PT = p1T +p2T is the transverse momentum of the pair. Defining as "pure" dihadron
asymmetry the one defined with respect to the vector RT, the asymmetry extracted
from the BELLE data is a combination of the "pure" dihadron asymmetry and of the
Collins effect of the pair.
Figure 3.7 shows the results for (Minv) from the simulation when z1,2 > 0.1 with
no cut in pT (circles) and for pT > 0.3 GeV/c (squares). The open triangles show the
values of  as measured by BELLE [96]. The qualitative agreement is satisfactory.
Both in the simulation and in the data the analyzing power shows a saturation for
large values of the invariant mass while for small values it falls to zero. However, the
trend at small invariant mass, in the MC, depends on the pT cut. Also, the MC data
sample has a different invariant mass spectrum with respect to BELLE data because
of the absence of resonances, e.g. vector mesons. Anyhow, both in BELLE and in
simulation results, no structure can be seen in (Minv).
Comparison with COMPASS data
Figure 3.8 shows the comparison between the MC and the COMPASS dihadron asym-
metry for h+h− pairs measured in SIDIS off transversely polarized protons as func-
tion of z (left) andMinv (right). Both in COMPASS data and in simulations the cuts
1Transverse vectors are defined in the e+e− c.m. frame with respect to the thrust axis, which is
an approximation of the string axis. The corresponding azimuthal angles are measured with respect
to the plane defined by the e+e− axis and the thrust axis.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the dihadron asymmetry 〈Ah+h−p sin θ〉 measured by COM-
PASS [61] (open points) and the MC dihadron analysing power au↑→h+h−+X scaled by λ2
(full points): as function of z = z1 + z2 (left panel) and as function of Minv (right panel).
z1,2 > 0.1, xF > 0.1, RT > 0.07 GeV/c and |p1,2| > 3 GeV/c have been applied. The
left plot of Fig. 3.8 shows the dependence on z. The Monte Carlo points are scaled
by a factor λ2 estimated by a χ2 minimization procedure as in Eq. (3.5) comparing
in this case with the COMPASS dihadron asymmetry as function of z. The result is
λ2 = 0.055 ± 0.008, in perfect agreement with the value of λ1 obtained in the single
hadron asymmetry case, as it should be. The results from the MC are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data within the statistical uncertainties. The right plot
of Fig. 3.8 shows the dependence of the analysing power on Minv. After scaling by
the same parameter λ2, the MC points describe quite well the trend of the data.
3.2.3 Comparison between single hadron and dihadron asymmetries
The dihadron analyzing power au↑→h+h−+X has been found to be related to au↑→h±+X
in a recent experimental work of the COMPASS collaboration [97]. Following that
work, the relationship between the Collins and the dihadron analyzing powers for
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hadron pairs in the same u quark jet, as function of the relative azimuthal angle
∆φ = φ1 − φ2, has been studied. In that analysis using only the events with at
least one h+ and one h− two kinds of asymmetries had been extracted: the "Collins
Like" (CL) asymmetries AsinφCCL1(2) for positive (negative) hadrons and the dihadron
asymmetry for oppositely charged hadron pairs Asinφ2h,SCL,2h . In each bin of ∆φ, the CL
asymmetry is the Collins asymmetry of h+ (h−) of the pair.
As in Ref. [97], au↑→h+h−+X has been calculated using Φ = φ2h, where φ2h is the
azimuthal angle of the vector pˆ1T − pˆ2T and pˆT ≡ pT/|pT|. Due to the relation
pˆ1T − pˆ2T = RT(1/|p1T|+ 1/|p2T|)
+ PT
zh1/|p1T| − zh2/|p2T|
z
, (3.8)
the considered asymmetry is a combination of the "pure" dihadron asymmetry and of
the global Collins asymmetry of the hadron pair. However, as discussed in Ref. [97],
the azimuthal angle φR is strongly correlated with φ2h, and the dihadron asymmetry
measured from 2〈sinφ2h,S〉 with φ2h,S = φ2h − φSA , is essentially the same as the
"pure" dihadron asymmetry. This has been verified in the simulations as well.
The CL analysing power AsinφCCL1(2) for h
+ (circles) and for h− (triangles) are shown
in the top plot of Fig.3.9 (a). The corresponding COMPASS data are shown in top
plot of Fig. 3.9 (b). The trend is very similar. The MC points are fitted with
functions of the type δ1(2) + c1(2) cos ∆φ, as suggested in Ref. [97], and the results are
represented by the red and the black dashed lines. The slight up-down disymmetry
for h+ and h− in the simulated results is due to the different values of the analyzing
power for h+ and h−. The red and the black dashed lines in Fig.3.9 (b) represent the
fits to the experimental CL asymmetries as shown in Ref. [97], which are consistent
with δ1(2) = −c1(2).
The blue squares in the bottom plot of Fig.3.9 (a) show the dihadron analyzing
power au↑→pi+pi−+X calculated in the MC as function of ∆φ. The blue curve is the
result of the fit with the function c
√
2(1− cos ∆φ) suggested in Ref. [97]. The bottom
plot in Fig. 3.9 (b) shows the asymmetry Asinφ2h,SCL,2h as measured in COMPASS. As can
be seen, the agreement is good. The Asinφ2h,SCL,2h asymmetry is smaller than au↑→pi
+pi−+X
by a factor of 0.1 analogous to λ2 but for the higher range xB > 0.032 (i.e. highest
signal for the transversity distribution) used in the COMPASS analysis.
3.2.4 Effect of the intrinsic transverse momentum
In the previous sections the intrinsic transverse momentum k⊥ of the initial quark
was not considered. This section shows the results when the initial quark qA has a
non zero k⊥, which for a DIS event in the GNS tilts the string axis with respect to the
γ∗-nucleon axis, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The target remnant has the opposite −k⊥.
The effects of a random k⊥ are the broadening of the spectra of hadrons transverse
momenta and a partial smearing of the single hadron asymmetry.
The intrinsic transverse momentum is generated according to the probability
d2k⊥ pi−1〈k2⊥〉−1 exp(−k2⊥/〈k2⊥〉) (3.9)
where 〈k2⊥〉 is a free parameter. The fragmentation of the initial transversely polarized
quark qA is performed using the rotated string axis as zˆ axis and then rotating the
produced hadrons back to the GNS.
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Figure 3.9: (a): MC results for the analyzing power in the case of "Collins Like" asymme-
tries (top) and dihadron asymmetries (bottom) as function of ∆φ. (b): the corresponding
asymmetries measured by COMPASS [97].
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Figure 3.10: Rotation of the string axis in the string center of mass frame.
In the small angle approximation, the rotation in the string center of mass frame
is practically equivalent to make the following shift in pT (which is relative to the
string axis)
P⊥ = xF k⊥ + pT (3.10)
where P⊥ is the hadron transverse momentum with respect to the γ∗ axis and xF =
(2pz/W )c.m. is the Feynman scaling variable2. The shift is zero at xF = 0 and
opposite to k⊥ in the backward hemisphere as can be guessed from Fig. 3.10. Since
xF = zh − 2h/(zhW 2), Eq. (3.10) almost coincides at large xF with the often used
relation P⊥ = zh k⊥ + pT.
From Eq. (3.10) at fixed xF it is
〈P2⊥〉 = x2F 〈k2⊥〉+ 〈p2T〉. (3.11)
The effect of k⊥ is clearly seen in Fig. 3.11 which shows the 〈P2⊥〉 as function of zh
for positive hadrons when the fragmenting quark has 〈k2⊥〉 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2. The large
2The hadron four-momentum Ph can be expanded in the basis formed by kA, kB¯ and pT, where
pT = (0,pT, 0) is the hadron transverse momentum with respect to the string axis generalized to a
four-vector. Taking into account that qA and q¯B travel along the forward and backward lightcones,
the expression for the hadron momentum is Ph = Z+kA + Z−kB¯ + pT with xF = Z+ − Z−. Then, if
qA and qB¯ have intrinsic transverse momenta k⊥ and −k⊥, one gets Eq. (3.10).
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zh region, where zh ' xF , is more sensitive to the effect of the intrinsic transverse
momentum. The effect decays then with zh. It turns out that the difference between
〈p2T〉 for positive and negative hadrons shown in Fig. 3.3b is somewhat reduced due
to the x2F 〈k2⊥〉 term but still the negative hadrons are produced with larger transverse
momenta.
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Figure 3.11: 〈P2⊥〉 as function of zh for positive hadrons without (closed points) and with
(open points) the intrinsic transverse momentum.
Figure 3.12 shows the effect of the intrinsic transverse momentum on the Collins
analyzing power from MC as function of zh (left plot) and as function of P⊥ (right
plot) for positive and negative pions. The analysing power for 〈k2⊥〉 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2
(full points) is compared to that obtained without intrinsic transverse momentum
(open points). The reduction of the analysing power is visible at large zh (left plot)
and at low P⊥ (right plot). A further consequence of the introduction of k⊥ is that
the change of sign of the analysing power for positive pions as function of P⊥ is no
more there. Similar effects are also observed for charged kaons.
Table 3.2 shows the mean values of the single hadron and dihadron analysing
powers for charged pions for different values of 〈k2⊥〉. At variance with the Collins
asymmetry for single hadrons, the asymmetry for pairs of oppositely charged hadrons
is practically not affected by the noise introduced by k⊥.
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Figure 3.12: Collins analyzing power for charged pions as function of zh (left) and P⊥ (right)
for 〈k2⊥〉 = 0 (open points) and for 〈k2⊥〉 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 (closed points).
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Table 3.2: Mean value of the analyzing powers shown in Fig.3.12 (left) for positive and
negative pions with cuts zh > 0.1 and P⊥ > 0.1 (GeV/c) have been applied. Also shown are
the mean values of the asymmetry for pi+pi− pairs with the same cuts.
〈k2⊥〉 〈au↑→pi
++X〉 〈au↑→pi−+X〉 〈au↑→pi+pi−+X〉
no k⊥ −0.208± 0.001 0.188± 0.002 −0.276± 0.002
0.1 (GeV/c)2 −0.197± 0.001 0.181± 0.002 −0.271± 0.002
0.3 (GeV/c)2 −0.183± 0.001 0.175± 0.002 −0.269± 0.002
0.5 (GeV/c)2 −0.172± 0.001 0.169± 0.002 −0.266± 0.002
3.3 Results on the jet handedness
As already stressed, the present model can treat at the same time both longitudinal
and transverse polarizations. In particular it can predict jet handedness which was
introduced in Refs. [98, 99] as a tool to access the longitudinal polarizations of quarks
and gluons in polarized processes. The jet handedness is a parity odd correlation of
the type SALzˆ · (p1 × p2) = SALzˆ · (pT1 × pT2) in the distribution of a h1h2 pair
produced in the fragmentation of a longitudinally polarized quark qA. p1 and p2
are the momenta of h1 and h2, chosen according to some prescription, e.g. h1 is
the positive and h2 the negative hadron. The jet handedness thus correlates the
longitudinal polarization of the fragmenting quark with the transverse momenta of
the hadrons of the observed pair. The distribution of the pair can be parameterized
in the form
d6Nh1h2
d3p1d3p2
∝ 1 + a ~qA→h1h2+XJH SAL sin(φ2 − φ1), (3.12)
where a ~qA→h1h2+XJH is the jet-handedness analyzing power. This distribution is similar
to Eq. (3.6) but obtained for fragmentations of longitudinally polarized quarks and
using as relevant angle the relative azimuthal angle between the transverse momenta
of h2 and h1 with respect to the string axis. The toy model of Ref. [39] predicts
a jet-handedness effect with an analysing power proportional to Re(µ)Im(µ2). The
same factor appears in the present model.
The handedness analysing power a~u→pi+pi−+XJH has been calculated for pi+pi− pairs
produced in fragmentations of initial longitudinally polarized u quarks as 2〈sin(φ2 −
φ1)〉. Figure 3.13 shows the dependencies of a~u→pi+pi−+XJH on the invariant mass Minv
of the pion pair (left plot) and on the sum of their fractional energies z1 + z2 (right
plot). The handedness analysing power increases with z1 +z2, which is expected since
at large z1+z2 both hadrons have nearly fixed ranks (rank 1 for pi+ and rank 2 for pi−).
No strong dependence is observed as function ofMinv. From the comparison between
Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.8, keeping in mind that in the latter case the MC analysing
power is scaled by the factor λ2, an effect smaller by one order of magnitude than the
dihadron asymmetry can be observed for the jet handedness. Note that an opposite
asymmetry can be obtained by reversing the sign of Re(µ).
Up to now, attempts to observe jet handedness were not conclusive, see e.g. Ref.
[100]. Several reasons can explain this failure:
- the sign of the asymmetry may vary too much with the charges, the rapidity
ordering or the invariant mass of the h1 − h2 pair.
- the observable sin(φ2 − φ1) is very sensitive to a redefinition of the jet axis. It
can be easily blurred by a too large experimental uncertainty on the orientation
of the jet axis or by gluon radiation.
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Like for the Collins effect, the blurring effect can be eliminated by involving one more
particle. Indeed, for three particles h1, h2 and h3 of the jet, the pseudoscalar quantity
J = (p1 × p2) · p3 = (p1,⊥P × p2,⊥P ) ·P, (3.13)
where P = p1+p2+p3, is independent of the jet axis and one may take 〈J〉 as helicity-
sensitive estimator (the estimator 〈sign(J)〉 was proposed in Ref. [99]). However it
requires the clean measurement of three particle momenta and its amplitude depends
on six kinematic variables, e.g., z1, z2, z3, |p1,⊥P | , |p2,⊥P | and |p3,⊥P |.
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3.4 Comparison between M18 and M19
In this section the MC results obtained with M18 described in so far are com-
pared with M19. As a reminder, at variance with M18, M19 does not contain spin-
independent kT-k′T correlations which simplifies the description of the spin transfer
from q to q′. In particular the preliminary task of M18 is not needed and the quark
intermediate spin density matrix coincides with its true spin density matrix. The
simulation programs for the two variants are the same except for the points described
in Sec. 3.1.1. The parameters used for this comparison are the same as given in
Sec. 3.1.2 for M18, except for bT which has been increased by a factor 1.63 (e.g.
bT = 8.43 (GeV/c)−2 in M19) in order to compensate the exponential growth of the
free input function of M19 at large p2T and thus to generate p2T distributions similar
to those obtained with M18.
In the following results on the kinematical distributions, on the Collins and on the
dihadron analyzing powers are compared. They are obtained from fragmentations of
transversely polarized u quarks whose momenta are calculated from the same sample
of xB and Q2 values of SIDIS events used with M18.
The rank dependence of the kinematical distributions is a typical feature of re-
cursive models and is about the same for M19 and M18. In particular, in both cases
the Z and p2T distributions do not depend on the rank r for r ≥ 2 as in Fig. 3.2a and
in Fig. 3.3a.
In Fig. 3.14a and in Fig. 3.14b the Z and p2T distributions for the rank r = 1
(left) and r = 2 (right) hadrons as obtained with M19 (continuous histograms) and
with M18 (dotted histograms) are compared. The two models produce almost the
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between M18 (dotted black histogram) and M19 (continuous red
histogram) for: (a) Z distribution for rank 1 hadrons, (b) Z distribution for rank 2 hadrons,
(c) p2T distribution for rank 1 hadrons and (d) p2T distribution for rank 2 hadrons. Their
ratios are shown in the bottom plots. Note the different horizontal scales in plots (c) and (d).
same Z distribution for rank 1 (plot (a)). For rank 2 (plot (b)) the Z distribution in
M19 is slightly shifted towards greater values of Z. This is correlated to the somewhat
larger 〈p2T〉, as can be seen from plot (d). From plot (c) it is also clear that the p2T
distribution for rank 1 of M18 has two slopes, at variance with M19. Indeed the p2T
distribution of M18 is a sum of contributions of different slopes, one for each Z, due
to the factor exp(−bLε2h/Z). In M19 also there is a different slope for each Z, but
effect is reduced by the factor 1/Na(ε2h).
The differences are even smaller when looking the distributions of the fraction zh
of the fragmenting quark energy carried by hadrons. The zh distributions for positive
hadrons with pT > 0.1 GeV/c from the two models are shown in Fig. 3.15a. The
region of very small zh is less populated in M19. The p2T distribution for positive
hadrons with zh > 0.2 is almost the same in both models as shown in the same figure.
Figure 3.15b compares the zh dependence of 〈p2T〉 of charged hadrons in the two
models. M19 gives a larger difference between the 〈p2T〉 for positive hadrons and
the 〈p2T〉 for negative hadrons than M18, which already was not in agreement with
experiments (see Fig. 3.3 and the related discussion in sec. 3.1.2). Indeed, due to the
pure spin correlations which gives 〈kT · k′T〉 < 0, now at ranks larger than one it is
〈p2T〉 > 2〈k2T〉. In M18, on the other hand, the spin-independent correlation, if taken
alone, would give the opposite correlation 〈kT · k′T〉 > 0, therefore 〈p2T〉 < 2〈k2T〉.
Figure 3.16a shows the Collins analysing power for charged pions produced in jets
of transversely polarized u quarks obtained with M19 (full points) compared with the
results of M18 (open points). The analysing power is shown as function of rank (left
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Figure 3.15: (a): Comparison between M18 (dotted black histogram) and M19 (continuous
red histogram) for: zh (left) and p2T (right) distributions of positively charged hadrons. The
cuts pT > 0.1 GeV/c and zh > 0.2 have been applied. (b): Comparison between the zh
dependence of 〈p2T〉 in M19 (full points) and in M18 (open points).
panel), zh (middle panel) and as function of pT (right panel). The cuts zh > 0.2 and
pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been applied to evaluate the analysing power as function of pT
and zh respectively. Both cuts are applied to evaluate the analysing power as function
of rank. The models produce almost the same analysing power. As function of rank,
the polarization decays almost with the same speed. The slight differences in the
analysing powers as function of pT for pi+ are due to the different k′2T dependencies
of the splitting functions.
Figure 3.16b compares the dihadron h+h− analysing power as function of z (left
panel) and Minv (right panel) as obtained with M19 (full points) and with M18
(open points). The cuts z1,2 > 0.1, RT > 0.07 GeV/c and |p1,2| > 3 GeV/c have
been applied. The overall trends are the same in both models and only some slight
differences can be seen. In particular the result of M19 is somewhat larger in absolute
value at large Minv. All in all, the main features of the results obtained from the two
implementations are the same.
To summarize, the simulations using the M18 and the M19 models for the frag-
mentation of polarized quarks give very similar results. In spite of the fact that only
pseudoscalar mesons are generated, the analysing powers for transversely polarized
quarks turn out to be clearly different from zero and in statisfactory agreement with
experimental data. This encouraging result has been the main reason for the imple-
mentation in PYTHIA described in the next chapter. Since the results of M18 and M19
are very close, the interface with PYTHIA has been developed for M19, which code is
simpler and more flexible. M19 has been extended including vector meson production
and the resulting model, called M20, is described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of the model in
PYTHIA
The stand alone MC program simulating the fragmentation of a polarized quark
based on the string+3P0 model (M18 and M19) described in Chapter 2, allows one
to satisfactorily describe the existing transverse spin data. In particular, as shown in
Chapter 3, the Collins and the dihadron analysing powers obtained from simulations
reproduce the main features of the asymmetries measured in SIDIS processes.
A complete generation of the physics events is required in order to make a more
quantitative comparison with data and to deliver a more realistic tool. Monte Carlo
event generators are a powerful tool in this respect. They provide a full event de-
scription in all the allowed kinematic region, have a high level of sophistication in the
simulating the physics processes and allow to study correlations between particles
produced in the same event. For these reasons, the model M19 has been interfaced
with the PYTHIA 8.2 event generator allowing for the first time to simulate the spin
effects in the hadronization process of complete events.
PYTHIA is one of the currently most used event generators. It is a standard tool
for the generation of events in high energy collisions. In spite of the fact that the
largest user community obviously come from the LHC experiments, PYTHIA allows to
simulate in a complete and detailed way other complex processes like DIS and e+e−
annihilation into hadrons which are the basic processes to investigate the nucleon
transverse spin structure.
The choice of PYTHIA as event generator for the implementation of spin effects
in the hadronization process is the most natural since the hadronization process in
PYTHIA is based on the Lund string model. In particular, the splitting function of the
M19 for unpolarized quarks is very similar to that implemented in PYTHIA.
This chapter describes the work done to interface M19 to PYTHIA in order to
simulate spin effects in SIDIS. A summary of the first part can also be found in
Ref. [89]. Section 4.1 is dedicated to a short description of the main features of
the simulation of the SIDIS process in PYTHIA. The strategy for the implementation
of the spin effects in the hadronization process of PYTHIA, the description, and the
validation of the interface are presented in section 4.2. The use of the transversity
PDF and the results for the simulated Collins and dihadron asymmetries in SIDIS
off transversely polarized proton and deuteron targets are presented in section 4.3.
Finally, in section 4.4 a general recipe for the implementation of other TMD PDFs is
discussed.
4.1 The SIDIS process in PYTHIA
PYTHIA is a very general, detailed and complex event generator. Since the version
PYTHIA 8 it is written in C++ and uses object oriented methods [34]. Here only a
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the PYTHIA 8 code taken from Ref. [101].
short description, focused on the interface with M19, is given.
The simulation is done by using a main program which communicates with the
top level Pythia class. The main program consists of an initialization phase where
the initial conditions for the event generation are specified. They concern the beam
type and momentum, the target type and momentum, the selection of the interaction
process, definition of the phase space cuts, the initialization of the free parameters
and of the various flags which regulate the different processes.
After the initialization phase a loop over the events has to be started. Each event
is handled by the Pythia class which coordinates the communication between three
main classes, namely the ProcessLevel, the PartonLevel and the HadronLevel
classes. These classes are shown in Fig. 4.1 [101], which describes the general struc-
ture of the PYTHIA 8 code.
The event generation consists of different phases. First the simulation of the
interaction process. Different processes are allowed: hard QCD (elementary partonic
interactions like qq → qq, qg → qg, qq¯ → gg), soft QCD (interactions like elastic
and diffractive scatterings), electroweak processes (for instance ff → ff with γ∗,
Z0, W± exchanges) and many other processes. The simulation of the interaction
process is handled by the ProcessLevel class, which in addition takes care also of
other tasks as for instance the decays of intermediate resonances like Z0 or W±. At
the ProcessLevel usually a small number of partons is produced.
Being interested in the SIDIS process, in this work only the elastic scattering of
fermions ff → ff with γ∗ exchange is selected as interaction process. The beam
lepton is taken to be a muon with four-momentum l and the target is a proton (or
neutron) at rest with four-momentum PN . This corresponds to the typical configu-
ration of a fixed target experiment and defines the laboratory system, indicated in
the following with the superscript lab. The momenta of the beam lepton and of the
target are written at lines 1 and 2 of the event record (an example is shown in the
Fig. 4.2).
To simulate the DIS hard scattering, PYTHIA samples the variables xB and Q2
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Figure 4.2: Example of a SIDIS event generated with PYTHIA 8.
according to the inclusive DIS cross section. The interacting quark, referred here
to as the initial quark and indicated with qA, has a flavor selected on the basis of
PDFs. It is the quark that participates in the hard elastic scattering f+qA → f+qA.
After the hard scattering kinematics has been simulated, the initial quark has four-
momentum ka whereas the scattered quark, called also final or fragmenting quark,
has four-momentum kA = ka + qγ∗ , qγ∗ = l − l′ being the four-momentum of the
exchanged virtual photon and l′ indicates the momentum of the scattered lepton. In
addition to the values of xB and Q2, PYTHIA samples also the intrinsic transverse
momentum of the initial quark1. The momenta ka, l′ and kA are written in the event
record (lines 4, 5 and 6 of the event record in the example in Fig. 4.2).
Both the initial and the scattered quark may undergo parton showering, namely
gluons are attached to the initial (initial state radiation, ISR) and to scattered
quark legs (final state radiation, FSR). The parton showering is performed by the
PartonLevel class. The ISR and FSR evolve the quark virtualities until some lower
cut in virtuality is reached. If ISR is switched on, the momentum ka is the momentum
of the initial quark after ISR has been completed. Analogusly, if FSR is switched on,
then the fragmenting quark four-momentum kA is the result of the evolution of the
four-momentum that the scattered quark had right after the virtual photon vertex.
As a consequence of these processes, a large number of partons may be generated and
the overall event picture becomes more complex. Since ISR and FSR produce com-
plicated string topologies that are presently not treated with spin, they are disabled
when using the interface with M19. After the showering, the same class takes care of
possible secondary scatterings among the partons, which are called multiple parton
interactions (MPI). The MPI machinery, however, does not apply to DIS or to e+e−
annihilation to hadrons. The final result of the PartonLevel class is a collection of
partons with given momenta and colors.
To complete the list of partons that will then fragment into hadrons, the flavor
and the momentum of the beam remnants (in the PYTHIA language) are decided. The
selection of the remnant depends on the flavor of qA. If qA has a flavor found in the
valence wave function of the proton, then it is considered to be a valence quark or a
1The modulus squared of the intrinisc transverse momentum k2⊥ is generated according to an
exponential distribution with a width 〈k2⊥〉 dependent on Q and on the invariant mass of the lepton-
quark system. The azimuthal angle φ⊥ instead is sampled from a flat distribution in [0, 2pi]. This
latter choice does not take into account the Cahn effect, which would require a φ⊥ distribution of
the type 1 + a1 cosφ⊥ + a2 cosφ⊥ with a1 and a2 expressed in powers of |k⊥|/Q and obtained from
the non coplanar l + qA → l + qA hard scattering.
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Figure 4.3: Different string topologies in PYTHIA.
sea quark depending on the xB and Q2 values of the event, by using the corresponding
values of the valence and sea PDFs. This is relevant for the introduction of the quark
transversity distribution, which is measured to be different from zero only in the
valence region. As shown in the left diagram in Fig. 4.3, if qA is a valence quark
then the target proton remnant is a diquark (qfqf ′)stotsz , where stot is the sum of
the spin of qf and qf ′ , and sz is the component of stot along the quantization axis.
The diquark can be either scalar, indicated also with (qfqf ′)0, or vector, indicated
also generically with (qfqf ′)1, according to the SU(6) wave function. For instance, if
qA = u, then
|p↑〉 = 1√
18
[
u↑ (3(ud)0 + (ud)10)−
√
2u↓(ud)11 −
√
2d↑(uu)10 + 2d↓(uu)11
]
(4.1)
gives the weights 9/12 (0.75) for the scalar diquark (ud)0 and 3/12 (0.25) for the
vector diquark (ud)1. These weights are hard coded in PYTHIA. If qA comes from the
sea, the remnant is treated differently depending wether qA is a sea quark or a sea
antiquark. In particular if it is q¯A = u¯, d¯, . . . , then qA comes always from the sea,
and it is assumed to come from the splitting g → qAq¯A which implies that the proton
valence q(qq) state is a color octet state, as in the middle diagram in Fig. 4.3. In this
case the proton is split in a quark q and a diquark (qq) with probabilities taken from
Eq. (4.1). The diquark is paired with qA to form the baryon qA(qq) and eventually a
string is stretched from q to q¯A. If qA is a sea quark, it is again assumed to come from
the splitting g → qAq¯A and therefore the q(qq) system is again in a color octet state,
as in the right diagram in Fig. 4.3. In this case q¯A is paired with a quark q, which
is selected by splitting the proton in a quark and a diquark using the wave function
in Eq. (4.1), and the meson qs¯ is formed. Eventually a string is stretched from qA to
the remaining diquark (qq).
Once the nucleon remnant treatment is finished, PYTHIA searches for color singlets
among the produced partons. They can be open strings, closed strings or junctions.
However, since gluon radiation is disabled, in this work, for each event only one open
string with no gluons in between can be formed. The endpoints of the string are then
written in the event record. In Fig. 4.2 they correspond to lines 7 and 8.
The string is now ready to hadronize. This process and the following are handled
by the HadronLevel class. The string is fragmented according to the Lund Model by
repeating recursively the elementary splitting q → h+ q′, as shown in Fig. 4.4 for the
case of a u fragmenting quark and a (ud)0 remnant. To start the recursive algorithm,
PYTHIA choses randomly with equal probability between the qA side (quark side) and
the remnant side. Hence q can be either qA or the remnant. Supposing that the first
splitting is taken from the qA side, hence it is qA → h1 + q2, the flavor of q2 of the
produced q2q¯2 pair is generated. The q2 can be a quark or, in order to allow for baryon
production, an anti-diquark. For the quark production, s quarks are suppressed by
the factor StringFlav:probStoUD (set by default to 0.19) with respect to u and d
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quarks. Diquark production is suppressed with respect to the quark production by
the factor StringFlav:probQQtoQ (set by default to 0.09). For diquark production,
there are also parameters for the suppression of strange with respect to non strange
diquarks and for the suppression of spin 1 diquarks with respect to spin 0 diquarks.
If q2 is a quark, then PYTHIA choses if the the hadron h1 = qAq¯2 is a pseudoscalar
or a vector meson. The suppression factor vector/pseudo-scalar is given by the pa-
rameter StringFlav:mesonUDvector (set by default to 0.62) if h does not contain
a strange quark and by the parameter StringFlav:mesonSvector (set by default to
0.725) if h1 contains at least one strange quark. There are similar parameters also
for mesons containing c and b quarks. The type of h1 is finally decided according to
the isospin wave functions and by some parameters for the treatment of the mixing
between iso-scalar states (η and η′ or ω and φ) and of supressions of these states with
respect to their normal production rates, as for instance η with respect to pi0. The
recipe for the pseudoscalar meson production in PYTHIA is similar to the recipe im-
plemented in M19 but it is extended to five quark flavors and it is more sophisticated
in the mixing between isoscalar states.
If q2 is an anti-diquark, two models are presently implemented in PYTHIA for
baryon production. They are the diquark model [90] and the pop-corn model [102,
103].
After the determination of the identity of h1, its mass is defined (either fixed or
drawn according to a Breit-Wigner distribution depending whether h1 is stable or a
resonance). The four-momentum of h1 is then obtained by generating first k2T, which
gives p1T = kAT − k2T (with kAT = 0) as in M19, and then Z using the splitting
function in Eq. (2.36). The meson type and its four momentum are then added to
the event record (line 9 of Fig. 4.2).
Now the remaining string piece to be hadronized at the next step is stretched
between the quark q2 and the remnant. PYTHIA chooses again from which side to
take the next splitting, whether from the side of q2 or from the remnant and so on.
This procedure is repeated and hadrons constituting the quark and the remnant
jets are emitted from any of the two sides. After the emission of some hadrons2,
the mass of the remaining string piece q¯jqi can fall off below a given threshold3.
If this is the case PYTHIA calls the exit method and the string piece is split into
the two final hadrons. This allows to join the quark and the remnant jets. The
total four-momentum, the charge, baryon number and other quantum numbers are
automatically conserved. In the string rest frame, this joining takes place on average
in the central rapidity region. The produced hadrons are stored in the event record
(lines 9-16 of Fig. 4.2).
After string fragmentation, the short lived particles like ρ mesons are decayed
(lines 17-20 of Fig. 4.2). Then Bose-Einstein correlations can be taken into account
and finally the long lived hadrons are decayed.
At the end of these stages the event generation is terminated and all produced
particles are listed in the event record and are ready to be analysed.
4.2 Spin in the fragmentation process
The simulation of a polarized SIDIS process requires, in general, to take into account
both beam and target polarizations. The lepton beam can be logitudinally polarized,
2The average number of hadrons produced in the string fragmentation is proportional to logW ,
W being the mass of the final hadronic system.
3The threshold value is not constant like in M18 or M19. It is rather generated uniformly in an
interval which center and length are tunable parameters.
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Figure 4.4: String fragmentation in PYTHIA: i-breaking points from the qA side and j breaking
points from the q¯B side. The remaining string piece is stretched between qi and q¯j .
for instance as a consequence of the production mechanism (a µ+ is produced with
helicity +1/2 in the decay pi+ → µ+ +νµ, and a µ− is produced with helicity −1/2 in
the decay pi− → µ−+ ν¯µ). As can be seen from the SIDIS cross section in Eq. (1.5), a
helicity polarized beam is coupled to some structure functions related to convolutions
of worm-gear TMDs with the Collins FF. The direction of the target polarization,
depends on the experimental set-up and can be either longitudinal or transverse
with respect to the lepton beam. This work is focused on the Collins and dihadron
asymmetries, which are measured with unpolarized lepton beams and transversely
polarized targets and, in the following, only this configuration is considered. Spin
effects in the fragmentation are however interesting also for unpolarized targets, for
instance because of the Boer-Mulders function.
4.2.1 Strategy for the introduction of spin effects
The strategy for inclusion of the spin effects in the simulation of a SIDIS event with
PYTHIA is to accept the hadrons produced during string fragmentation according to
rules based on the 3P0 mechanism as implemented in M19. In particular, each hadron
generated by the standard PYTHIA procedure is rejected if
- it is produced after a string breaking taken from the remnant side
- it is not a pseudoscalar meson
- it does not respect a weight that takes into account the quark polarization (see
Eq. (4.2)).
If the hadron proposed by PYTHIA passes the selection rules, it is stored in the event
record, otherwise a new one is tried. If accepted, the previous quark polarization is
transferred to the next quark and the hadron produced at the next splitting undergoes
the same selection procedure.
The PYTHIA fragmentation chain is thus modified and emulates the polarized
splittings of M19. Namely, the fragmentation chain evolves from the qA side towards
the remnant side producing only pseudo-scalar mesons. The chain is terminated
according to the PYTHIA exit condition without changes.
To apply this strategy, it is necessary to communicate with the generator. This is
done using the so called UserHooks class, a PYTHIA class that allows the external user
to step-in at particular points during the normal execution of the event generation,
to read information on the current event status and to make changes. In practice, it
consists in implementing a derived UserHooks class which estabilishes the communi-
cation between PYTHIA, a Fortran module containing the modified routines of M19
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for the calculation of the spin dependent quantities, and a C++ file which contains the
parameterization of the quark transversity PDF.
In the next sections, the interface is described in more detail and the comparison
of the results of a simplified simulation are compared with M19 to test the correct
implementation of the spin effects in PYTHIA.
4.2.2 The code
The DIS events in the laboratory frame are generated using a PYTHIA main program
which includes the header file with the developed UserHooks class. As the event
generation starts, PYTHIA selects the variables xB and Q2, picks up the flavor of
the initial quark qA, performs the hard scattering and sets up a string between the
scattered qA and the target remnant. At this point, by calling a boolean function,
PYTHIA asks if user intervention during the fragmentation process has to be activated.
Normally this function returns false. By modifying it to return true, for each hadron
generated during string fragmentation, in Hadronlevel, the user is allowed to decide
to veto it or not. The procedure described in the following is that presented in Sec.
4.1, but with the modifications necessary for the incorporation of the spin effects.
The next step is to define the polarization vector SA of the scattered quark qA
in the string rest frame. At leading order it is the same as that in the GNS. It can
either be chosen freely, i.e. fully polarized along some given axis, or calculated using
a parameterization of the transversity PDF, as will be described below. This vector
defines the spin density matrix ρ(qA) = (1 + σ · SA)/2. At this point the polarized
splittings of M19 can be applied.
Reading from the event record the momentum klabA of qA and the momentum klabB
of the remnant qB, a matrix is set-up to transform momenta from this system to the
string rest system, with the string axis that defines the zˆ axis and points toward kA.
PYTHIA starts the string fragmentation by choosing if the first splitting is on the
qA side or on the remnant side, generates a first q′q¯′ pair, and forms the hadron h
according to its standard procedure. As soon as h is generated, PYTHIA calls an other
boolean function to ask if h has to be accepted. The function has been modified to
reject the hadron if it is on the remnant side, if h is not a pseudoscalar meson or, if
these are not the cases, with probability 1− w, where4
w(k′T,Sq) =
1
2
(
1− 2Im(µ)Sq · (zˆ× k
′
T)
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
. (4.2)
This weight is obtained from the splitting function of M19 given in Eq. (2.112) and
can be thought as the probability for the current splitting to be a 3P0 splitting.
It depends on the transverse momentum k′T of q′ and on the polarization vector
Sq ≡ SA. The four momentum of q′ is k′ = kA − Ph, where the hadron momentum
Ph is obtained transforming P labh , as read from the event record, to the string rest
frame.
If the hadron is rejected, a new one is generated by PYTHIA and tested again, until
a hadron is accepted. When this happens, the spin density matrix of q′ is calculated
according to Eq. (2.81), namely
ρ(q′) = (µ+ σzσ · k
′
T)σz ρ(qA)σz (µ∗ − σzσ · k′T)
tr [(µ+ σzσ · k′T)σz ρ(qA)σz (µ∗ − σzσ · k′T)]
, (4.3)
4The k′2T distribution in PYTHIA is different with respect to M19. However since the chosen values
of the parameters are such that |µ|2  b−1T , no big difference is expected.
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qA is replaced with q′, Sq with Sq′ extracted from ρ(q′), and the procedure is repeated
recursively until the PYTHIA exit condition is verified. The spin effects are switched
off and the last two hadrons are generated by the default procedure of PYTHIA.
In principle this recipe is applicable when the target remnant is a scalar diquark,
as for instance in Fig. 4.4. In that case the spin information flows along the quark
line, namely from the initial quark to the scattered quark, and then from the scat-
tered quark towards the target remnant along the fragmentation chain. If the target
remnant were instead a spin 1 diquark, one should in principle consider a joint quark-
diquark spin density matrix to take into account their correlated spin state. This
would produce space-like correlations between the momenta of hadrons emitted from
the quark side with those emitted from the remnant side, which would thus manifest
when analyzing hadron pairs of which one is selected from the quark jet and the
other from the remnant jet. These correlations do not play a role when looking at the
current fragmentation region. Since for the evaluation of the Collins and dihadron
asymmetries one considers single hadrons or pairs of hadrons coming both from the
quark side, this recipe is appropriate. In PYTHIA+3P0 the target remnant is thus
treated as unpolarized.
An improved version of the interface capable of treating properly the case of
polarized target remnants would require similar techniques to those needed for the
implementation of spin-dependent effects in e+e− annihilation to hadrons, where the
spin effects are manifested through azimuthal correlations between hadrons produced
in the quark and anti-quark jets [62, 104].
4.2.3 Test of the implementation
To make sure that the spin effects are correctly implemented in PYTHIA, some rel-
evant observables generated in the same conditions with M19 and with PYTHIA in-
terfaced to the 3P0 model (in the following indicated as PYTHIA+3P0), have been
compared. The results of M19 shown in the previous chapter have been obtained
from fragmentations of fully transversely polarized u quarks which momentum has
been calculated using a sample of xB and Q2 values from real COMPASS events.
The same conditions are obtained with PYTHIA simulating SIDIS events where muons
with 160 GeV/c momentum are scattered off a transversely polarized proton target
at rest. The relevant parameters that enter the LSSF in PYTHIA have been set to the
values used in M19, given in Tab. 4.1. In the same table, the correspondence with
the parameters of M19 and the values of the default PYTHIA setting are also given.
By setting to zero StringPT:enhancedFraction forces PYTHIA to generate the quark
transverse momentum at string breaking using a single exponential which average
value is StringPT:sigma.
PYTHIA M19 value default
StringZ:aLund a 0.9 0.3
StringZ:bLund bL 0.5 (GeV/c2)−2 0.8 (GeV/c2)−2
StringPT:sigma b−1/2T 0.34 (GeV/c) 0.304 (GeV/c)
StringPT:enhancedFraction 0 0.01
PYTHIA+3P0 M19 value
complexMass µ (0.42 + i0.76) GeV/c2
Table 4.1: Relation between the parameters of the fragmentation process in PYTHIA and in
M19, and the corresponding values used in simulations.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of zh (left plots) and p2T (right plots) for positive hadrons (upper
row) and negative hadrons (lower row). The red histogram is obtained with M19, the solid
black histogram is obtained with PYTHIA+3P0 with the 3P0 settings, and the dashed blue
histogram is obtained with PYTHIA+3P0 with standard PYTHIA settings.
To be in the kinematics of the COMPASS experiment [51], the phase space cuts
on the DIS variables W > 5 GeV/c2, 0.2 < y < 0.9 and Q2 > 1.0 (GeV/c)2 have been
applied on the generated events. Finally, among these events only those where the
string is stretched between a struck u quark and a remnant (ud)0 diquark have been
selected. As in M19, the struck quark is taken fully transversely polarized in the
string rest frame, i.e. SA = (0, 1, 0).
The results shown in the present section are obtained in the string rest frame
looking at hadrons with pT > 0.1 GeV/c and zh > 0.2. The zh cut is lowered to
zh > 0.1 when considering hadron pairs.
Figure 4.5 compares the zh (left plots) and p2T distributions (right plots) for pos-
itive (upper row) and negative (lower row) hadrons, as obtained from simulations
with M19 (red histogram), with PYTHIA+3P0 with the parameter values of Tab. 4.1
(solid black histogram) and with the default setting (dashed blue histogram). It can
be noticed that the zh distributions have different trends for zh < 0.1. This is due to
the different exit conditions in M19 and in PYTHIA. In M19 the recursive algorithm is
terminated at smaller remaining string energies which produces more hadrons with
small fractional energies. This difference is, however, not relevant for the observables
considered in the following due to the zh cut. Looking at the positive hadrons, some
difference can be noticed also at large zh. This is due to the presence of the heavy
(ud)0 diquark in PYTHIA which prevents first rank hadrons to take large amount of
fractional energies. This is not seen in the zh distribution for negative hadrons since
they are produced starting with the second rank. These distributions are also similar
to those obtained with PYTHIA+3P0 but with the standard PYTHIA parameters. The
p2T distributions obtained with stand alone M19 program and with PYTHIA+3P0 are
also very similar both for positive and negative hadrons. They have different slopes
with respect to the distributions obtained with PYTHIA+3P0 with the default PYTHIA
settings.
Figure 4.6 compares the Collins analyzing power for charged pions as obtained
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with M19 (open points) and with PYTHIA+3P0 (closed points). The analysing power
is given as function of zh in the left plot and as function of pT in the right plot. The
comparison of the dihadron analysing power as function of z and of the invariant mass
is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.6. As expected if the spin effects are correctly
introduced in PYTHIA the results of the two simulations are very close.
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Figure 4.6: Left: comparison between the Collins analysing power as function of zh (left plot)
and pT (right plot) for pi±, as obtained with M19 (open points) and with PYTHIA+3P0 (closed
points). Right: comparison of the dihadron analysing power.
4.3 Results for transversely polarized nucleon
To fully exploit the predictive power of PYTHIA+3P0 model for the Collins and di-
hadron asymmetries the quark transversity PDF has to be used to calculate the
polarization of the fragmenting quark qA starting from the nucleon polarization. This
is done in the interface as explained in detail in the following section. Then the results
from simulations of SIDIS events with transversely polarized protons and deuterons
targets are discussed.
4.3.1 The transversity PDF and struck quark polarization
For each event, the transverse polarization vector of the initial quark Sgnsa⊥ in the
GNS5 is calculated in the interface implementing the UserHooks class as
Sgnsa⊥ =
hqA1 (xB, Q2)
f qA1 (xB, Q2)
Sgns⊥ , (4.4)
where Sgns⊥ is the target nucleon transverse polarization vector. This relation implies
that for h1 > 0 the quark is polarized along the same direction as the nucleon,
whereas for h1 < 0 it is polarized along the opposite direction. The degree of quark
transverse polarization is h1/f1 as from the definition of the transversity PDF. The
quark transversity PDF h1 and the unpolarized PDF f1 are assumed to have the
same dependence on the intrinsic quark transverse momentum.
In order to evaluate Sgnsa⊥ it is necessary to introduce a parameterization for h
qA
1 .
Also, the polarization vector of the target nucleon, which in experiments is given in
the laboratory system, has to be calculated in the GNS. These two steps are described
in the following.
5The longitudinal zˆgns axis is defined by the direction of the exchanged γ∗ momentum. The
normal to the scattering plane defines the yˆgns axis and the xˆgns axis is such that (xˆgns, yˆgns, zˆgns)
forms a right handed frame.
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Figure 4.7: Values of huv1 (red points) and of h
dv
1 (black points) from Ref. [52]. The continuous
curves are the results of the fits. The bands give the 68% and 90% confidence levels [105].
According to the most recent extractions [52, 56], hq1 is non vanishing for the
valence uv and dv quarks. The parameterizations used here
xBh
u
1(xB) = 3.2x1.28B (1− xB)4, xBhd1(xB) = −4.6x1.44B (1− xB)4, (4.5)
are obtained fitting the point by point extraction of h1 performed in Ref. [52] and
are shown in Fig. 4.7. This extraction uses the Collins asymmetries for proton and
deuteron targets as measured by the COMPASS collaboration at the average scale
〈Q2〉 ' 10 GeV2 and the BELLE e+e− data. The Soffer bound has not been applied.
Also, no evolution for h1 has been used, thus the parameterizations give h1 at the Q2
values of xB in the COMPASS kinematics.
The quark polarizations h1/f1 have been obtained using for f1 the CTEQ5L LO
parameterization, which is the default setting in PYTHIA. With this procedure the
transverse polarization of the dv quark is close to one at large xB. The parameter-
ization has however large statistical errors due to the poor existing deuteron data
set, which does not allow to constrain hdv1 at large xB. This is the motivation for
the future deuteron run of COMPASS which will take place in 2021 and will provide
more precise data.
In the present implementation of M19 in PYTHIA the parameterization of hqA1 is
defined in an external file and it can be easily changed.
The target nucleon polarization is usually measured in a reference system defined
by the direction of nucleon transverse polarization (yˆlab) and by the direction of the
incoming lepton beam momentum (zˆlab). The xˆlab axis is such that xˆlab,yˆlab and
zˆlab form a right handed system. In this system, the polarization of a transversely
polarized nucleon is therefore Slab = (0, 1, 0). It is rotated to GNS giving Sgns.
The polarization vector of the scattered quark in the same event is different from
that of the initial quark because of the interaction with the virtual photon. In the
GNS reference system the polarization vector of the struck quark qA is given by
SgnsA⊥ = DNN
[
Sgnsa⊥ − 2 (Sgnsa⊥ · xˆgns) xˆgns
]
, SgnsA‖ = −Sgnsa‖ , (4.6)
where the subscripts "⊥" and "‖" indicate the components perpendicular and parallel
to the γ∗ momentum. After the hard scattering, the initial quark polarization is
reduced by the depolarization factor DNN = 2(1 − y)/(1 + (1 − y)2) [17] and it is
reflected with respect to the normal to the scattering plane. The explicit relation
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Figure 4.8: Relation between the polarization vector of the initial and scattered quarks in the
GNS.
between the azimuthal angle of Sgnsa⊥ and of S
gns
A⊥ is
φSgns
A⊥
= pi − φSgns
a⊥
, (4.7)
and is represented graphically in Fig. 4.8. The longitudinal component, instead, is
reflected after the hard scattering due to helicity conservation. Equation (4.6) is valid
when terms of order MN/Q and k⊥/Q are neglected. At this order it is SA ≡ SgnsA
and this vector is finally used to calculate the spin density matrix of the fragmenting
quark in the string rest frame.
4.3.2 Transverse spin asymmetries for a proton target
The results shown in the present section are obtained from simulations of the SIDIS
process for a transversely polarized proton target at rest, in the kinematical regime
of the COMPASS experiment as in Sec. 4.2.3.
The azimuthal distribution of the produced hadrons in the GNS is
d2Nh
dφC dX
= N0h(X)
[
1 +DNN |Sgns⊥ |ApColl(X) sinφC
]
(4.8)
where φC is the Collins angle. The Collins asymmetry ApColl is extracted as 2〈sinφC〉
/(〈DNN〉 〈|Sgns⊥ |〉) as function of the kinematic variable X which can be either xB, zh
or P⊥.
The proton Collins asymmetry as obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 is shown in the
upper row of Fig. 4.9 for positive pions (circles) and negative pions (triangles) as
function of xB, zh and P⊥. The lower row shows the corresponding asymmetry
measured by the COMPASS Collaboration [51].
The dependence on xB and P⊥ of the Collins asymmetry is very similar in the two
cases. In particular the mirror symmetry of the pi+ and pi− asymmetries as function
of xB is very well reproduced by the MC. The xB-dependence reflects that of the
ratio h1/f1.
As function of zh, the characteristic linear behavior of the simulated Collins
analysing power seen in u-jets (shown for instance in Fig. 3.4) is modified by the
realistic mixture of quarks generated by PYTHIA. The trend is still different with
respect to data for 0.4 < zh < 0.7. In this region, the experimental asymmetry de-
creases, at variance with the simulation results. This difference could be due to the
contribution of pions produced in the decay of vector mesons.
Also, the values of the asymmetry obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 are larger than the
measured ones. For these simulations the same value of Im(µ) as in M19 has been
used. This parameter was tuned by comparing the stand alone Collins analysing
power as obtained from simulations with that obtained from BELLE data. The
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Figure 4.9: Collins proton asymmetry as function of xB , zh and P⊥ for positive pions (cir-
cles) and negative pions (triangles) as obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 (upper row) compared to
COMPASS data [51] (lower row).
comparison with the measured Collins asymmetries in Chapter 3 was done rescaling
the simulation results since the transversity PDF was not used. The results in Fig.
4.9 indicate that a retuning of Im(µ) is needed. It has not been done here in order
to keep the same parameter values throughout all this work and in particular for the
comparison with the new developments presented in Chapter 5.
Figure 4.10 shows the comparison between the Collins asymmetry for K+ (circles)
and K− (triangles) as obtained from simulations (upper row) with the COMPASS
data [51] (lower row). The similarity is striking even if more precise data are needed
for a quantitative comparison.
In Fig. 4.11 is shown the Collins asymmetry for K0 mesons as obtained from
PYTHIA+3P0 (upper row) compared to the corresponding asymmetry measured by
the COMPASS experiment [51] (lower row). Also in this case the comparison is
satisfactory and again more precise data are needed.
The same sample of simulated data has been used to calculate also the dihadron
asymmetry for h+h− pairs in the same jet, which in GNS are distributed according
to
d2Nh+h−
dφRS dX
= N0h+h−(X)
[
1 +DNN sin θ Ah
+h−(X) |Sgns⊥ | sinφRS
]
(4.9)
where φRS = φR + φS⊥ − pi and θ is the polar angle of one of the hadrons (e.g. the
positive one) in the dihadron rest frame with respect to the dihadron boost axis. The
dihadron asymmetry 〈sin θAh+h−p 〉 is given in Eq. (1.22) and is extracted from the
simulated data as 2〈sinφgnsRS 〉/(DNN |Sgns⊥ |) as function of the kinematic variable X
which can be either z = z1 + z2 or the invariant mass Mh+h− .
The results are shown in the first row of Fig. 4.12 as function of z = z1 + z2 and
of the invariant mass. In the lower row the corresponding COMPASS asymmetries
[61] are shown. The same cuts have been applied in both analyses. The simulation
results have trends similar to those of the measured asymmetries and again they have
larger values.
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Figure 4.10: Collins proton asymmetry as function of xB , zh and P⊥ for positive kaons
(circles) and negative kaons (triangles) as obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 (upper row) compared
to COMPASS data [51] (lower row).
4.3.3 Deuteron target
The SIDIS process for a deuteron target is simulated at first order by merging two
simulation samples, one obtained for a proton target and the other for a neutron
target. For the case of a neutron target, the transversity distributions for u and d
quarks are exchanged as required by the isospin symmetry. Namely it is
h
u/p
1 (xB) = h
d/n
1 (xB), h
d/p
1 (xB) = h
u/n
1 (xB). (4.10)
The Collins asymmetry obtained from simulations of the transversely polarized
SIDIS process in the same kinematic conditions as above is shown in Fig. 4.13 as
function of xB, zh and P⊥. The asymmetry is very small, below 2%, as in the
experimental data [22]. This happens due to cancellations between hu1 and hd1 which
in the Collins asymmetry for a deuteron target enter with the same weight, namely it
is AdColl '
[
(hu1 + hd1)/(fu1 + fd1 )
] [
(4H⊥h1u +H⊥h1d )/(4Dh1u +Dh1d)
]
. As function of xB,
for xB & 0.1 the asymmetry is slightly positive (negative) for pi+ (pi−). This is due
to the fact that for the parameterization used in this work, in the region xB & 0.1, it
is hu1 + hd1 < 0, as can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
The dihadron asymmetry, obtained from the same simulated sample, is given in
Fig. 4.14. Also this asymmetry is below the 2%, as in the experimental data [61]. At
large xB, it is slightly positive, reflecting the trend of the Collins asymmetry for pi+
shown in Fig. 4.13.
4.4 Adding other TMD PDFs
The recipe for the implementation of the quark transversity distribution presented in
the previous sections can be generalized to include other TMD PDFs which can be
used to calculate the polarization vector of the initial quark and the orientation of its
intrinsic transverse momentum.
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Figure 4.11: Collins proton asymmetry as function of xB , zh and P⊥ for K0 as obtained from
PYTHIA+3P0 (upper row) compared to COMPASS data [51] (lower row).
The starting point is the calculation of the general quark distribution in a polarized
nucleon which can be derived from the quark-quark correlator [106]
Φ(qA)ij (x,k⊥;S) =
∫
dξ−d2ξ⊥
(2pi)3 e
ik·ξ〈PN , S|ψ¯j(0)ψi(ξ)|PN , S〉|ξ+=0. (4.11)
The genuine gauge invariant definition of the quark-quark correlator includes a Wilson
line connecting the quark fields. Alternatively, it can be defined by making a fixed
gauge choice. The expression given here holds in the light-cone gauge A+ = 0, A
being the gauge field vector. It is a 4×4 hermitian matrix defined in the quark Dirac
spin space and it describes the possible correlations, as allowed by parity conservation,
between the quark momentum and the nucleons polarization. It is defined in terms
of the expectation value of the quark field ψ on the nucleons state |PN , S〉 and it
is represented by the diagram of Fig. 4.15. The index i = 1, .., 4 refers to the i-
th component of the quark field. For an extensive description of the quark-quark
correlator definition and use see for instance Ref. [38].
The parameterization of the quark-quark correlator is usually given in the so-
called infinite momentum frame, namely in the reference frame where the nucleon
travels with infinite momentum along some direction which is taken as the longitudinal
direction, for instance the direction of the virtual photon momentum in the GNS.
In the infinite momentum frame the nucleon momentum can be parameterized as
PµN = P
+
Nn
µ
+/2 + M2Nn
µ
−/(2P+N ), where n
µ
± = (1, 0, 0,±1) are light-like vectors and
P+N is the component of the nucleon momentum along n
µ
+. The quark momentum
in the same frame can be parametererized as kµa = xP+Nn
µ
+/2 + k2⊥ n
µ
−/(2xP+N ) + k
µ
⊥
where x = k+a /P+N and k
µ
⊥ = (0,k⊥, 0).
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Figure 4.12: Dihadron proton asymmetry as function of xB , z and invariant mass for h+h−
pairs as obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 (upper row) compared to COMPASS data [61] (lower
row).
At leading order in the nucleons forward momentum P+N , or equivalently at leading
order in the hard scale Q, the parameterization of the quark-quark correlator is [106]
Φ(qA)(x,k⊥;S) =
1
2
{
f qA1 /n+ − f qA⊥1T
S⊥ · (PˆN × k⊥)
MN
/n+ +
(
S‖g
qA
1L + g
qA⊥
1T
k⊥ · S⊥
MN
)
× γ5/n+ + hqA1T
[
/S⊥, /n+
]
2 γ5 +
(
S‖h
qA⊥
1L +
k⊥ · S⊥
MN
h⊥1T
) [/k⊥, /n+]
2MN
γ5
+ i hqA⊥1
[
/k⊥, /n+
]
2MN
}
, (4.12)
where the Feynman slash notation, defined as /k = γµkµ for a generic four-vector
k, has been used. The nucleons transverse polarization four-vector Sµ⊥ is defined as
Sµ⊥ = (0,S⊥, 0). The functions f⊥1T , g1T , h⊥1L, h⊥1 and h
qA⊥
1T are the other TMD PDFs
already introduced in Chapter 1 and reported in Tab. 1.1.
The quantity Φ(qA)γ0 can be interpreted as the spin density matrix of qA inside the
nucleon. Hence, supposing to observe qA by a gedanken experiment, the probability
of observing qA with forward momentum fraction6 x = k+a /P+N ' xB, with intrinsic
transverse momentum k⊥ and with polarization vector Sˇa, is given by
PqA(x,k⊥; Sˇa|S) =
1
2xP+N
tr
(
Φ(qA)ρˇ(qA)
)
. (4.13)
The 4× 4 spin matrix
ρˇ(qA) =
xP+N
2 γ
+
(
1 + Sˇa‖γ5 − γ5γ⊥ · Sˇa⊥
)
(4.14)
is the expression, at leading order in P+N , of the matrix γ0ρrel.(qA)γ0, where ρrel.(qA) =
6The variables x and xB are related by x = xB2
(
1 +
√
1 + 4k2⊥/Q2
)
when the nucleon mass is
neglected. Hence at leading order it is x ' xB .
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Figure 4.13: Collins asymmetry as function of xB , zh and P⊥ for positive pions (circles) and
negative pions (triangles) as obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 for a deuteron target.
/k(1− Sˇa‖γ5 − γ5γ⊥ · Sa⊥)/2 is the relativistic spin density matrix for a massless on-
shell spin 1/2 fermion [107] with imposed polarization vector Sˇa. This vector does
not depend on x, k⊥ or on the nucleon polarization. The matrix γ+ = γ0(1 + αz)
is a projector onto the subspace of Dirac spinors describing a mass-shell fast quark
moving along the zˆ axis, for a mass-shell particle being vz = 〈αz〉.
The general distribution of quark qA in the nucleon can now be obtained explicitly
by using the parametrization of the quark-quark correlator in Eq. (4.12) and Eq.
(4.13). It gives
PqA(x,k⊥; Sˇqa |S) = f qA1 (x,k2⊥)−
S⊥ · (PˆN × k⊥)
MN
f qA⊥1T (x,k2⊥)
+ gqA1L(x,k
2
⊥)Sˇq‖S‖ −
k⊥ · S⊥
MN
Sˇq‖ g
qA⊥
1T (x,k
2
⊥)
+ hqA1 (x,k2⊥)S⊥ · Sˇq⊥ +
k⊥ · Sˇq⊥
MN
S‖ h
qA⊥
1L (x,k
2
⊥)
− Sˇq⊥ · (PˆN × k⊥)
MN
hqA⊥1 (x,k2⊥) (4.15)
−
[
(k⊥ · Sˇq⊥)(k⊥ · S⊥)− k2⊥(S⊥ · Sˇq⊥)/2
M2N
]
hqA⊥1T (x,k2⊥).
This function allows to calculate the polarization vector of the initial quark using
the relation
Sa =
∇SˇaPqA(x,k⊥; Sˇa|S)
PqA(x,k⊥; Sˇqa = 0|S)
, (4.16)
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Figure 4.14: Dihadron asymmetry for h+h− pairs as function of xB , z, and invariant mass as
obtained from PYTHIA+3P0 for a deuteron target.
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Figure 4.15: Diagramatic representation of the quark-quark correlator.
which is analogus to Eq. (2.126) and the symbol ∇Sˇa indicates the gradient vector
with respect to the components of Sˇa. It gives
Sa‖ =
gqA1L(x,k2⊥)S‖ − k⊥ · S⊥ gqA⊥1T (x,k2⊥)/MN
Pqa(x,k⊥; Sˇa = 0|S)
(4.17)
Sa⊥ =
1
Pqa(x,k⊥; Sˇa = 0|S)
{
hqA1 (x,k2⊥)S⊥ + k⊥ S‖ h
qA⊥
1L (x,k
2
⊥)/MN (4.18)
− (PˆN × k⊥)hqA⊥1 (x,k2⊥)/MN
−
[
(k⊥ · S⊥)k⊥ − k2⊥S⊥/2
]
hqA⊥1T (x,k2⊥)/M2N
}
,
where the unpolarized quark distribution is
PqA(x,k⊥; Sˇa = 0|S) = f qA1 (x,k2⊥)− S⊥ · (PˆN × k⊥) f qA⊥1T (x,k2⊥)/MN . (4.19)
If parameterizations for all TMD PDFs were available, one could in principle
calculate the polarization vector of the initial quark using Eqs.(4.17-4.18). Then the
simulations can be performed by following the same procedure as done in the case of
the transversity PDF in the previous section. Namely, the polarization vector SA of
the final quark is obtained by reducing Sa⊥ by DNN and reflecting it about the normal
to the lepton scattering plane. The longitudinal component SA‖ is the opposite of
Sa‖.
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In this more general case, however, one further step at the level of lepton quark
hard scattering has to be performed. That is, the intrinsic quark transverse momen-
tum should be generated according to Eq. (4.19). This means that the distribution
of the modulus squared k2⊥ is given by
dk2⊥
∫
dφ⊥
2pi Pqa(x,k⊥; Sˇa = 0|S) = f
qA
1 (x,k2⊥)dk2⊥ (4.20)
evaluated at the generated values of xB and Q2. The distribution of the azimuthal
angle of k⊥, instead, is given by
dφ⊥
1
2pi
[
1− k⊥
MN
f qA⊥1T (x,k2⊥)
f qA1 (x,k2⊥)
S⊥ sin (φ⊥ − φS)
]
. (4.21)
This recipe could be implemented in PYTHIA by extending the interface presented
above to enable user intervention also at the PartonLevel. This would allow to bias
the azimuthal angle of the intrinsic quark transverse momentum according to Eq.
(4.21) and to simulate the Sivers asymmetry.
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Chapter 5
Vector meson production in
polarized quark fragmentation
In the previous chapters the treatment of the fragmentation process of polarized
quarks was focused on the production of pseudoscalar mesons. The comparison of
the results of the MC simulations with the experimental data was already satisfactory.
However, the production of other particles has to be taken into account in order to
build a more complete model of the polarized quark fragmentation. In this chapter
the introduction of the vector meson octet in the string+3P0 model is described.
Experimental data show for instance that ρ and K∗ mesons are produced in the
fragmentation process roughly as many as pi and K mesons [108], hence vector meson
production is not negligible if compared to pseudoscalar meson production.
The introduction of vector mesons makes a distinction between two classes of ob-
servable hadrons: the primary and the secondary hadrons. To the first class belong
the directly produced pseudoscalar mesons and the directly produced vector mesons.
To the second one belong the hadrons produced in the decay of the primary vector
mesons. The notion of rank in this case applies only to the primary hadrons. The
decays of vector mesons change the kinematical distributions and the spin asymme-
tries of the observable hadrons, which now are a mixture of primary and secondary
hadrons. Therefore, a complete simulation includes genererating the momenta of the
decay products.
The main difficulties are due to the vector meson polarization, which has to be
taken into account in their production and decay, as well as in the spin propagation
along the fragmentation chain. In particular, this requires the calculation of the spin
density matrix of the emitted vector meson which governs the angular distribution
of the decay products. Then, to continue the recursive process, the spin density
matrix of the leftover quark is calculated introducing a decay matrix. This matrix
carries back to the vector meson birth the information about the quantum mechanical
correlation between the polarization of the leftover quark and the momenta of the
decay products.
All that has been done introducing two new parameters and the formalism is de-
scribed in section 5.1. The new model (M20) has been implemented in a stand alone
MC program which has the same structure of that used for M19 and is summarized
in section 5.2. The results of the simulations have been deeply studied. The kine-
matic distributions, the analysing powers and the sensitivity to the values of the free
parameters are discussed in section 5.3. The last section of this chapter contains the
comparison with the experimental data.
Other effects like the interference between the amplitude for direct production
of pseudoscalar mesons and the amplitude for pseudoscalar meson production via a
vector meson decay are presently not treated in the string+3P0 model.
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5.1 The new string+3P0 model
As for the pseudoscalar mesons, the core of the theoretical description of vector
meson production in polarized quark jets is the polarized splitting function which
characterises the elementary splitting q → h+q′. It is obtained from the corresponding
splitting matrix which can be written starting from that for the pseudoscalar meson
case and introducing a new coupling matrix which describes the interaction of quarks
with a spin 1 vector meson. The splitting matrix allows also to study the spin
correlations between the vector meson and the leftover quark and to calculate the
spin density matrix of the vector meson, as explained in Sec. 5.1.2. Section 5.1.4 is
instead dedicated to the decay process of a vector meson, which requires as input the
vector meson spin density matrix and gives as output the decay matrix. This matrix
is then used for the calculation of the spin density matrix of q′ in order to take into
account the spin correlations between h and q′. The knowledge of the spin density
matrix of q′ allows then to continue recursively the fragmentation chain.
5.1.1 Elementary splitting for vector meson production
As for pseudoscalar mesons, the first step for the study of vector meson production in
polarized quark jets is the calculation of the splitting function which, as already seen,
describes the energy sharing between the emitted vector meson h and the leftover
quark q′ in the elementary splitting q → h + q′. It is used in simulations for the
generation of the four-momentum of h. The splitting function is derived from the
splitting matrix for vector meson production which can be written as
Tq′,h,q =
∑
α
T
(α)
q′,h,qV
∗
α
= Cq′,h,qDh(M2) gˇ(ε2h)
[
(1− Z)/ε2h
]a/2
exp
[
−bLε2h/(2Z)
]
× ∆q′(k′T)Γh,V uˆ−1/2q (kT), (5.1)
and is the analogue of the splitting matrix for pseudoscalar meson emission given in
Eq. (2.98). The complex spectral function Dh(M2) implements the finite width of
the resonance and here it is taken to be
Dh(M2) =
1
M2 −m2h + imhγh
. (5.2)
The modulus square gives the distribution of the resonance massM . The factor γh =∑
i γ
(i)
h is the total width of the resonance and γ
(i)
h is the partial width corresponding
to the i-th decay channel. The ratio γ(i)h /γh is then the branching ratio for the i-th
channel. The introduction of the spectral function requires also to modify the phase
space factor which, in the case of a resonance, is1
dM2
dZ
Z
d2pT. (5.3)
1It can be obtained from the phase space factor of a stable particle as
dZ
Z
d2pT =
dp+
p+
d2pT = dp+dp−δ(p2 −m2h)d2pT,
where δ(p2 −m2h) is replaced with |Dh(M2)|2 and p− is traded for M2 using the relation dp+dp− =
dM2dp+/p+.
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The matrix Γh,V describes the coupling of a quark with a vector meson. It can
be written as [39]
Γh,V = GT σTσz ·V∗T +GL 12×2 V ∗z = Γh,αV ∗α (5.4)
and replaces the matrix Γh = σz which appears in the splitting matrix of the pseu-
doscalar meson emission. V = (VT, Vz) is the polarization vector of the vector meson
in the vector meson rest frame normalized such that V∗ ·V = 1 (the "∗" here indi-
cates the complex conjugate). It is obtained boosting the corresponding polarization
four-vector first by a boost along zˆ which brings the meson at pz = 0 then by a
boost along pT which brings the meson at rest. This composition boosts preserves
the LR symmetry. GL and GT are two complex constants for the coupling to a vector
meson with linear polarization longitudinal and transverse with respect to the string
axis. The label α = m, n, l refers to the polarization state of the vector meson in
the (m,n, l) basis. The term proportional to GT comes from the reduction to Pauli
spinors of the 4 × 4 matrix γµV ∗µ whereas the term proportional to GL comes from
the reduction of the chiral-odd matrix σµνV ∗µ pv. The coupling to longitudinally po-
larized vector mesons should in principle be included to reproduce the non vanishing
alignment of vector mesons seen in experimental data [109–111]. The expression in
Eq. (5.4) satisfies the symmetries S1-S3 introduced in Sec. 2.1.4 and it is a minimal
coupling: other terms involving the transverse momenta kT and k′T in combination
with Pauli matrices and V may appear without spoiling symmetries S1-S3 and the
LR symmetry.
The reduced single quark density matrix uˆq, introduced in Eq. (2.92) for the
pseudoscalar mesons, in the case of vector meson emission becomes
uˆq(kT) =
∑
h
|Cq′,h,q|2
∫
dM2 |Dh(M2)|2
∫
dZZ−1d2k′T
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a
e−bLε
2
h/Z gˇ2(ε2h)
×
∑
α
Γ†h,α∆
†
q′(k
′
T)∆q′(k′T)Γh,α. (5.5)
With the choice C1 for the function gˇ it is
uˆq = 1 (2|GT |2 + |GL|2)
∑
h
|Cq′,h,q|2
(
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
)
, (5.6)
to be compared with Eq. (2.109). Also in this case uˆq is proportional to the unit
matrix and the model has the same simplifying features of M19: the intermediate
spin density matrix ρˆint(q) coincides with the true spin density matrix ρ(q) of q, and
the elementary splitting q → h+ q′ in flavor space is described only by the coefficient
Cq′,h,q (see Eq. (2.111)). As for the pseudoscalar meson emission, Cq′,h,q takes into
account the suppression of s quarks with respect to u and d quarks and the weights
coming from the isospin wave function, which now are those of the spin-1 mesons. In
this case there is no suppression among the flavor neutral states, for instance the ω
meson is not suppressed with respect to the ρ0 meson.
The splitting function for non analysed vector meson production with the choice
C1 is obtained using Eq. (2.79) and the splitting matrix in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.6).
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It is given by
Fq′,h,q(M2, Z,pT; kT,Sq) =
|Cq′,h,q|2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
|Dh(M2)|2
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a exp (−bLε2h/Z)
Na(ε2h)
× |µ|
2 + k′2T
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
f2T(k
′2
T)
×
[
1 + |GL|
2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2
2Im(µ) k′T
|µ|2 + k′2T
Sq · n˜(k′T)
]
, (5.7)
where the tilde symbol, already introduced in Eq. (2.75), indicates the cross product
n˜ = zˆ× n and the unit vector n is defined as n(kT) = kT/|kT|. This function is the
analogue of Eq. (2.112) for pseudoscalar mesons and will be used in simulations to
generate k′T and Z. The last line of the splitting function gives the Collins effect for
the vector meson. By comparing Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (2.112), one can see that, for
rank r = 1, the analysing power ratio is
aqA↑→(VM)r+X |r=1
aqA↑→(PS)r+X |r=1 = −
|GL|2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2 , (5.8)
namely the Collins effect for a leading vector meson is opposite to the Collins effect for
a leading pseudoscalar meson. It is also scaled by the factor 1/(1+2|GT |/|GL|) which
for |GL|/|GT | = 1 is 1/3, in agreement with the Czyzewski prediction [112] obtained
in the non relativistic quark model. However, in general the factor |GL|/|GT | can be
different from unity.
For a deeper investigation of the relation in Eq. (5.8), it is useful to decompose the
splitting function for vector meson production along the different linear polarization
states, namely
Fq′,h,q(M2, Z,pT; kT,Sq) =
∑
α
F
(α)
q′,h,q(M
2, Z,pT; kT,Sq). (5.9)
where Fαq′,h,q indicates the splitting function for the emission of a vector meson with
linear polarization along the axis α = m,n, l. Carrying out explicitly the calculations,
it is
F
(m)
q′,h,q = . . .
|GT |2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2
[
1 + 2Im(µ) k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
Sq · n˜(k′T)
]
(5.10)
F
(n)
q′,h,q = . . .
|GT |2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2
[
1− 2Im(µ) k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
Sq · n˜(k′T)
]
(5.11)
F
(l)
q′,h,q = . . .
|GL|2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2
[
1 + 2Im(µ) k
′
T
|µ|2 + k′2T
Sq · n˜(k′T)
]
(5.12)
where the dots represent the first and second lines of Eq. (5.7) and are the same in
all three cases. From these equations one can see that the Collins effect for vector
mesons with longitudinal linear polarization along zˆ or transverse linear polarization
along kˆ′T is opposite to that of pseudoscalar mesons. Whereas, vector mesons with
transverse linear polarization along zˆ×kˆ′T have the same Collins effect as pseudoscalar
mesons. The ratio of Eq. (5.8) is obtained after summing over the vector meson
polarization. In the summation the contributions coming from transversely polarized
vector mesons cancel out and remains only the contribution of the coupling with
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longitudinally polarized vector mesons.
Finally, looking at Eq. (5.7), it turns out that also for the generation of a vector
meson in simulations, it is easier to generate first the splitting in flavor space, then the
mass of the vector meson according to the spectral function |Dh(M2)|2, afterwards
k′T and eventually Z.
5.1.2 The spin correlations between h and q′
In the elementary splitting q → h + q′ with emission of a pseudoscalar meson h,
the spin information of q is transferred directly to q′. In fact, h does not carry spin
information, at least in the form of a spin density matrix.
The production of a vector meson complicates the description of the spin flow
in the splitting process since, being a spin 1 object, the vector meson carries spin
information. Its different polarization states can be encoded in a hermitian 3×3 spin
density matrix ρˆ(h) which, for a pure spin state, is defined as ρˆαα′(h) = VαV ∗α′ , V
being the polarization vector in the rest frame of the vector meson. The condition of
hermiticity, expressed as ρˆαα′ = ρˆ∗α′α, implies that the real part Re(ρˆ) is a symmetric
matrix whereas the pure imaginary part Im(ρˆ) is an antisymmetric matrix. Hence,
ρˆ(h) can be decomposed as [91]
ρˆαα′(h) =
1
3δαα
′ + Tαα′ − i2εαα′β Pβ. (5.13)
The first term describes an unpolarized vector meson, or equivalently an equal mixture
of states with linear polarization alongm, n and l, and it has unit trace. The matrixT
is a real and symmetric matrix with vanishing trace. It encodes the tensor polarization
of the vector meson. The term involving the fully anti-symmetric tensor εαβγ encodes
the axial polarization P = (Pm, Pn, Pl) of the vector meson. This term does not play
a role in the decay processes considered here and it is neglected in the following. The
spin density matrix of the vector meson is identified thus with its real part.
Since the spin information coming from q is shared among the left-over quark q′
and the vector meson h at each elementary splitting, the polarization of the vector
meson is in general correlated to that of q′ and this fact deserves a closer investigation.
Correlation matrix of h and q′
All possible spin correlations between the vector meson and the leftover quark are
encoded in the correlation matrix2 of h and q′. It can be obtained by generalizing the
splitting function for vector meson emission in Eq. (5.7), which is summed over the
polarization states of h and q′, to the case where the polarizations of both h and q′ are
analysed. This generalization of the procedure followed in the study of the positivity
conditions for M19 (see sec. 2.3.2) requires the introduction of the acceptance spin
density matrix ρˇ(h) of h and of the acceptance spin density matrix ρˇ(q′) matrix of q′
which do not dependent neither on the kinematical variables M2, Z, pT nor on the
polarization vector of q. The splitting function is schematically represented in the
2An introduction to this formalism can be found for instance in Ref. [91].
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Figure 5.1: Unitary diagram corresponding to the splitting function for vector meson pro-
duction when the polarization states of h and q′ are not summed over. See second line of Eq.
(5.14).
unitary diagram of Fig. 5.1 to which corresponds the formal expression
Fq′,h,q(M2, Z,pT, ρˇ(q′), ρˇ(h);Sq) = 〈q′, h|Tq′,h,q|q〉〈q|T †q′,h,q|q′, h〉
=
∑
ii′,jj′,αα′
〈jα|Tq′,h,q|i〉ρii′(q)〈i′|T †q′,h,q|j′α′〉
× ρˇj′j(q′)ρˇα′α(h)
=
∑
ii′,jj′,αα′
Rjα;j′α′ ρˇj′j(q′)ρˇα′α(h), (5.14)
where
〈jα|Tq′,h,q|i〉 = Cq′,h,qDh(M2) gˇ(ε2h)
[
(1− Z/ε2h
]a/2
exp
[
−bLε2h/(2Z)
]
×
(
∆q′(k′T) Γh,αuˆ−1/2q
)
ij
(5.15)
The indices i,j and α refer to the spin states of q, q′ and h respectively. The primed
indices i′, j′ and α′ label the spin states of q, q′ and h in the complex conjugated
amplitude, i.e. the upper part of the unitary diagram in Fig. 5.1. The elements of
the correlation matrix R are
Rjα;j′α′ = 〈jα|Tq′,h,q|i〉ρii′(q)〈i′|T †q′,h,q|j′α′〉 (5.16)
and they describe all possible spin correlations between q′ and h allowed by parity
invariance. The complete expression of R is given in Appendix B. The full trace of R
over the spin indices of q′ and h gives the splitting function for vector meson emission
introduced in Eq. (5.7). In particular it is
Trq′,hR(q′, h) ≡
∑
j,α
Rjα;jα(q′, h)
= Fq′,h,q(M2, Z,pT; kT,Sq), (5.17)
This is also equivalent to Eq. (5.14) when the polarizations of h and q′ are not
analysed, namely their acceptance spin density matrices are replaced by the respective
unit matrices. The ratio of the correlation matrix and its trace gives then the joint
spin density matrix of h and q′, which takes into account the fact that they are
produced in a correlated spin state. Such correlation is taken into account in the
stand alone MC implementation of M20 as explained in sec. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Vector meson oblique polarization in the (m, l) plane with only the first term of
Reρˆml in Eq. (5.19) (left) and with only the second term of Reρˆml in Eq. (5.19) (right).
5.1.3 Spin density matrix of the vector meson
The spin density matrix of the vector meson is obtained from the correlation matrix
in Eq. (5.16) summing over the polarization states of q′. It gives
ρˆαα′(h) =
∑
j Rjα;jα′∑
i,β Riβ;iβ
=
tr
(
∆q′(k′T) Γh,αuˆ
−1/2
q ρ(q) uˆ−1/2q Γ†h,α′ ∆
†
q′(k′T)
)
∑
β tr
(
∆q′(k′T) Γh,βuˆ
−1/2
q ρ(q) uˆ−1/2q Γ†h,β ∆
†
q′(k′T)
) . (5.18)
The summation over the spin indices of q′ means that the polarization of q′ is not
analysed. The division by the full trace of R(q′, h) guarantees that the spin density
matrix of the vector meson has unit trace.
The expressions of the vector meson matrix elements in the (m,n, l) basis are
ρˆmm(h) =
|GT|2
Nh
(
|µ|2 + k′2T + 2Im(µ)k′T Sqn
)
ρˆnn(h) =
|GT|2
Nh
(
|µ|2 + k′2T − 2Im(µ)k′T Sqn
)
ρˆll(h) =
|GL|2
Nh
(
|µ|2 + k′2T + 2Im(µ)k′T Sqn
)
Reρˆml(h) = −|GT||GL| sin θLT
Nh
[ (|µ|2 + k′2T) Sqn + 2Im(µ)k′T] = Reρˆlm(h)
Reρˆmn(h) = −|GT|
2
Nh
2Im(µ)k′T Sqm = Reρˆnm(h)
Reρˆnl(h) =
|GT||GL|
Nh
[ (|µ|2 + k′2T) sin θLT Sqm + 2Im(µ) cos θLT k′T Sql] = Reρˆln(h)
(5.19)
where θLT = arg(GL/GT ) and
Nh =
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
(2|GT|2 + |GL|2) + 2Im(µ)k′T|GL|2 Sqn. (5.20)
is the normalization factor. These matrix elements are the cartesian components of
the vector meson tensor polarization. The non diagonal elements Reρˆmn(h), Reρˆml(h)
and Reρˆnl(h) give the oblique polarization in the (m,n), (m, l) and (n, l) planes
respectively. Concerning the diagonal elements, ρˆmm(h)− ρˆnn(h) is the straight linear
polarization and ρˆll(h)− (ρˆmm(h) + ρˆnn(h))/2 is the alignment along the zˆ axis [91].
Particularly important is the oblique polarization in the (m, l) plane, namely in
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the plane perpendicular to zˆ× k′T, described by Reρˆml(h). The effect of this matrix
element can be understood considering the two-body decay of a rank 1 vector meson,
e.g. ρ → pipi, produced in the fragmentation of a quark polarized along yˆ axis, i.e.
SA = +yˆ. To simplify, the decay is assumed to occur in the (xˆ, zˆ) plane, zˆ being the
string axis. Also, the parameters θLT and Im(µ) are assumed to be both positive.
Then, the first term of Reρˆml produces the oblique polarization (represented by a
double arrow inside an ellipse) in the left picture of Fig. 5.2 whereas the right picture
in the same figure shows the oblique polarization produced by the second term of
Reρˆml. In both pictures, the oblique polarization is shown as function of px in the
plane where the horizontal axis is pz and the vertical axis is px. For a rank 1 vector
meson, the lower ellipses in both pictures are favored. Then, the first part of ρml (left
picture) favors, for the fastest (with largest zh) pion, a Collins effect opposite to the
one of a direct rank 1 pion. Taking only one of the two decays pions and averaging
over zh washes out the contribution of the oblique polarization. The second part of
ρml attenuates 〈p2T〉 for the fastest pion. These effects are non-zero if θLT 6= 0, pi.
Among the other matrix elements, Reρˆnl gives rise to a jet handedness effect. In
particular, it can be seen that the term proportional to Sql produces a correlation
of the type Sql
[
pTfast × pTslow
]
· zˆ, namely a handedness effect, similar to the one
introduced in sec. 3.3, where the decay pions are distinguished according to their
fractional energies and not according to their charges.
For the implementation of vector meson production in MC simulations, it is more
convenient to consider the cartesian basis for the polarization states defined by the
axes (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) where zˆ is the string axis and yˆ is defined by the polarization vector of
the initial quark qA. The spin density matrix in this case has components ρˆab with
a, b = x, y, z and can be calculated using again Eq. (5.18). The relation with the
matrix elements in Eq. (5.19) is
ρˆab(h) =
∑
αα′
(
Rzˆ(φk′T)
)
aα
ρˆαα′(h)
(
R−1zˆ (φk′T)
)
α′b
(5.21)
where the matrix Rzˆ(φk′T) is the rotation matrix about the zˆ axis and φk′T is the
azimuthal angle of k′T.
5.1.4 The decay of a polarized vector meson
The hadronic decays of vector mesons can be two-body or three-body. The decay
channels and the related branching ratios are listed in Tab. 5.1. ρ mesons have only
one hadronic 2-body decay channel whereas K∗ mesons have two channels which
branching ratios are obtained from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved in the
corresponding decay amplitudes in isospin space. The ω and φ mesons, instead, are
characterized by both two-body and three-body hadronic decay channels. In this
case the branching ratios are calculated adjusting slightly the PDG values [113] so
that for each meson they sum to one. The decays of the η and η′ mesons, which can
be both two-body and three-body, have been neglected. Indeed, taking into account
the production rates of such mesons in the fragmentation process as obtained from
simulations and the branching ratios of the decay channels involving pions, the effect
of such decays on kinematic variables and transverse spin asymmetries is expected to
be small. This has also been verified using the interface of M19 with PYTHIA described
in the previous chapter.
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meson decay channel branching ratio
ρ+ pi+pi0 1
ρ− pi−pi0 1
ρ0 pi+pi− 1
K∗+ K+pi0 1/3
K0pi+ 2/3
K∗− K−pi0 1/3
K¯0pi− 2/3
K∗0 K+pi− 2/3
K0pi0 1/3
K¯∗0 K¯0pi0 1/3
K−pi+ 2/3
ω pi+pi−pi0 90.1 10−2
pi0γ 8.4 10−2
pi+pi− 1.5 10−2
φ K+K− 49.0 10−2
K0SK
0
L 34.2 10−2
pi+pi−pi0 15.3 10−2
ηγ 1.3 10−2
pi0γ 0.1 10−2
Table 5.1: Decay channels and corresponding branching rations of vector mesons used in the
present work.
The kinematics of the two-body and three-body decays processes are rather dif-
ferent. They are both studied in the rest frame of the vector meson where the mo-
menta are indicated with ∗, i.e. the momentum of the vector meson in this frame
is p∗ = (M,0). The momenta of the decay products are labelled with p∗h1 and p∗h2
for a two-body decay and with p∗+, p∗0 and p∗− for the momenta of pi+, pi0 and pi−
respectively in a three-body decay.
The other quantity needed to specify the decay process is the spin density matrix
of the vector meson in the meson rest frame along the cartesian basis (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ).
Two body decay
Defining the relative momentum between h1 and h2 in the rest frame of the vector
meson r∗ = (p∗h1−p∗h2)/2 and using the energy-momentum conservation, the momenta
of the mesons are p∗h1 = (E∗1 , r∗) and p∗h2 = (E∗2 ,−r∗) where the relative momentum
is parameterized as
r∗ = |r∗| (cosφ∗ sin θ∗, sinφ∗ sin θ∗, cos θ∗)
|r∗| = 12M
√[
M2 − (mh1 +mh2)2
] [
M2 − (mh1 −mh2)2
]
, (5.22)
and θ∗ and φ∗ are the polar and the azimuthal angles of r∗.
The joint probability distribution of these angles depends on the spin density
matrix of the vector meson and on the type of coupling with the decay mesons encoded
in the matrix element M(2)h . It is obtained from the differential decay width for a
two-body decay which is
dΓ(2)h =
1
2M |M
(2)
h |2 dΦ(2)h (p∗; p∗h1, p∗h2). (5.23)
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The two-body phase space can be written as
dΦ(2)(p∗; p∗h1, p∗h2) = (2pi)4δ(4)(p∗ − p∗h1 − p∗h2)
d3p∗h1
(2pi)32E∗1
d3p∗h2
(2pi)32E∗2
= |r
∗|
M
1
16pi2d cos θ
∗ dφ∗. (5.24)
The matrix elementM(2)h depends on the two-body decay process and it is different
for the decay of a vector meson in two pseudo-scalar mesons vm→ ps1 + ps2 and for
the decay of a vector meson in a photon and a pseudo-scalar meson vm→ γ + ps.
For the case vm→ ps1 + ps2 the matrix element has the form
M(2)h = ghh1h2 V µr∗µ = −ghh1h2V · r∗. (5.25)
The normalized angular distribution, obtained using Eqs. (5.22)-(5.25), is
1
Γ(2)h
dΓ(2)h
dφ∗d cos θ∗ =
3
4pi
∑
ab
rˆ∗a Reρˆab rˆ∗b (5.26)
= 34pi
(
ρˆxx cos2 φ∗ sin2 θ∗ + ρˆyy sin2 φ∗ sin2 θ∗ + ρˆzz cos2 θ∗
+ Reρˆxz cosφ∗ sin 2θ∗ + Reρˆxy sin 2φ∗ sin2 θ∗ + Reρˆyz sinφ∗ sin 2θ∗
)
which is the joint probability distribution for θ∗ and φ∗. It depends quadratically on
r∗, hence it is invariant under the parity transformation r∗ → −r∗. This means that
both h1 and h2 have the same angular distributions.
Integrating Eq. (5.26) over φ∗ gives the distribution of cos θ∗ which is
1
Γ(2)h
dΓ(2)h
d cos θ∗ =
3
4
[
1− ρˆzz − (1− 3ρˆzz) cos2 θ∗
]
. (5.27)
It is a parabola concave upward or downward depending whether ρˆzz is smaller or
larger than 1/3. For ρˆzz = 1/3 the cos θ∗ distribution is instead flat. In MC simula-
tions this distribution is used to generate the angle θˆ∗.
Evaluating Eq. (5.26) at θˆ∗ gives the distribution of the azimuthal angle φ∗
1
Γ(2)h
dΓ(2)h
dφ∗
= 34pi
[
ρˆyy sin2 θˆ∗ + ρˆzz cos2 θˆ∗ + (ρˆxx − ρˆyy) sin2 θˆ∗ cos2 φ∗
+ Reρˆxz sin 2θˆ∗ cosφ∗ + Reρˆyz sin 2θˆ∗ sinφ∗
+ Reρˆxy sin2 θˆ∗ sin 2φ∗
]
. (5.28)
Finally combining Eqs. (5.27)-(5.28) and Eq. (5.22) allows to construct the
momenta of the two decay mesons.
The same steps are followed also for the decay vm → γ + ps, with the difference
that the matrix element in the vector meson rest frame is M(2)h ∝ V · (Vγ × ph2)
which leads to the normalized angular distribution
1
Γ(2)h
dΓ(2)h
dφ∗d cos θ∗ =
3
4pi
∑
ab
Reρˆab [δab − (pˆ∗1)a(pˆ∗1)b] . (5.29)
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Figure 5.3: Representation of the allowed phase space in the ω/φ→ pi+pi−pi0 decay.
In this case the polarization vector Vγ of the photon is not analysed, namely it is
summed over.
Three body decay
In the case of three-body decay, the energies of the produced pions do not have fixed
values but are rather distributed within the available kinematic phase space. The
allowed kinematic region can be studied starting with the conservation of energy
E∗+ + E∗− + E∗0 = M. (5.30)
This relation can be represented as a triangle in a plane where the horizontal axis is
E∗+ and the vertical axis is E∗−, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The pion energies have to be
larger than the pion masses, i.e. E∗i > mpii , and smaller than the maximum energy
E∗,maxi allowed for each pion, i.e. E∗i < E
∗,max
i , for i = +,−, 0. Considering i, j
and k to be cyclic permutations of +, − and 0, then the maximum energy allowed
for pii is E∗,maxi = (M2 + m2pii − (mpij + mpik)2)/(2M), reached when pij and pik are
at rest with respect to each other. Also, it is E∗i ≤ M/2, namely the energy of each
decay pion can not exceed half of the vector meson mass. The combination of the
constraints E∗i > mpii and E∗i < E
∗,max
i gives the region enclosed by the thick green
polygon in Fig. 5.3. Each point in such region corresponds to certain values of E∗+,
E∗− and E∗0 which fulfill Eq. (5.30). These values, however, do not necessarily obey
momentum conservation, which has then to be imposed as a further constraint.
The momenta p∗+, p∗− and p∗0, lie in the decay plane with normal vector nˆ =
p∗+ × p∗0/|p∗+ × p∗0|, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The modulus of each momentum is fixed
by the mass-shell condition whereas their relative orientations in the decay plane are
fixed by
cos θ∗ij =
p∗2k − p∗2i − p∗2j
2p∗i p∗j
, (5.31)
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Figure 5.4: Plane containing the momenta of the pions produced in the ω/φ → pi+pi−pi0
decay.
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Figure 5.5: Diagrams for the ω/φ→ pi+pi−pi0 decay via intermediate ρ-mesons.
where θ∗ij is the angle between p∗i and p∗j . This relation is a direct consequence of
momentum conservation p∗+ + p∗− + p∗0 = 0. The pion pii has maximum momentum
when pij and pik have parallel momenta opposite to pii, and are at rest in the pijpik
center of mass frame. For instance, the maximum allowed squared momenta for pi+
and pi0 are given by
p∗2+,max =
[
M2 − (2mpi +mpi0)2
] [
M2 −m2pi0
]
/(4M2) (5.32)
p∗20,max =
[
M2 − (2mpi +mpi0)2
] [
M2 − (mpi0 − 2mpi)2
]
4M2 . (5.33)
The distribution of the final pions in the rest frame of the vector meson is given
by differential decay width for the three body decay
dΓ(3)h =
1
2M |M
(3)
h |2|Fh|2dΦ(3)h (p∗; p∗+, p∗−, p∗0), (5.34)
whereM(3)h is the matrix element for the decay vm→ ps1ps2ps3, Fh is a form factor
and dΦ(3)h is the three-body invariant phase space.
For this decay the matrix element is
M(3)h = εαβγδV αp∗βh p∗γ+ p∗δ0 = −MV · (p∗0 × p∗+) = −MV · nˆ∗ |p∗+ × p∗0|. (5.35)
It couples the polarization vector V with the normal nˆ∗ to the decay plane. The to-
tally anti-symmetric tensor εαβγδ is needed because of the coupling with pseudoscalar
mesons.
The form factor Fh is obtained using the isobar model where e.g. the ω/φ →
pi+pi−pi0 decay occurs via intermediate ρ mesons as schematically represented in Fig.
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5.5. In this model the form factor can be written as
Fh(m2+−,m2+0) =
∑
ij=+−,+0,−0
ghρkpi gρkpipi
m2ij − mˆ2ρk + imˆρk γˆρk
, (5.36)
where the variables m2ij are defined as
m2ij = (pi + pj)2 = M2 +m2pik − 2ME∗k . (5.37)
The variables m+−, m+0 and m−0 are thus the invariant masses of the pi+pi−, pi+pi0
and pi−pi0 pairs respectively. Also, they obey the constraint
m2+− +m2+0 +m2−0 = M2 + 2m2pi +m2pi0 , (5.38)
meaning that only two of them, e.g. m+− and m+0, can be taken as independent
variables. The factors ghρpi and gρpipi are coupling constants. By isospin symmetry
they do not depend on the charge of the intermediate ρ meson, namely it is ghρ+pi− =
ghρ−pi+ = ghρ0pi0 and gρ+pi+pi0 = gρ−pi−pi0 = gρ0pi+pi− .
The last ingredient needed to write down the differential decay width in Eq. (5.34)
is the three-body invariant phase space
dΦ3(p∗; p∗+, p∗−, p∗0) = (2pi)4δ(4)(p∗h − p∗+ − p∗− − p∗0)
× d
3p∗+
(2pi)32E∗+
d3p∗−
(2pi)32E∗−
d3p∗0
(2pi)32E∗0
, (5.39)
which, after some algebra, can then be re-written as
dΦ3(M ;m2+−,m2+0) =
1
8(2pi)5dm
2
+−dm
2
+0dφ
∗
+d cos θ∗+dφ∗+0. (5.40)
The angles φ∗+ and θ∗+ are the azimuthal and polar angles of pi+, and φ+0 is the
azimuthal angle of pi0 with respect to pi+. It is useful to note that the three-body
phase space is flat as function of m2+− and m2+0, and that dm2ij can be replaced by
dE∗k since m2ij and E∗k are linearly related via Eq. (5.37).
Finally, inserting Eqs. (5.35-5.36) and Eq. (5.40) in Eq. (5.34), the differential
decay width can be written as
dΓ(3)h
dm2+−dm2+0dφ∗+d cos θ∗+dφ∗+0
∝ p∗2+ p∗20 sin2 θ∗+0 |F(m2+−,m2+0)|2
× nˆ∗a Reρˆab nˆ∗b . (5.41)
For the MC simulation of the three-body decay this equation is used as the starting
point for the generation of the energies of the decay pions and for the orientation of
their momenta. This task is more complicated compared to the two-body case, where
only the direction of one decay product had to be generated, and the algorithm is the
following.
(1) Generate the energies E∗+ and E∗− with uniform distribution within the thick
green polygon of Fig. 5.3 by applying the proper constraints. E∗0 is then
obtained from Eq. (5.30).
(2) Using the energies generated in the previous step and imposing the mass shell
constraints, evaluate the momenta p∗+, p∗− and p∗0. In order to respect momen-
tum conservation accept the values of E∗+, E∗− and E∗0 only if | cos θ∗+−| < 1,
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where cos θ∗+− is given in Eq. (5.31). This expression ensures that the momenta
are in the physical kinematic region and restricts the phase space to the smooth
blue area within the green polygon in Fig. 5.3.
(3) Using Eq. (5.37) and the values of E∗+, E∗− and E∗0 accepted at the second
step, calculate the invariant masses m2+− and m2+0, and accept or reject them
according to the probability
w(m2+−,m2+0) =
(p∗+p∗0)2 sin2 θ∗+−
(p∗+,maxp∗0,max)2
|F(m20,m2+)|2
|F|2max
. (5.42)
This quantity is obtained by integrating the differential decay width in Eq.
(5.41) over the azimuthal and polar angles, and by summing over the polariza-
tion states of the vector meson. It takes into account the fact that the invariant
mass distributions are not uniform within the allowed phase space region due to
the not constant matrix element and form factor. The denominators of the first
and second factor in Eq. (5.42) are such that w(m2+−,m2+0) < 1. The majorant
of the form factor squared
|F|2max =
(∑
a
ghρapi gρapipi
mˆaγρa
)2
, (5.43)
is obtained noting that |z1 + z2 + z3|2 ≤ (|z1| + |z2| + |z3|)2 for any arbitrary
complex numbers z1, z2, z3.
At the end of this step the final values of the invariant masses and therefore of
the pion energies are available.
(4) For the generation of the directions of the pion momenta, draw first the normal
nˆ to the pion decay plane. Namely draw its polar angle θ∗nˆ and its azimuthal φ∗nˆ
defined in the (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) reference frame using Eq. (5.26) with the replacement
rˆ∗ → nˆ∗, motivated by the second line of Eq. (5.41).
(5) Consider the plane orthogonal to nˆ which contains the pion momenta, shown in
Fig. 5.4. To draw the pion momenta in this plane, generate first the orientation
of p∗+ with uniform distribution, namely generate an azimuthal angle ϕ with
uniform distribution in [0, 2pi]. Then, the pion momenta in the vector meson
rest frame are given by
p∗+ = Rzˆ×nˆ(θ∗nˆ)Rzˆ(ϕ)(p+, 0, 0)T (5.44)
p∗− = Rzˆ×nˆ(θ∗nˆ)Rzˆ(ϕ)(p− cos θ+−,−p− sin θ+−)T (5.45)
p∗0 = Rzˆ×nˆ(θ∗nˆ)Rzˆ(ϕ)(p0 cos θ+0, p0 sin θ+0)T, (5.46)
where cos θ+0 is calculated according to Eq. (5.31).
After this last step, the pion momenta are properly generated according to the dif-
ferential three-body decay width.
Boosting the decay mesons
The momenta of the particles produced in the vector meson decay are finally ob-
tained in the vector meson rest frame. To transform them to the string rest frame, a
composition of two boosts is applied. First the transverse boost (along pT) ΛT (pT)
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defined as
ΛT (pT) =

εh/M px/M py/M 0
px/M 1 + p2x/[M(εh +M)] pxpy/[M(εh +M)] 0
py/M pypx/[M(εh +M)] 1 + p2y/[M(εh +M)] 0
0 0 0 1
 , (5.47)
and afterwards the longitudinal boost (along the string axis) ΛL(pz) defined as
ΛL(pz) =

E/εh 0 0 pz/εh
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
pz/εh 0 0 E/εh
 . (5.48)
ΛT (pT) is the transformation that brings the vector meson from its rest to the frame
where it has transverse momentum pT with respect to the string axis. ΛL(pz) is the
transformation which gives to the vector meson the longitudinal momentum pz. Hence
the composition of the two boosts brings p∗ to p, namely it is p = ΛL(pz)ΛT (pT) p∗.
5.1.5 Spin density matrix of q′
After the production of a vector meson, the spin density matrix of the remaining
quark q′ can be obtained from Eq. (5.16) taking into account the information coming
from the decay process. Its expression is
ρˆjj′(q′; Dˇ) =
∑
αα′ Rjα;j′α′Dˇα′α∑
i,ββ′ Riβ;iβ′Dˇβ′β
=
(∑
αα′ Dˇαα′ ∆q′(k′T)Γh,α ρ(q) Γ
†
h,α′∆
†
q′(k′T)
)
jj′∑
ββ′ Dˇββ′ tr
(
∆q′(k′T)Γh,β ρ(q) Γ
†
h,β′∆
†
q′(k′T)
) . (5.49)
The matrix Dˇ is called decay matrix [114, 115] and encodes the information coming
from the decay process of the produced vector meson. It allows to propagate the
quantum mechanical spin correlations between the orientation of the decay products
and the spin of q′. It satisfies the unitarity condition [114]∑
states
Dˇαα′ = δαα′ , (5.50)
where the summation runs over all possible states (in momentum and spin space) of
the decay mesons. If the decay of the vector meson is not analysed, i.e. the decay
products of the vector meson are not detected, then Dˇαα′ = δαα′ which is equivalent
to summing over the polarization states of the vector meson. If the decay of the
vector meson is analysed, then the formula for Dˇ depends on the decay process. It
can be obtained from the angular distribution of the decay products, which is of the
form (1/Γ)dΓ/d cos θ∗ dφ∗ = Reρˆαα′ Dˇα′α [114]. From Eq. (5.26) it follows that for
the decay vm→ ps1ps2 the decay matrix is
Dˇαα′ =
3
4pi rˆ
∗
αrˆ∗α′ (5.51)
evaluated at the generated value of rˆ∗.
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To obtain the decay matrix for ω/φ→ pi+pi−pi0 decay, it is sufficient to make the
substitution rˆ∗ → nˆ, which gives
Dˇαα′ =
3
4pi nˆ
∗
αnˆ∗α′ . (5.52)
Finally the decay matrix for the process V → γPS can be obtained from Eq.
(5.29) and it is
Dˇαα′ =
3
8pi (δαα
′ − rˆ∗αrˆ∗α′) . (5.53)
Eqs. (5.51)-(5.53) are used in the MC simulations when the vector meson decay is
analysed.
The introduction of vector mesons changes the dynamics of the polarization trans-
fer from q to q′ along the fragmentation chain. In particular the "depolarization
coefficients" DvmTT and DvmLL are different with respect to those of M19 given in Eq.
(2.121). These coefficients can be obtained from the spin density matrix of q′ calcu-
lated using Eq. (5.49). The calculation involves an integration over the momenta of
the decay products. Considering, for instance, the two-body decay vm → ps1 + ps2
and integrating Eq. (5.49) over dΩ∗ = dφ∗d cos θ∗ yields
ρˆ(q′) =
∫
dΩ∗ dΓ
(2)
h
Γ(2)h dΩ∗
Dˇαα′ ∆q′(k′T)Γh,α ρ(q) Γ
†
h,α′∆
†
q′(k′T)
Dˇββ′ tr
(
∆q′(k′T)Γh,β ρ(q) Γ
†
h,β′∆
†
q′(k′T)
)
= 34pi
∫
dΩ∗ rˆ∗σ rˆ∗σ′Reρˆσσ′
rˆ∗αrˆ∗α′ ∆q′(k′T)Γh,α ρ(q) Γ
†
h,α′∆
†
q′(k′T)
rˆ∗β rˆ∗β′ tr
(
∆q′(k′T)Γh,β ρ(q) Γ
†
h,β′∆
†
q′(k′T)
)
=
( 3
4pi
∫
dΩ∗ rˆ∗αrˆ∗α′
) ∆q′(k′T)Γh,α ρ(q) Γ†h,α′∆†q′(k′T)
tr
(
∆q′(k′T)Γh,β ρ(q) Γ
†
h,β′∆
†
q′(k′T)
)
= δαα′
∆q′(k′T)Γh,α ρ(q) Γ
†
h,α′∆
†
q′(k′T)
tr
(
∆q′(k′T)Γh,β ρ(q) Γ
†
h,β′∆
†
q′(k′T)
) , (5.54)
where Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.26) have been used, and the summation over repeated
indices has been understood. Clearly, such integration is equivalent to take Dˇ = 1
in Eq. (5.49), namely the resulting spin density matrix of q′ is the same as if h
were not decayed. Thus, the decay of the vector meson turns out to have no effect
on the mechanism of the quark spin transfer along the fragmentation chain. The
depolarization coefficients obtained from Eq. (5.54) (see sec. 2.3.2) are
DvmTT =
|GL|2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2 |D
ps
TT| DvmLL =
|GL|2 − 2|GT |2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2 D
ps
LL. (5.55)
The factors DpsTT and D
ps
LL are the depolarization coefficients of M19. From this re-
sult it is clear that the emission of a vector meson does not flip the quark transverse
polarization as in the case of pseudoscalar meson production. Since the vector me-
son carries spin information, the depolarization coefficients are smaller than in the
pseudoscalar case depending on the ratio |GL|2/|GT |2. In particular, if quarks couple
only to vector mesons with transverse liner polarization, i.e. for GL = 0, there is no
transverse spin transfer from q to q′ and the transverse polarization of q is transferred
to the vector meson. If quarks couple only to vector mesons with linear longitudinal
polarization, i.e. for GT = 0, the transverse polarization of q is transferred to q′
with the same fraction as in M19. Concerning the longitudinal polarization of q, it
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is transferred to q′ as in M19 without flip for GL = 0 and with flip if GT = 0. The
overall effect on the fragmentation chain with both vector and pseudoscalar meson
production is that the initial spin information decays faster. A more quantitative
study of this effect is given in Appendix C.
5.2 Monte Carlo implementation
The basic structure of the stand alone MC implementation of M20 is the same as that
of M19 described in section 3.1. Namely, initially the flavor, the momentum and the
spin density matrix of the fragmenting quark qA are defined. Then the elementary
splitting q → h + q′ is repeated recursively. As already mentioned, also in the case
of M20 the matrix uˆq is proportional to the identity matrix and does not need to be
tabulated as preliminary task. Consequently ρˆint(q) ≡ ρ(q) also for M20.
The iteration procedure follows the steps:
(1) generate a new q′q¯′ taking into account the suppression of s quarks
(2) form the pair h = qq¯′ and then: choose if it represents a vector meson with
probability fvm or a pseudoscalar meson with probability fps, afterwards choose
the hadron type and assign its mass mh. For a vector h, generate its mass M
according to the distribution |Dh(M2)|2.
(3) if h is pseudoscalar, generate k′T according to the Z-integrated splitting function
in Eq. (2.112). If h is a vector meson, generate k′T according to the Z-integrated
splitting function of M19 in Eq. (5.7) at the given value of mh drawn at step
(2). In both cases construct pT = kT − k′T with kT = 0 for qA.
(4) for pseudoscalar meson h, generate Z according to the splitting function of M19
in Eq. (2.112) evaluated at the generated value of pT. For a vector meson h,
use instead the splitting function in Eq. (5.7).
(4.1) calculate p− imposing the mass shell condition p+p− = m2h + p2T for a
pseudoscalar meson and p+p− = M2 + p2T for a vector meson
(4.2) test the exit condition and if it is not satisfied continue with the next step,
otherwise the current hadron is removed and the fragmentation chain ends
(4.3) calculate the hadron momentum p = (Eh,pT, pL), where Eh = (p++p−)/2
and pL = (p+ − p−)/2, and store it in the event record
(5) for pseudoscalar h, calculate the spin density matrix of q′ using Eq. (2.81) and
return to step 1. For a vector meson h, if its decay is switched off, calculate the
spin density matrix of q′ using Eq. (5.49) with unit decay matrix Dˇ. Otherwise
(5.1) calculate the spin density matrix ρˆ(h) of h using Eq. (5.18)
(5.2) simulate the decay process in the vector meson rest frame using ρˆ(h) to gen-
erate the angular distribution of the decay products following the recipes
explained above for the different decay types. If more than one decay
channel is allowed, select it according to the branching ratios.
(5.3) boost the decay products first along pT using Eq. (5.47) and then along
the string axis using Eq. (5.48) to have their momenta in the string rest
frame. Store the momenta in the event record.
(5.4) return the decay matrix Dˇ using the expressions of Eqs. (5.51-5.53 ) for
the different decay types, and calculate the spin density matrix of q′ using
Eq. (5.49).
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(6) follow steps (1)-(5.4) until the exit condition (same as in M18 and M19) is
satisfied.
The parameter giving the suppression of s quarks with respect to u and d quarks
is taken the same as in M19.
The probabilities fvm and fps that a given qq¯′ pair is a vector or a pseudoscalar
meson, have been taken (fvm/fps)ud = 0.68 for a non-strange qq¯′ pair and (fvm/fps) =
0.725 if at least one quark of the pair is a strange quark. These values are the default
values of PYTHIA 8 [34].
The probabilities for the identification of a given spin-1 qq¯′ pair with a vector
meson type at step (2) are obtained from the isospin wave functions, as in the pseu-
doscalar mesons case. However, for vector meson production there is no suppression
among flavor neutral states like ρ0 and ω. Namely a uu¯ or a dd¯ pair is identified
either with a ρ0 or with a ω with probability 0.5. Hence, the factor Cq′,h,q for the
case of vector meson production is obtained from Eq. (3.1) taking pη = 0.
5.3 Results of simulations
This section is dedicated to the results obtained from simulations with the model
M20. In addition to the parameters a, bL, bT and µ, which were already present
in the pseudoscalar case, this model introduces two new free parameters to describe
the spin effects for vector meson production in polarized quark fragmentation. As
can be seen from the corresponding splitting function in Eq. (5.7) and from the spin
density matrix in Eq. (5.18), the new parameters are the ratio |GL|/|GT | related
to the probabilities that a quark couples to a vector meson with longitudinal or
transverse linear polarizations, and the relative phase θLT of GL and GT which allows
vector mesons to possess oblique linear polarization in the (xˆ, zˆ) plane. To study the
kinematic distributions, the values |GL|/|GT | = 1 and θLT = 0, in agreement with
the model of Ref. [112] have been used. Then the Collins and the dihadron analysing
powers, and their sensitivity to the values of the new parameters are studied.
The results shown below are obtained from simulations of transversely and fully
polarized u quarks with initial energy obtained using the same sample of xB and Q2
values used also in the simulations with M18 and M19. The primordial transverse
momentum is switched off. And the other parameters a, bL, bT and the complex mass
µ are kept as in M19. The comparison with experimental data concludes this section.
5.3.1 Kinematic distributions
The relations between the Z and p2T distributions of vector mesons with different
ranks are the same as those for the pseudoscalar mesons of M19 and will not be
shown here. The Z distribution of a first rank vector meson decreases faster than the
Z distributions for larger ranks.
The comparison between the zh and p2T distributions for vector mesons and pri-
mary pseudo-scalar mesons is shown in Figs. 5.6-5.10. The kinematic distributions are
obtained requiring pT > 0.1 GeV/c when looking at the zh distribution and zh > 0.2
when looking at the p2T distributions.
Figure 5.6 shows in the left panel the comparison between the zh and p2T distribu-
tions for primary pi+ (dotted histogram) and ρ+ mesons (continous histogram). The
right panels show the corresponding distributions for pi− and ρ−. As can be seen the
vector mesons carry typically larger fractions of the initial quark energy due to their
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primary hadrons final hadrons
hadron fraction sec. / (prim. + sec.)
pi+ 0.153 0.464
pi− 0.072 0.585
pi0 0.112 0.559
K+ 0.027 0.256
K− 0.010 0.340
K0 0.012 0.513
K¯0 0.010 0.321
ρ+ 0.161
ρ− 0.071
ρ0 0.116
K∗+ 0.025
K∗− 0.010
K∗0 0.011
K¯∗0 0.010
ω 0.115
φ 0.001
Table 5.2: Fractions of some hadron species in u quark fragmentations. For each hadron the
kinematical cuts zh > 0.2 and pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been required. The third column shows
the fraction of secondary pseudoscalar mesons among the final ones (primary and secondary).
larger mass. The squared hadron mass, indeed, enters in the exponential of the longi-
tudinal splitting function, as can be seen from Eq. (5.7). When cutting on zh, vector
mesons turn out to be as many as the pseudoscalar mesons, in spite of fvm/fps being
less than one. This can be seen from Tab. 5.2 which gives the fractions of the different
hadron types produced in u quark fragmentations. Concerning the p2T distributions,
vector mesons have typically smaller transverse momenta than pseudoscalar mesons.
The reason for this difference is twofold. The genuine and largest contribution comes
from the fact that in the string+3P0 model the transverse momenta of the quarks
that constitute the vector meson have on the average opposite directions whereas in
the pseudoscalar case they lay on the average along the same direction. Concern-
ing the other contribution, it is due to the fact that the largest proportion to the
vector meson sample comes from rank 1 vector mesons, which have smaller p2T with
respect to larger ranks and for which the term exp
[−bL(m2h + p2T)/Z] /Na(ε2h) in the
splitting function, as a consequence of m2ps < m2vm, favors slightly smaller transverse
momenta compared to pseudoscalar mesons when the cut zh > 0.2 is applied. The
same features are seen for negative charged mesons. The genuine contribution is at
variance with PYTHIA, where the Z-integrated splitting function is the same for vector
mesons and for primary pseudoscalar mesons. However, when a cut on zh is applied,
PYTHIA also produces primary pseudoscalar mesons with somewhat larger p2T than
vector mesons.
Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the zh and p2T distributions of ρ± (continous
histogram) with the corresponding distributions of pi± (dotted histogram) produced
in the ρ± decay. The decay pions have typically smaller fractional energies and smaller
transverse momenta compared to those of their parent vector mesons. The tranverse
momentum of a decay pion receives two contributions: it inherits part of the parent ρ
transverse momentum and a transverse kick with respect to the ρ line of flight in the
decay process. An approximate relation among the average transverse momentum of
the decay pion 〈pT2〉pi, the transverse momentum 〈pT2〉ρ of the ρ and the transverse
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Figure 5.6: From left to right: distributions of zh and of p2T for primary pi+ (red dotted his-
togram) and for ρ+ (red continuous histogram), then the same for pi− (blue dotted histogram)
and for ρ− (black continuous histogram).
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Figure 5.7: Left: distributions of zh and of p2T for ρ+ (red continous histogram) and for pi+
from ρ+ decay (red dotted histogram). Right: the same for pi− (black dotted histogram) and
pi− from ρ− decay (dotted black histogram).
momentum 〈pT2〉pi/ρ 'M2zpi(zρ − zpi)/z2ρ that the pion receives in the decay process
is 〈pT2〉pi ' (zpi/zρ)2〈pT2〉ρ + 〈pT2〉pi/ρ.
The zh and p2T distributions of secondary pi± are shown in Fig. 5.8. The dotted
histograms represent the distributions of primary pions, the thin continous histograms
represent the the distributions of pions from the ρ± decay, and the continous ones
represent the distributions of primary plus decay pions. In both cases the pions
produced in the decay of vector mesons enhance the zh and the p2T distributions at
small values of fractional energies and transverse momenta.
The ratios between primary and primary plus secondary pseudoscalar mesons are
given in Tab. 5.2 when the decay of all vector mesons is switched on. Among the
charged pion sample, primary and secondary pi+ have roughly the same abundance.
Secondary pi−, are on the contrary somewhat more than the primary ones due to the
fact that the primary one are unfavored in u quark jets. It is interesting to note that
the kaon sample is dominated by primary mesons. Hence the properties of charged
kaons, e.g. the Collins analysing power, arise mostly from direct production and are
less affected by the decays of strange vector mesons.
Figure 5.9 shows the ratio as function of zh and of pT between secondary positive
(red points) and negative (black triangles) pions coming from the decays of ρ mesons
and the primary ones. Circles represent positive pions whereas triangles represent
negative pions. Again, the contribution of ρ meson decay increases with decreasing
zh. Also, the fraction of the secondary mesons is large at small transverse momenta
and vanishes with increasing pT.
Including the decays of all vector mesons, the zh and p2T distributions of final pions
are enhanced by a factor of two at small zh and p2T with respect to the primary ones.
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Figure 5.9: Ratio between positive (circles) and negative pions (triangles) produced in decays
of ρ±,0 mesons and primary positive and negative pions, as function of zh (left panel) and as
function of pT (right plot).
The contribution of secondary pions is visible for zh ≤ 0.6 and for p2T ≤ 0.5 (GeV/c)2,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.10 for positive and negative pions.
5.3.2 Analysing power
Collins analysing power
From the calculation in Eq. (5.8) leading vector mesons are expected to have opposite
Collins analysing power with respect to leading (directly produced) pions. This is also
the result of the simulations. Figure 5.11 shows the comparison between the Collins
analysing power for positive pions as obtained with M19 (open circles) and for directly
produced positive pions as obtained with M20 (full circles), with the analysing power
for ρ+ mesons (squares) as function of rank. Clearly, first rank ρ+ mesons have Collins
analysing power opposite and reduced by a factor of 1/3 with respect to first rank pi+
mesons. The factor 1/3 is as expected from Eq. (5.8). Also, the analysing power of
larger rank ρ+ has the same sign as that of pi+ but smaller magnitude. The analysing
power of pi+ mesons obtained with M20 decays much faster with rank. The reason is
that a mixture of different particle types in the fragmentation chain leads to a faster
decrease of the fragmenting quark polarization (see for instance Eq. (C.3)).
All this can be seen more clearly in Fig. 5.12 which shows the Collins analysing
power for ρ mesons as function of zh (left panel) and as function of pT (right panel).
All ρmesons have positive analysing power, at variance with the primary pseudoscalar
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between the Collins analysing power as function of rank for pi+ from
M19 (open circles), directly produced pi+ from M20 (full circles) and ρ+ (squares).
mesons. Indeed, ρ+ and ρ0 mesons are produced already at first rank which is char-
acterized by a positive analysing power and this fixes the sign of the rank-integrated
analysing power. On the contrary, ρ− mesons are produced from second rank ei-
ther with negative analysing power after a first rank vector meson or with positive
analysing power after a first rank pseudoscalar meson. Since the production of ρ
mesons is suppressed with respect to that of pions, the analysing power for ρ− is
mostly determined from rank 2 ρ− mesons produced after a rank 1 pseudoscalar
meson, and it is not very sensitive to the value of |GL|/|GT |.
The effect of vector meson production on the Collins analysing power for all
hadrons (primary and secondary mesons) is the most important result of the simu-
lation. Vector mesons have a twofold contribution: they affect the Collins analysing
power of primary pseudoscalar mesons because of the different propagation of the
quark spin along the chain and they give a contribution to the analysing power of the
secondary mesons because of their own Collins effect.
The effect of vector meson production on the primary charged pions is shown in
the left panel of Fig. 5.13. It compares the Collins analysing power for pi+ (circles)
and pi− (triangles) as obtained with M19 (open markers) and with M20 (full markers)
when vector meson decays are switched off. The absolute value of the Collins effect
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Figure 5.13: Left: comparison between the Collins analysing power as function of zh and of
pT for pi+ (circles) and pi− (triangle) as obtained with M19 (open markers) and with M20
(full markers) when the vector meson decay is switched off. Right: effect of ρ+ decay on the
Collins analysing power.
for positive pions is slightly larger in M20 than in M19 whereas for negative pions
the reverse is true. This is clear also from the average values given in Tab. 5.3 and it
can be understood considering the first two splittings in the fragmentation chain of
M20. Rank 1 positive pions are produced with negative analysing power. At rank 2
they are produced either with positive analysing power after a pseudoscalar meson or
with negative analysing power after a first rank vector meson. Since the first case is
favored, the sign of rank 2 mesons is positive, and this enhances the overall analysing
power. Similar considerations apply to negative pions which are produced from rank
2 with positive or negative analysing power depending whether the first rank meson
is a pseudoscalar or a vector particle.
In the decay process, the Collins effect of vector mesons is transferred to the
decay products. This is shown in Fig. 5.14 for ρ+ (rectangles) and the decay pi+
(circles) and pi0 (triangles) as function of zh (left panel) and as function of pT (right
panel). The decay pions have the same analysing power since the decay process is
invariant under parity, somewhat different with respect to the analysing power of the
parent ρ+. Indeed requiring decay pions with large zh (note that for the pions it is
zρ > zpi), selects preferably ρ+ mesons with longitudinal linear polarization which,
as already mentioned, have opposite Collins effect with respect to the leading pions.
Instead, when looking at the Collins analysing power for ρ+ their polarization states
are summed over giving an analysing power of ρ+ which is a factor of 3 smaller than
that of the pi+. The differences between the ρ+ and the decay pion analysing powers at
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decay mode pi+ pi−
M19 −0.251± 0.004 0.257± 0.006
M20 no decays −0.308± 0.003 0.218± 0.005
ρ+ −0.178± 0.003 0.216± 0.005
ρ− −0.307± 0.003 0.172± 0.004
ρ0 −0.210± 0.003 0.151± 0.004
ρ±,0 −0.136± 0.003 0.140± 0.004
all VM −0.124± 0.003 0.124± 0.003
Table 5.3: Average values of Collins analysing power for charged pions. For each hadron the
cuts zh > 0.2 and pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been applied.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the Collins analysing power as function of zh (left panel)
and as function of pT (right panel) for ρ+ positive (squares) and the analysing power of the
decay pi+ (circles) and pi0 (triangles).
large transverse momenta can be understood with similar considerations. Decay pions
with large transverse momenta can be produced from a first rank ρ+ linearly polarized
along m (hence along its pT) or from ρ+ mesons with large transverse momenta. In
the former case, the relative transverse momentum of the pion in the decay adds with
the transverse momentum of ρ+ meson, which also has positive analysing power as
can be seen from Eq. (5.10). In the latter case, it can be seen from the classical
string+3P0 picture that a ρ+ with a large transverse momentum can be produced
at second or higher rank when the transverse momenta of the constituent quarks are
aligned along the same direction. This happens if the meson is linearly polarized along
N, namely along the normal to its production plane. In this case, from Eq. (5.11), we
know that the ρ+ has exactly the same Collins effect as a pseudoscalar meson, which
for rank two is positive. This explains the larger analysing power of pi+ and of pi0 at
large transverse momenta. A further interesting feature is that the analysing power
of decay pions becomes negative for pT < 0.4 GeV/c. This happens likely when the
pion transverse momentum in the ρ+ rest frame is larger than transverse momentum
of the ρ+ in the string rest frame. The same features are seen also in the decay of ρ−
and ρ0 mesons.
The effect of ρ+, ρ− and ρ0 decays have been studied separately and understood.
To summarize, all ρ decays reduce the analysing power of positive and negative pions,
the most relevant reduction being that on the pi+ analysing power due to the ρ+
decays, as can also be seen in Tab. 5.3.
Switching on the decays of all ρ mesons one gets the results shown in Fig. 5.15.
Open points show the analysing power of primary charged pions whereas closed points
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Figure 5.15: The Collins analysing power of final positive (circles) and negative (triangle)
pions as function of zh (left panel) and of pT (right panel). The open markers represent
primary pions when the decays of vector mesons are switched off whereas the closed markers
represent all pions when switching on the ρ mesons decay.
show the analysing power of primary and secondary pions. The effect is large for both
charges and as function of both zh and pT. The reduction is stronger in the case of
positive pions where the secondary ones are characterized by an analysing power with
opposite sign with respect to that of the primary ones. From Tab. 5.3 one can see
that the analysing power of primary pi+ is reduced by 55% and that of primary pi−
is reduced by 35%.
Switching on ω and φ decays does not change sensibly the Collins analysing power
of charged pions. Neither do the decays of strange vector mesons. The final result ob-
tained by switching on all vector meson decays is shown in Fig. 5.16. For comparison,
the analysing power of primary pions is also shown.
It is important to note that M20 produces a different average analysing power
for primary pi+ and for primary pi−, but after switching on vector meson decays the
absolute values of the pi+ analysing power and the pi− analysing power are the same.
This similarity, obtained also with M19 and seen in the experimental data [97], is not
related to the values of the free parameters used in simulations but it is a prediction
of the model itself.
The same analysis has been done for charged kaons and the same considerations
as for pions hold. The effect of all vector meson decays on the Collins analysing power
is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.16. In this case, the effect of vector meson decay
is larger for K+ and the mesons that provide the larger contribution are K∗+ and
K∗0.
Sensitivity to the free parameters
All the previous results have been obtained using |GL|/|GT | = 1 and θLT = 0. Here
the sensitivity of the analysing power to the variations of these parameters is inves-
tigated. For these simulations the decays of all vector meson species are switched
on. The plot in the upper row, left, of Fig. 5.17 shows the effect of variations of
|GL|/|GT | for positive (full markers) and negative (open markers) pions. Triangles
are obtained choosing |GL|/|GT | = 0.2, circles with |GL|/|GT | = 1 and squares with
|GL|/|GT | = 5. The first choice favors the coupling of quarks to vector mesons with
transverse linear polarization. The second one gives an equal weight to longitudinal
and transverse linear polarizations. The third favors the coupling to vector mesons
with longitudinal linear polarization. The effect of varying |GL|/|GT | is seen mostly
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Figure 5.16: Left: effect of vector mesons decay on the Collins analysing power of pi+ (circles)
and pi− (triangle). The open markers refer to primary pions when the decays of vector mesons
are switched off whereas the closed markers when switching on all vector mesons decay. Right:
same for positive (circles) and negative (triangles) kaons.
θLT = −pi/2 θLT = 0 θLT = pi/2
|GL|/|GT | = 0.2 pi+ −0.170± 0.004 −0.141± 0.004 −0.112± 0.004
pi− 0.121± 0.005 0.128± 0.005 0.127± 0.005
|GL|/|GT | = 1 pi+ −0.225± 0.004 −0.124± 0.003 −0.037± 0.004
pi− 0.121± 0.005 0.124± 0.003 0.140± 0.005
|GL|/|GT | = 5 pi+ −0.140± 0.004 −0.093± 0.004 −0.043± 0.004
pi− 0.127± 0.005 0.136± 0.005 0.155± 0.005
Table 5.4: Average values of the Collins analysing power for charged pions for different values
of |GL|/|GT | and θLT . For each pion the cuts zh > 0.2 and pT > 0.1 GeV/c have been applied.
All vector meson decays have been switched on.
for positive pions with zh > 0.6 or with pT < 0.5 GeV/c. For |GL|/|GT | = 5 the
analysing power for pi+ is slightly reduced whereas that for pi− is slightly increased.
Taking |GL|/|GT | = 0.2 increases slightly the analysing power of pi+ whereas that of
pi− does not change. The plot in the upper row, right, in Fig. 5.17 shows the effect
of changing θLT from 0 to ±pi/2 for |GL|/|GT | = 1. The effect is very strong for
positive pions and it is opposite for positive and negative pions, namely increasing
θLT decreases the analysing power for pi+ and increases that of pi− and vice-versa.
The bottom plots in the same figure show the effect of θLT on the Collins analysing
power for charged pions when |GL|/|GT | = 5 (left) and |GL|/|GT | = 0.2 (right). In
the former case the effect is similar to |GL|/|GT | = 1 whereas in the latter case it
the effect of the oblique polarization, being proportional to |GL|/|GT | as can be seen
from the matrix element ρˆml(h) in Eq. (5.18), is smaller. The average values of pi+
and pi− analysing powers are given in Tab. 5.4 for the considered values of |GL|/|GT |
and θLT .
Dihadron asymmetry
For the calculation of the dihadron asymmetry pairs of oppositely charged hadrons
in the same data sample are considered, and as angle characterizing the pair the
azimuthal angle of the vector RT has been used. The kinematic cuts zh > 0.1 and
xF > 0.1 for each hadron of the pair, |pi| > 3 GeV/c for pions, |pi| > 10 GeV/c for
kaons and RT > 0.07 GeV/c, are applied in analogy with the COMPASS analysis
[61].
The dihadron analysing power as function of z = zh1 + zh2 and of the invariant
mass Minv is shown in Fig. 5.18 for the pions pairs obtained with M19 (circles), with
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Figure 5.17: Upper row, left: Collins analysing power for pi+ (full markers) and pi− (open
markers) for different values of |GL|/|GT |. Upper row, right: effect of θLT on the Collins
analysing power for |GL|/|GT | = 1. Bottom row, left: effect of θLT on the Collins analysing
power for |GL|/|GT | = 5. Bottom row, right: effect of θLT on the Collins analysing power for
|GL|/|GT | = 0.2.
M20 when vector meson decays are switched off (squares) and after switching on all
decays (triangles). The values of the parameters used here are |GL|/|GT | = 1 and
θLT = 0. The vector meson introduction slightly increases the dihadron analysing
power as clear also from Tab. 5.5 where the corresponding average values are shown.
When vector meson decays are switched on, the analysing power is diluted due to the
fact that the decay process is invariant under RT → −RT and thus the decay mesons
do not contribute to the dihadron analysing power. From Tab. 5.5 one can see the
dihadron analysing power for primary pions is diluted of 55%.
It is also interesting to look at the effect of changing the value of |GL|/|GT | and
the value of θLT on the dihadron analysing power, which is shown in the left and
right panels of Fig. 5.19. The analysing power does not depend much on the value
of |GL|/|GT |. Some effect is seen for z > 0.8 when θLT = pi/2. However the overall
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Figure 5.18: Dihadron analysing power for charged pion pairs as obtained with M19 (circles),
for primary pions as obtained with M20 (squares) for |GL|/|GT | = 1 and after switching on
vector meson decays (triangles).
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pi+pi−
M19 −0.246± 0.005
M20 no decays −0.306± 0.010
all VM −0.111± 0.005
Table 5.5: Average values of dihadron analysing power for charged pions obtained using the
parameters |GL|/|GT | = 1 and θLT = 0.
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Figure 5.19: Left: the dihadron analysing power for oppositely charged pions for different
values of |GL|/|GT |. Right: effect of θLT on the dihadron analysing power for |GL|/|GT | = 1.
dilution effect is not sensitive neither on the size of global Collins effect of the vector
meson nor on its polarization.
The average value of the dihadron analysing power turns out to be smaller than
that of the Collins analysing power for positive pions with the same parameter setting.
This is at variance with the experimental result. Still it must be reminded that these
results are obtained with k⊥ = 0. As known, for non vanishing k⊥, only the Collins
analysing power is reduced. Also, a different setting of the free parameters can change
the relative magnitudes of the analysing powers.
5.3.3 Comparison with experimental results
The left panel of Fig. 5.20 shows the comparison as function of zh (left plot) and of pT
(right plot) of the Collins analysing power for charged pions as obtained from the M20
stand alone MC (full points) with the Collins asymmetry measured by COMPASS for
protons (open points). The circles indicate the positive pions whereas the triangles
indicate the negative pions. The full points are the MC results for the u quark
fragmentation simulated with M20 using |GL|/|GT | = 1 and θLT = 0, and without
intrisinc quark transverse momentum. The values are rescaled by a factor λ′ justified
by the fact that the transversity distribution is not used in the stand alone MC.
The same χ2 minimization procedure described in sec. 3.2.1 has been used, getting
λ′ = 0.11 ± 0.02. This value is twice as that obtained for M18 as expected from the
reduction the Collins analysing power due to the introduction of vector mesons. The
overall agreement is satisfactory, in particular for the asymmetry of positive pions as
function of zh and the asymmetry for positive and negative pions as function of pT.
Surprisingly, the analysing power for negative pions in M20 increases with zh whereas
it decreases in the data. This is an interesting point to be understood. A different
setting of the free parameters could change the values of the asymmetries but other
effects have to be considered. For instance, a reduction of the analysing power at large
zh could be obtained by switching on the intrinsic quark transverse momentum which
would also shift the point where the analysing power for positive pions as function
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Figure 5.20: Left: comparison of the Collins analysing power as obtained with M20 (full
points) with the Collins asymmetry as measured by COMPASS (open points). Right: com-
parison of the dihadron analysing power as obtained with M20 (full points) with the dihadron
asymmetry measured by COMPASS (open points).
of pT changes sign. A further reduction could occur when considering the realistic
mixture of the struck quarks in the SIDIS process, as seen for the Collins asymmetry
obtained with PYTHIA+3P0.
In the right panel of Fig. 5.20 the comparison of the dihadron analysing power for
h+h− pairs obtained with M20 (full points) with the dihadron asymmetry measured
by COMPASS (open points), as function of z (left plot) and as function of the invari-
ant mass (right plot) is shown. The MC points have been obtained from the same
sample of simulated events used for the calculation of the Collins analysing power
and have been rescaled by the same factor λ′. The agreement is quite satisfactory.
The success of the M20 model in reproducing the transverse spin asymmetries
is an important point. The goal of having a quantum mechanical consistent model
of the polarized quark fragmentation process implemented in a MC program has
been achieved. M20 is the most complete model one can build with the string+3P0
fragmentation model, and no major theoretical improvements are presently foreseen.
By now, a systematic work to tune the three additional free parameters can start.
Input on |GL|/|GT | and θLT can come from the measurements of the spin den-
sity matrix elements of vector mesons produced in inclusive processes. For instance,
in the case of the e+e− annihilation to hadrons process at the Z0 mass, the spin
density matrix is investigated by the DELPHI Collaboration [111] and by the OPAL
Collaboration [109, 110, 116]. These data have already been extensively studied in
the literature, e.g. in Refs. [117, 118]. Using the SIDIS results, in addition to the
Collins and dihadron asymmetries, a dedicated comparison with the zh and p2T dis-
tributions has also to be performed, and new measurements could also be proposed
to investigate specific aspects of the model. Last but not least, the use of the e+e−
annihilation to hadrons data below the Z0 mass will also give constraints and new
input.
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Summary and outlook
During the research years that brought to this thesis, a recursive model for the frag-
mentation of polarized quarks which combines the Lund Model of string fragmenta-
tion and the 3P0 model of quark pair creation at string breaking has been studied
in detail and extended from pseudoscalar meson production to both pseudoscalar
and vector meson production. The model is fully quantum-mechanical concerning
the spin degree of freedom and preserves the left-right symmetry of the Lund string
fragmentation model. The polarized splitting function and the formula governing the
transfer of polarization from a recurrent quark to the next one are derived explic-
itly and written in a form suitable for a Monte Carlo implementation. In the model
generating only pseudoscalar mesons, the source of spin asymmetries and spin cor-
relations along the fragmentation chain lies at the level of the quark-antiquark pair
production, which is assumed to occur in the 3P0 state and involves a complex mass
parameter µ. In particular, the imaginary part of µ is responsible for the transverse
spin effects, whereas the longitudinal spin effects like jet handedness are proportional
to Im(µ2) = 2Re(µ)Im(µ).
Two variants of the model (M18 and M19), which differ by the choice of an input
function, have been formulated. Both variants are restricted to the production of
pseudoscalar mesons. They have been implemented in stand alone Monte Carlo pro-
grams which have been used to investigate the model predictions. M18 is more general
and takes into account possible spin-independent correlations between the transverse
momenta of the recurrent quark and the next one at each elementary splitting. From
the practical point of view it requires, as preliminary step, the tabulation of some
functions and the Monte Carlo drawing of the hadrons species is somewhat compli-
cated if one wants to preserve the left-right symmetry exactly. M19 does not foresee
the above mentioned correlations and does not necessitate the preliminary tabulation.
It provides analytic expressions for the coefficients which govern the decay of spin in-
formation along the fragmentation chain. The two variants give essentially the same
results, in spite of the simplicity of M19. The main advantage of M19 is that it is
more suitable for the implementation in event generators in which the fragmentation
process is based on the Lund Model. For both variants, the Collins effect has been
deeply studied as function of the relevant variables. After fixing the free parameters
by comparison with experimental data, the resulting Collins and the dihadron trans-
verse spin asymmetries from simulations have been compared with COMPASS and
BELLE data, finding a satisfactory qualitative agreement. A remarkable property of
the model is that with the same mechanism it reproduced both the Collins and the
dihadron asymmetries.
Thanks to its formal simplicity, the model M19 could be interfaced with the
PYTHIA 8.2 event generator for the simulation of the polarized SIDIS process. This
allowed for the first time to introduce spin effects in the fragmentation process of a
complete event generator. The strategy that has been followed consists in looking at
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each hadron emitted by PYTHIA during string fragmentation and to bias its azimuthal
distribution according to the rules of M19, thus taking into account the 3P0 mech-
anism. Also, the fragmentation and the quark spin propagation along the chain are
forced to evolve from the quark side toward the side of the nucleon remnant. The
introduction of spin effects in PYTHIA has been validated by comparing the simulation
results with those of the stand alone M19 Monte Carlo. Moreover, a parameterization
for the quark transversity distribution has been implemented in PYTHIA, allowing for
the complete simulation of both the Collins and the dihadron asymmetries. These
asymmetries have been calculated for transversely polarized proton and deuteron
targets and the agreement with the COMPASS data is quite satisfactory, giving con-
fidence in the model and motivating further developments.
As a last development, the vector meson production has been grafted to M19,
leading to the M20 model. The new splitting function depends essentially on two
more free parameters, in addition to the complex mass. One of them, |GL|/|GT |,
governs the ratio of longitudinal to transverse vector mesons. It also affects the
strength of the Collins effect for a vector meson taken as one particle. The other one,
θLT = arg(GL/GT ), is responsible for the oblique polarization of vector mesons, a
new source of Collins effect among the decay hadrons not yet tested experimentally.
These two parameters enter also the spin density matrix of the vector meson, which
is used to define the angular distribution of the decay products in the vector meson
rest frame for the cases of two and three body hadronic decay processes. At each
elementary splitting, the vector meson is produced in a correlated spin state with the
left-over quark. This correlation is taken into account by using the formalism of the
decay matrices. The M20 model has been implemented in a stand alone Monte Carlo
which has been used for a detailed study of the effect of vector meson production and
decay on the Collins and the dihadron analysing powers. With the present choice of
the two new free parameters, the dependence of the Collins analysing power on the
fractional energy and on the transverse momentum of the hadron is different from
that of M19. Also, the average value is decreased, as expected. The same reduction is
seen in the dihadron analysing power. From the study of the Collins analysing power
as function of rank it is clear that the polarization of the initial quark decays faster in
chains where both pseudoscalar and vector mesons are produced. The sensitivity of
the Collins and dihadron analysing powers and of the kinematic distributions on the
free parameters has also been investigated. All the tests and the studies performed
have allowed to understand the features of the model and no critical point showed
up.
The model presented in this thesis is obviously far from being complete. Baryon
production is not included and interferences between resonance and background, or
between particles of permuted ranks, are not treated. Nevertheless, it gives a new
insight in the quark fragmentation process, polarized or not. It satisfies the basic
rules (positivity, entanglement,. . . ) of quantum information theory applied to spin.
It explicits the link between Collins and di-hadron asymmetries and is able to generate
a nonzero jet handedness. The physics ingredients that it contains are sufficient to
perform realistic simulations when interfaced with a complete event generator. The
results obtained here indicate that the model has a promising predictive power, stable
against changes on the free parameters.
In conclusion, the goal of the research project has been reached. The work done
is a first important step towards a more complete inclusion of the spin effects in the
hadronization part of Monte Carlo event generators and in particular in PYTHIA. After
a more refined tuning of the parameters, the existing event generator can already
be used for the systematic study of the quark spin in the fragmentation process
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in SIDIS and e+e− annihilation to hadrons. In the future the code for polarized
quark fragmentation with vector meson production will be incorporated in PYTHIA
for SIDIS and e+e− annihilation. The work done is important not only for a better
understanding of hadronization, which is related to the still unexplained phenomenon
of confinement, but also in view of the realization of new proposed experiments at
EIC and LHC dedicated to the understanding of the nucleon structure.
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Appendix A
Lightcone components of a
four-vector
The lightcone decomposition of four-vectors is used throughout the whole thesis for
the parameterization of particle momenta in a splitting process. There are two pro-
cesses considered. The splitting N(PN )→ q(k) +X(PX) of the nucleon N with mo-
mentum PN in a quark q with momentum k and the remnant X with momentum PX .
In this case, the quark takes a fraction x = k+/P+N of the nucleon "plus" (or forward)
lightcone momentum. The second splitting process considered is q(k)→ h(p)+q′(k′).
Namely, the quark q with momentum k is split in a hadron h with momentum p and
a left-over quark q′ with momentum k′. Here the hadron takes a fraction Z = p+/k+
of the quark "plus" lightcone momentum. The other component along the lightcone
is called "minus" or backward lightcone momentum.
In general, given a reference frame where the longitudinal direction is defined as
the zˆ axis, a four-vector v is written as v = (v0,vT, vz). The transverse vector vT
indicates the component of v in the plane orthogonal to zˆ. The light cone components
of v are defined as
v± = v0 ± vz. (A.1)
In terms of the light cone and transverse components, the Lorentz invariant scalar
product between two four-vectors v and w is given by
vµ · wµ ≡ v · w = v
+w− + v−w+
2 − vT ·wT. (A.2)
When considering the scalar product of a four-vector with itself, this relation reduces
to
v · v ≡ v2 = v+v− − v2T. (A.3)
For the four-momentum p of a hadron h with mass mh, it is p0 = E =
√
|p|2 +m2h
and the mass-shell constraint p2 = m2h can also be written as
p+p− = ε2h, ε2h = m2h + p2T (A.4)
The quantity ε2h is the squared transverse energy of the hadron.
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Appendix B
The explicit expression of the
correlation matrix
The correlation matrixR is used in Chapter 5 to describe the spin correlations between
h and q′ in the elementary splitting q → h + q′. It is introduced in sec. 5.1.2 and
defined according to Eq. (5.16). It is a 6 × 6 matrix and can be expanded in the
quark ⊗ vector meson spin basis as
R(q′, h) =
∑
J,A
CJA σ
q′
J ⊗ΣhA. (B.1)
The correlation coefficients CJA describe all the spin correlations between q′ and h
as allowed by parity conservation. They can be calculated as
CJA = g−1A Tr
(
R(q′, h)σq
′
I ⊗ λhA
)
= Rjα;j′α′(σq
′
J )j′j (λ
h
A)α′α, (B.2)
where a summation over the repeated spin indices is understood. The trace operation
is performed both on the quark and hadron spin indices. The quark polarization
states are labelled by J = 0,m, n, l and the meson polarization states by the index
A = 0, 1, . . . , 8. The (m,n, l) states are defined as m = kˆ′T, n = zˆ × kˆ
′
T and l = zˆ.
k′T is the transverse momentum of q′ with respect to the string axis. The σ matrices
refer to the Pauli matrices for q′.
The Σ matrices are defined to be [91]
Σ1 =
|n〉〈l| − |l〉〈n|
i
≡ λ7, Σ2 = |l〉〈m| − |m〉〈l|
i
≡ −λ5
Σ3 =
|m〉〈n| − |n〉〈m|
i
≡ −λ2
Σ4 = |n〉〈l|+ |l〉〈n| ≡ λ6, Σ5 = |l〉〈m|+ |m〉〈l| ≡ λ4
Σ6 = |m〉〈n|+ |m〉〈n| ≡ λ1, Σ7 = |m〉〈m| − |n〉〈n| ≡ λ3
Σ8 = |l〉〈l| − |m〉〈m|+ |n〉〈n|2 ≡
√
3
2 λ8, (B.3)
where we have shown also the relation with the 3 × 3 Gell-Mann λ matrices. The
identity 3 × 3 matrix is defined as Σh0 . The ΣA matrices obey the normalization
condition
δAA′ = g−1A Tr ΣAΣA′ , (B.4)
gA being the normalization constant.
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Using the Eq. (5.16) and Eq. (B.2) the expression for R is
R(q′, h) = |Cq′,h,q|
2∑
H |Cq′,H,q|2
|Dh(M2)|2
(
1− Z
ε2h
)a exp (−bLε2h/Z)
Na(ε2h)
× |µ|
2 + k′2T
|µ|2 + 〈k2T〉fT
f2T(k
′2
T)×
1
2 ×
1
2|GT |2 + |GL|2
×
{[(
|µ|2 + k′2T
) 2|GT |2 + |GL|2
3 + 2Im(µ)k
′
T
|GL|2
3 Sqn
]
1q′ ⊗ 1h
+
[ (
|µ|2 + k′2T
) |GT |2 − |GL|2√
3
− 2Im(µ)k′T
|GL|2√
3
Sqn
]
1q′ ⊗ 2√
3
Σh8
− |GL||GT | sin θLT
[ (
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
Sqn + 2Im(µ)k′T
]
1q′ ⊗Σh5
+ |GL||GT |
[ (
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
sin θLT Sqm + 2Im(µ)k′T cos θLTSql
]
1q′ ⊗Σh4
−
(
2Im(µ)k′T|GT |2 Sqm
)
1q′ ⊗Σh6 +
(
2Im(µ)k′T|GT |2 Sqn
)
1q′ ⊗Σh7
−
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
|GT |2 Sqn σq′m ⊗Σh6 −
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
|GT |2 Sqm σq′m ⊗Σh7
+
[ (
|µ|2 − k′2T
) |GL|2
3 Sqm − 2Re(µ)k
′
T
|GL|2 − 2|GT |2
3 Sql
]
σq
′
m ⊗ 1h
+ |GT ||GL| cos θLT
[ (
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
Sql + 2Re(µ)k′T Sqm
]
σq
′
m ⊗Σh5
+ |GT ||GL|
[ (
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
sin θLT + 2Re(µ)k′T cos θLT Sqn
]
σq
′
m ⊗Σh4
−
[ (
|µ|2 − k′2T
) |GL|2√
3
Sqm + 2Re(µ)k′T(|GT |2 + |GL|2)
Sql√
3
]
σq
′
m ⊗
2√
3
Σh8
−
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
|GT |2 Sqm σq′n ⊗Σh6 +
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
|GT |2 Sqn σq′n ⊗Σh7
−
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
sin θLT |GT ||GL|σq′n ⊗Σh5
+
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
)
|GT ||GL| cos θLT Sql σq′n ⊗Σh4
+
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
) |GL|2
3 Sqn σ
q′
n ⊗ 1h −
(
|µ|2 + k′2T
) |GL|2√
3
Sqn σ
q′
n ⊗
2√
3
Σh8
+
[
2Re(µ)k′T Sqm
|GL|2
3 +
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
) |GL|2 − 2|GT |2
3 Sql
]
σq
′
l ⊗ 1h
− 2Re(µ)k′T |GT |2 Sqn σq
′
l ⊗Σh6 − 2Re(µ)k′T Sqm |GT |2 σq
′
l ⊗Σh7
+ |GL||GT | cos θLT
[
2Re(µ)k′T Sql −
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
Sqm
]
σq
′
l ⊗Σh5
+ |GL||GT |
[
2Re(µ)k′T sin θLT −
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
)
cos θLT Sqn
]
σq
′
l ⊗Σh4
−
[
2Re(µ)k′T Sqm
|GL|2√
3
+
(
|µ|2 − k′2T
) |GT |2 + |GL|2√
3
Sql
]
σq
′
l ⊗
2√
3
Σh8
}
.
(B.5)
In this expression only the correlation coefficients between the quark polarization
and the tensor polarization of the vector meson have been considered. The terms
concerning the vector meson axial polarization which involve the Σ1, Σ2 and Σ3
matrices have been neglected.
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This equation shows explicitly that the vector meson and the quark q′ are pro-
duced in a correlated state. The correlation coefficients depend on the quark variables
such as k′T and µ and also on the quark couplings to the vector meson, namely on
the ratio between |GL|/|GT | and on the phase θLT = argGL/GT .
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Appendix C
Decay of the fragmenting quark
polarization in M20
M20 is the model of polarized quark fragmentation with both pseudoscalar and vector
meson production introduced in Chapter 5. Since this model includes the production
of more than one particle species, the initial quark, during the fragmentation chain,
is depolarized faster than in M19. The depolarization coefficients DvmTT and DvmLL are
introduced in Eq. (5.55).
For a more quantitative description of the depolarization, consider f.i. a jet initi-
ated by the quark qA made of N toth hadrons. N toth is also the number of elementary
splittings q → h + q′. Let fps be the probability that in each splitting the meson h
is a pseudoscalar and fvm the probability that it is a vector. Then the probability
of producing nh pseudoscalar mesons and N toth − nh vector mesons is given by the
binomial distribution
Pnh =
(
N toth
nh
)
fnhps f
Ntoth −nh
vm . (C.1)
Defining SA the polarization vector of the fragmenting quark, the transverse polar-
ization of the left-over quark qNtot
h
+1 after N toth splittings is
ST qNtoth +1
= (DvmTT)N
tot
h −nh (DpsTT)
nh ST A
≡ DM20TT ST A. (C.2)
Hence the average depolarization after N toth splittings is
〈DM20TT 〉 =
∑
nh
Pnh (DvmTT)
Ntoth −nh (DpsTT)
nh
= (fps − fvm |GL|
2
2|GT |2 + |GL|2 )
Ntoth (DpsTT)
Ntoth . (C.3)
This equation shows that the depolarization coefficient of M20 is smaller than that
of M19, which would be (DpsTT)
Ntoth . Having in mind that it is N toth ∝ logW , W being
the invariant mass of the final hadronic system in DIS or the center of mass energy
in e+e− annihilation to hadrons, Eq. (C.3) gives also the depolarization of the initial
quark as function of the energy stored in the string.
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